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THE BASIC FOR~nJLA 

I. THE PROBLEAi 

l\ A" ANY auditory and visual perceptions are accompanied by a certain 
1'..1. intuitive feeling of which is separable from <=,,,,,.-.. I:'1'lr,, ... 

emotional, moral, or in tellectual feeling. The branch of knowledge called 
aesthetics is concerned primarily with this aesthetic feeling and the 

aesthetic objects which produce it. 
There are numerous kinds of aesthetic and each gives rise to 

aesthetic feeling is sui generis. fall, however, in 

c~!_~g~Ei"~§: some, like sunsets, are found in natu~~J while others are ~~~~!~~t 
by the artist. The category is more or less accidental in quality, 
while the second category comes into existence as the free expression of 
aesthetic ideals. It is for this reason that art rather than nature provides 
the principal material of aesthetics. 

Of primary significance for aesthetics is the fact that the objects be
longing to a definite class admit of direct intuitive comparison with respect 
to aesthetic value. The artist and the connoisseur excel in their power to 
make discriminations of this kind. 

To the extent that aesthetics is successful in its scientific aims, it must 
provide some rational basis for such intuitive comparisons. In fact it is 
the fundamental problem of aesthetics to determine, within each class of 
aesthetic objects, those specific attributes upon which the aesthetic value 
depends. 

2. NATURE OF THE AESTHETIC EXPERIENCE 

The typical aesthetic experience may be regarded as compounded of 
three successive phases: (~) a effort of attention, which is 
necessary for the act of perception, and III propo!tiQ!LJ9 
what we shall call the compl~:£i!y (C) of the object; (2) the feeling of value 

which rewards this effort; and finally (3) a realiza-

(3 ) 
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tion that the object is 
order more or 
effect. 

This analysis 
feelings arise primaril y oec:au~)e 

symmetry, or 
..... t::"'~AC'C'rsl'''.T to the aesthetic 

OF THE PROBLEM 

the ""'-'..:I'\.L,l'.,\.,tl... 

relation within the object. definitely, if we 
harmonious inter

lvI, 0, and C as 
measurable variables, we are led to 

o 
= C 

and thus to em bod y in a basic formula the conjecture that the aesthetic 
measure is determined by the density of order relations in the aesthetic 
object. 

The known aesthetic demand for '!!qity~i!1~,!:.£i~ty' is evidently 

closely connected with this The ~~~~~~~,"~~~~~,",~"~~ .. ~ ..... ~.o.~ ... f~.~ .. ~ .. ~ .... ~."~ .. '~"_&_"~';""'_~_~ 
that which 

gous nature. 
If we admit the validity of such a formula, the following mathematical 

formulation of the fundamental aesthetic problem may be made: WJ1hin 
each class oj!!~~L~~~i:i~~~~order 0 P!!illl~~£q!!':t~~~!~l~~~ so 
that their :tVI = the aesthetic measure oj any object the 
class. 

I t will be our chief aim to consider various simple classes of aesthetic 
objects, and in these cases to solve as best we can the fundamental aes
thetic problem in the mathematical form just stated. Preliminary to such 
actual application, however, it is desirable to indicate the psychological 
basis of the formula and the conditions under which it can be applied. 

4. THE FEELING OF EFFORT IN AESTHETIC EXPERIENCE 

From the physiological-psychological point of view, the act of perception 
of an aesthetic object begins with the stimulation of the auditory or visual 
organs of and continues until this stimulation and the resultant 
cerebral terminate. In order that act of perception be 
successfully performed, IS appropriate of at-
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tention in consciousness. The attent ... i .. v .... e .................... . has of course its phys-

iological correlative, which in particular ensures 
ments to the act are 

that the adjust-
when required. These 

are usually made without of motor ideas 
such as accompany motor and in this sense are' auto-
matic.' In more the stimulation sets up a nerve cur-
rent which, the cerebral cortex, in part reverts to the periph-
ery as a motor nerve current along a path of extreme habituation, such 
as corresponds to any automatic act. 

Now, adjustments are made without the 
intervention of motor ideas, nevertheless there is a well known feeling of 
effort or varying tension while the successive adjustments are called for 
and performed. This constitutes a definite and important part of the 
general feeling characteristic of the state of attention. fa~t .. that 

QLs911lt::}{inci is almost necessary for sustained att€:!IgiQ!!,y()~ld 
seem to indicate that this feeling has not a positive (pleasurable) tone but 
rather a negative one. Furthermore, if we bear in mind that the so-called 
automatic acts are nothing but the outcome of unvarying voluntary acts 
habitually performed, we may reasonably believe that there remain 
vestiges of the motor ideas originally involved, and that it is these which 
make up this feeling of effort. 

From such a point of view, the feeling of effort always attendant upon 
perception appears as a summation of the feelings of tension which ac
company the various automatic adjustments. 

5. THE PSYCHOLOGICAL rvIEANING OF 'COMPLEXITY' 

Suppose that ... are the various autom~tic~dj1!stments 
r~ql!~r~d, with respective indic:es of tension a, b, c, ... , and that these 
adjustments .d, B, C, ... take place r, s, I, ... titnt:!srespectively. 
Now it is the feeling of effort or tension which is the psychological 
counterpart of what has been referred to as the complexity C of the 
aesthetic object. In this manner we are led to regard the sum of the 
various indices as the .. measure of complexity, and thus to vyrite 

C = ra sb Ic • • • • til 

( 5 ) 
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A simple illustration may serve to clarify poin t vIew. Suppose 
that we a convex polygonal The act perception 

The 

Perhaps a more satisfying illustration is by 
ody. Here the automatic motor adjustments to the act of 
ception are the incipient adjustments of the vocal cords to the successive 
tones. E viden tl y in this case the complexi ty C will be measured by the 
number of notes in the melody. 

6. ASSOCIATIONS AND AESTHETIC FEELING 

Up to this point we have only considered the act of perception of an 
aesthetic object as involving a certain effort of attention. This feeling of 
effort is correlated with the efferent part of the nerve current which gives 
rise to the required automatic motor adjustments, and has no direct refer
ence to aesthetic feeling. 

For the cause (physiologically speaking) of aesthetic feeling, we must 
look to that complementary part of the nerve current which, impinging on 
the auditory and visual centers, gives rise to sensations derived from the 
object, and, spreading from thence, 'calls various associated ideas with 
their attendant feelings into play. These sensations, together with the 
associated ideas and their attendant feelings, constitute the full percep
tion of the object. It is in these associations rather than in the sensations 
themselves that we shall find the determining aesthetic factor. 

In many cases of perception there ismQr~()r less colllplete 
the perci,pient with the aesthetic This feeling 

of 'emp~_~_~y,' whose importance been stressed by the psychologist 
Lipps, * contributes to the enhancement of the aesthetic Similarly, 

rSV,!':l1.fJl,(}fTU des Scnonen und der Kunst, Harnburl{ and ~1.'.wfi§, vol. I 

(6) 
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actual participation on the part of the percipient, as in the case of singing 
a tune as well as hearing it, will enhance the effect. 

NATURE OF SUCH ASSOCIATIONS 

IVlere verbal are irrelevant to the aesthetic experience. In 

other are in type. 
\Vhen, for instance, I see a symmetrical object, I feel its pleasurable 

quality, but do not need to assert explicitly to (( How 
cal!" This characteristic feature maybe explained as follows. In the 
course . It IS that symmetrical ob
jects possess exceptional and desirable qualities. Thus our own bodies 
are not regarded as perfectly formed unless they are symmetricaL Further
more, the visual and tactual technique by which we perceive the symmetry 
of various objects is uniform, highly developed, and almost instantane
ouslyapplied. It is this technique which forms the associative 'pointer.' 
In consequence of it, the perception of any symmetrical object is accom
panied by an intuitive aesthetic feeling of positive tone. 

It would even seem to be almost preferable that no verbal association 
be made. The unusualeffe}:tiveness of more or less occult associations 
in aesthetic experience is probably due to the fact that such associations 
are never given verbal reference. 

8. THE ROLE OF SENSUOUS FEELING 

The typi~al aestheticperception is primarily of auditory or visual 
type, and so is not accompanied by stimulation of the end-organs~or~the 
so-called lower sense!,~~' Thus the sensuous feeling which enters will be 
highly refined. Nevertheless, since sensuous feeling ,:\,itll a slight positive 
tone ordinaEi!y accompanies sensati9ns of sight and of sound, it might 
appear that such sensuous feeling requires some consideration as part of 
the aesthetic feeling. Now, in my opinion, this component can be set 
aside in the cases of most interest just because the positive tone of sensu
ous feeling is always present, and in no way differentiates one perception 
from another. 

For example, all sequences of pure musical tones are equally agreeable 
as far as the individual sensations are concerned. Yet some of these se-
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quences are melodic quality, are not. although the 
agreeableness the individual '-''-'''''''" .. &.>-> part of the tone 

as a IS 

Similarly, if a consonant 
the IS resultant tone of 
not the sensation a dissonant to be a 
sensation comparable with that of a consonant interval, and is it not neces
sary in this case at least to modify the conclusion as to the constancy of 
the sensuous factor? 

In order to answer this question, let us recall that musical tones, as 
produced either mechanically or by the human voice, contain a pure fun
damen tal tone of a certain frequency of vibration and of 
~~~~/~le the frequency (~~e octave), of triple the frequency (t~e octave 
of the per~~,~!!?Jth), etc.; here, with Helmholtz, we regard a pure tone as 
the true individual sensation of sound. Thus' a~~ociation .. by conti~ity' 

"_"P.~ .. ~~ ....... ~t.o conI1~ct any tone with it§Qvertones. 
If such be the case, a dissonan t interval, being made up of two dis

sociated tones, may possess a negative tone of feeling on account of this 
dissociation; while the two constituent tones of a consonant interval, 
being connected by association through their overtones, may possess a 
positive tone of feeling in consequence. Hence the obvious difference in 
the aesthetic effect of a consonant and a dissortant musical interval can 
be explained on the basis of association alone. 

9. FORMAL AND CONNOTATIVE ASSOCIATIONS 

It is necessary to call attention to a fundamental division of the types 
of associations which enter into the aesthetic experience. 

Certain kinds of associations are so simple and unitary that they can 
be at once defined and their role can be accuracy. On 
the other hand, of utmost importance from 
the poin t our 

(8 ) 
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experience at so many points. The associations of the first type are those 
such as symmetry; an instance of the second would be the associa
tions whTch are stirred by the meaning of 

For the purpose of convenient differentiation, associations will be 
called 'for1l1:l1' ' according as they are of the first or second 
type. There will intermediate possibilities. 

lVfore precisely, formal are such as involve to 
some siIDple physical propertY,of the Two simple in-
stances of these are the following: 

rectangle in vertical posi tion ~ symmetry abou t vertical; 
interval of note and its octave ~ consonance. 

There is no naming of the corresponding property, which is merely poin ted 
out, as it were, by the visual or auditory technique involved. 

All associations which are not of this simple formal type will be called 

connotative. 

10. FORMAL AND CONNOTATIVE ELEMENTS OF ORDER 

The prop~ty of the which S~~!~sp?nds to asso-
ciation win be called an el~1l1~11<tQL2!:ier' in the obJect; and such an 

order will be cal!~~ formal or connotati!e,ac~0~4ing to the nature 
association. Th~~ a formal element of order arises a simple 

physical property such, for instance, as that of consonance in the case of 
a musical interval or of symmetry in th~ case of a geometrical figure. 

I t is n () tal way~the case .. th at .theel~1l1el1t§()L()!:<!~!ci!114"_th~<;Q!"re~PQl}d
in~ass~ci~~i?1'ls~~~ accompanied by a positive tone of feeling. For ex
all1pfe, sharp dissonance is to be looked upon as an element of order with a 
negative-t;ne of 

I I. TYPES OF FORMAL ELEMENTS OF ORDER 

The actual types of formal ............ u .......... .t: .. o of order which will be .. ~." .. _""-~~ ... ?O_.~. 

are mainly such obvious ones as repetitio:.~n.:!,.,;;-:~.~.~~~~~~~~~:--,,:.::: 
LJQ.J~"'Ll ......... , and C'£:>.r"'''' ........ 

These are in to be reckoned as posi tive il} their "" ...... ~ ........ 
Furthermore there is a somewhat less obvious positive element of 

order, due to suitable centers of interest or repose, which plays a role. For 
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example, a painting should have one predominant center of interest on 
which the can rest; similarly in Western music it is desirable to com-
mence in the central tonic chord and to return to center at the end. 

and unnec:essaI 
of 

note is 
imperfection. 

I2. THE PSYCHOLOGICAL MEANING OF 'ORDER' 

We are now prepared to deal with the order 0 of the aesthetic object 
in a manner analogous to that used in dealing with the complexity C. 

Let uS suppose that associations of various L, M, lV, ... take 
place with respectiy~~j!,!dices tone of I, m, n, . .. In this case 
the indices maybe positive, zero, or negative, according as the correspond- ~ 
ing tones of feeling are positive, indifferent, or negative. If the associa
tions L, M, lV, ... occur u, v, w, ... times respectively, then we 
regard the total tone of feeling as a summational effect represented by 
the sum ul + vm + . . . . 

This effect is the psychological counterpart of what we have called the 
order 0 of the aesthetic object, inasmuch as L, M, N, ... correspond 
to what have been termed the elements of order in the aesthetic object. 
Thu~ we are led to write 

O=ul+vm+wn+···. 

By way of illustration, let us suppose that we have before us various 
polygonal tiles in vertical position. What are the elements of order and 
the corresponding associations which determine the feeling of aesthetic 
value accompanying the act of perception of such a tile? Inasmuch as a 
detailed study of polygonal form is made in the next chapter, we shall 
merely mention three obvious positiv~ of making 
any attempt to choose indices. If a tile is vertical 
axis, the vertical symmetrr is felt 

~u, '" ~.'"q"~'<'N,,".~!:li;/,+'J"'''Z:::~?!N_44_'~~ 

symmetry . a square 
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can be rotated through a right angle without affecting its position. Such 
of rotation is also Lastly, if the sides 

a a network, as in the case of a Greek cross, 
the relation to the network is felt agreeabl y. 

CONCEPT OF 

The measure J.~f of a objects is primarily 
any quantitative index of their comparative aesthetic effectiveness. 

I t is impossible as we observed 
at attempt to compare a vase 
a melody? In fact, for to be such

Y0 

classes must be 
severely restricted. Thus it is futile to compare a oils with one 
in water colors, except indirectly, by the comparison of each with the best 
examples of its type; to be sure, the two painting~ might be compared, in 
respect to composition alone, by means of photographi~ reproduction. 
On the other hand, photographic portraits of the same person are readily 
compared and arranged in order of preference. 

But even when the class is sufficiently restricted, the preferences of 
different individuals will vary according to their taste and aesthetic ex
perience. lVloreover the preference of an individual will change somewhat 
from time to time. Thus such aesthetic comparison, of which the aes
thetic measure M is the determining index, will have substantial meaning 

, only when it represents the normal or average judgment of some selected 
group of observers. For example, in the consideration of Western music 
it would be natural to abide by the consensus of opinion of those who are 
familiar with it. 

Consequently the conc:~p~()f aesthetic measure M is applicable only 

ift~e:lass of o~jec~siss~~:s,t~~~t~~ ~~at Intuitive comparison the 
diff~~~~t'obJ~~'t~-becomes'po~~ibl~,in" which case the arrangement 
of aesthetic measure represents the aesthetic judgment of an idealized 
'normal observer.' 

14. THE BASIC FORMULA 

If our earlier analysis be correct, it is the intuitive estimate of the 
amount of order 0 inherent in the aesthetic object, as compared with its 
complexity C, from which arises the derivative feeling of the aesthetic 

( 11 ) 
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measure J.M of the 

a 

ful? The usual answer would 

We shall 
and 

IS 

The ratio 
a certain investment i and a certain annual profit p. 

which represents the of on 
men t, is as measure success. 

Similarly in the perception of aesthetic objects belonging to a definite 
class, "..involved a feelitlg of effort Of attep.tion,l11easured by G, 
which is rewarded by a certain positive tone of feeling, measured O. 
It is natural that reward should be proportional to effort, as in the case 
of a business enterprise. By analogy, then, it is the ratio OIC which best 
represents the aesthetic measure .i.M • 

15. A !vIATHEMATICAL ARGUMENT * 
!vIore mathematically, but perhaps not more convincingly, we can 

argue as follows. In the first place it must be supposed that if two objects 
of the class have the same order 0 and the same complexity C, their 
aesthetic measures are to be regarded as the same. Hence we may write 

}vf = j(O, C) 

and thus assert that the aesthetic measure depends functionally upon 0 
and C alone. 

It is obvious that if we increase the order without altering the com
plexity, or if we diminish the complexity without altering the order, the 
value of M should be increased. But these two laws do not serve to de
termine the function j. 

In order to do so, we imagine the following hypothetical experiment. 
Suppose that we have before us a certain set of k objects of the class, all 
having same order 0 and the same complexity C, and also a second 
set of k' objects the all having the order 0' and complexity 
Let us k and so that k'G' equals kG. 

'" This mathematical section may be omitted. 

( 12 ) 
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Now proceed as follows. Let all of the first set of objects be observed, 

one after the other; the total effort will be measured by kC of course, 
and the total tone of aesthetic feeling by kO. Similarly let all the second 
set be observed. The effort will be the same as before, since k'C' equals 
kC; and the total tone of feeling will be measured by k'O'. 

If the aesthetic measure of the individual objects of the second class is 
the same as of the first, it would appear inevitable that the total tone of 
feeling must be the same in both cases, so that k'O' equals kO. vVith this 
granted, we conclude at o~ce that the ratios O'jC' and OIC are the same. 
In consequence the aesthetic measure only depends upon the ratio 0 to C: 

The final step can now be taken. Since it is not the actual numerical 
magnitude of j that is important but only the relative magnitude when 
we order according to aesthetic measure, and since M must increase with 
O/C, we can properly define M as equal to the ratio of 0 to C. 

I t is obvious that the aesthetic measure M as thus determined is zero 
(lv! = 0) when the tone of feeling due to the associated ideas is indifferent. 

16. THE SCOPE OF THE FORMULA 

As presented above, the basic formula admits of theoretic application 
to any properly restricted class of aesthetic objects. 

Now it would seem not to be difficult in any case to devise a reason
able and simple measure of the complexity C of the aesthetic objects of 
the class. On the other hand, the order 0 must take account of all types 
of associations induced by the objects, whether formal or connotative; 
and a suitable index is to be assigned to each. Unfortunately the conno
tative elements of order cannot be so treated, since they are of incon
ceivable variety and lie beyond the range of precise analysis. 

It is clear then that complete quantitative application of the basic 
formula c~~~only eftectedwhen the el~~nts of order are mainlyformal. 
Of course it is always possible to consider the formula only in so far as the 
formal elements of order are concerned, and to arrive in this way at a 
partial application. 
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Consequently our attention will be directed almost QV'/~h"':"''''T,'''''n towards 

of the 

art. 

I 

The adjoining diagram with the attached legend may be of assistance 
in recalling the above analysis of the aesthetic experience and the basic 
aesthetic formula to which it leads. 

DIAGRAM OF THE AESTHETIC FORMULA 

Field of attention in cerebrum 

{
Field of. ac:sthetic} ( { Field of } ) Field of tension 

assoclatlOns sensation 

i 
Sensory nerve current Motor nerve current of I 

automatic adjustmen,t 

Sense organs Muscles 
(eye, ear) (eye, throat) 

e (complexity) is measured by weighted automatic motor adjustments. 
o (order) is measured by weighted aesthetic associations. 
M = Ole (aesthetic measure) indicates comparative aesthetic value. 

FIGUJlE I 
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I ~1ETHOD OF 

It seems 
to the one which concepts category can be ap-

proached scientifically. 
\Ve shall endeavor at all times to choose formal elements of order hav

ing unquestionable aesthetic importance, and to define indices in the most 
simple and reasonable manner possible. The underlying facts have to be 
ascertained by the method of direct introspection. 

In particular we shall pay attention to the two following desiderata: 
~~W~7-As far as possible these indices are to be taken as equal, or else in the 

simplest manner compatible with the facts. 
The various elements of order are to be considered only in so far as they 

are logically independent. If, for example, a = b is an equality which 
enters in 0, and if b = c is another such equality, then the equality a = c 
will not be counted separately. 



CHAPTER II 

POLYGONAL FOR~fS 

I. POLYGONS AS OBJECTS 

.... vlJ""'''''' .. of Re{)mC~rrJlC have 
This 

recognized, and is borne out by their wide use for decorative purposes in 
East and West (see Plate I opposite). Moreover such polygonal forms 
can be intuitively compared with one another with respect to aesthetic 
quality. For example, Alison says: * "An Equilateral Triangle is more 
beautiful than a Scalene or an Isosceles, a Square than a Rhombus, an 
Hexagon than a Square, an Ellipse than a Parabola, a Circle than an 
Ellipse; because the number of their uniform parts are greater, and their 
Expression of Design more complete." 

Evidently then polygonal forms constitute a class of aesthetic objects 
of the utmost simplicity, which have the further advantage of being rela
tively free from connotative elements of order. It is for these reasons that 
the first application of the general theory is made to polygonal forms. 

2. PRELIMINARY REQUIREMENTS 

According to the general theory, it is necessary to select some specific 
type of representation of the polygons. For the sake of definiteness we 
shall have in mind porcelain tiles of polygonal shape, and alike in size, 
color, and material. In this way the class of objects to be considered is 
precisely defined. Other classes of polygonal objects might be considered, 
such for instance as precious stones cut in polygonal form. But it is evi
dent that then various factors other than form would be likely to enter, 
such as the brilliancy of the reflected light. Thus the choice of tiles is ad
vantageous, since these differ from one another only in their aspect of 
geometric form. 

* on the Nature and flrUlr11)j'Lr oj 

( ) 
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FLOOR. ~10SAIC DETAIL FROM SAr-rrA ~fAR.IA MAGGIOR.E, ROME 
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A further requirement must be imposed in order to fix the psychologi-
I condition of the' normal observer.' Such a polygonal tile produces a 

ca ewhat different impression when it is seen upon a table than when it is 
som vertical position. In fact a tile lying upon the table would be viewed 

f om various directions, while one in vertical position is seen in a single 
r, tatt' on Therefore it is desirable to think of such tiles as in vertical orten . 

sidon. In general the selected orien tation will of course the best one. 

ferhaps actual use for decorative purposes which most nearly con
- to these conditions is that in which identical porcelain tiles appear 

at regular intervals in the same orientation along a stuccoed wall. 
Just as in other aesthetic fields, a certain degree of familiarity with the 

various types of objects involved is required before the aesthetic judgment 
becomes certain. It is hardly necessary to observe that when novel poly
gons, pleasing in themselves, are seen for the first time, they take higher 
rank than they do subsequently, just because of this novelty. 

It is clear that when these requirements are satisfied, the aesthetic 

problem of polygonal form becomes a legitimate one in the sense of the 

preceding chapter. 

3. SYMMETRY OF POLYGONS 

It is desirable at the outset to obtain a clear idea of the types of sym

metry which occur in polygonal forms, since such symmetry is evidently 
of fundamental importance from the aesthetic point of view. 

There are two types of symmetry which a polygon may possess. The 
first and simpler is that of' symmetry about a line' in its plane, called the 
'axis of symmetry.' If the :t1gure-he-roTated about this line through an 
angle of 180°, it returns as a whole to its initial position, while the indi
vidual points are transferred to the symmetric points on the other side of 
the axis of symmetry. 

In a square the two diagonals are axes of symmetry as well as the two 
lines through its center which are parallel to a pair of sides. In a rectangle 
there are only two axes of symmetry, namely the two lines through its 

center parallel to a pair of sides. A parallelogram is not symmetric about 
any line through its center. 

The second type is that of 'rotational symmetry about a point' 

( 17 ) 
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plane of the polygon, called the 'center of symmetry.' If the polygon be 
rotated in the plane through a certain angle about this point, it returns 
as a whole to its initial position, while the individual points are rotated 
through about the point. The in question will be called 
the' of rotation.' Here the of is a line perpendicular 
to the plane of the polygon at the center symmetry. 

The square possesses such rotational symmetry about its center, and 
the of rotation is clearly or one of a complete revolution. 
Similarly parallelogram rotational symmetry with 
180° as angle of rotation. 

An isosceles triangle illustrates the fact that a polygon may possess 
symmetry about an axis without having rotational symmetry; and the 
case of the parallelogram shows that it may possess rotational symmetry 
without having symmetry about an axis. 

By the angle of rotation we mean of course the least such angle. Sup
pose that 'I successive rotations through this least angle effect one complete 
revolution. The least angle of rotation is then 360°1'1' But twice this 
angle, three times this angle, and, more generally, any multiple of it, are 
admissible angles also. 

When 'I is an even number, '1/'2 rotations through the least angle will 
amount to a half revolution or 180°. A polygon with an admissible angle 
of rotation of 180° is said to possess 'central symmetry.' 

In this case any point of the polygon is paired with an opposite corre
spondingpoint, so that the line joining the two points bisected by the 
center of symmetry. Such central symmetry exists if, and only if, an even 
number of rotations, 'I, through the angle of rotation is required before a 
complete revolution is effected. Evidently the rectangle and parallelo-
gram with 'I equal to '2, and the square with 'I equal to central 
symmetry, while the equilateral triangle with 'I equal to not, in 
accordance with the statement just made. 

It is clear that the above definitions apply to all plane geometrical 
figures as well as to polygons. In the exceptional case the circle, every 
line through the center is an axis of symmetry, and every angle is an ad
missible angle of rotation. This is not true of any plane figure other than 
the circle. 

( 18 ) 
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4- ISOSCELES AND EQUILATERAL TRIANGLES 

vVhat then are the principal aesthetic factors * involved in polygonal 
form? Once these have been determined, we shall be able to define the cor
responding elements of order in 0, and the complexity C, and thus arrive 
at an appropriate aesthetic measure. We shall begin with the simplest 
class of polygons, namely the triangles. 

Now triangles are usually classified as being' isosceles or scalene. 
Clearly the isosceles triangles, inclusive of the equilateral triangle, are 
more from the aesthetic point of view. The usual orientation 
of an isosceles triangle is one in which the two equal sides are inclined at 
the same angle to the vertical, while the triangle rests on the third side. 
This is the case for each of the triangles (a), (b), (c) of the adjoining figure. 

a b c d e 

FIGURE 2 

However, if these triangles are inverted, the equal sides will again be in
clined at the same angle to the vertical. It is readily verified that this 
reversed orientation is also satisfactory. With these two orientations only 
do we obtain symmetry about a vertical axis. This is obviously a: desidera

tum of prime importance. 
The observation of symmetry about a vertical axis occurs constantly in 

everyday experience. Let us recall, for example, how quickly we become 
aware of any variation from symmetry in the human face. The associa-
tion of vertical symmetry is intuitive and pleasing. . 

If the isosceles triangle (b) be made to rest upon one of the two equal 
sides, there still remains the feeling that the triangle is in equilibrium, 
although the symmetry about the vertical axis is thereby destroyed. It 
will be observed furthermore that the symmetry about the inclined axis 
is scarcely noted by the eye. Thus the triangle in its new orientation makes 

* The term • aesthetic factor' will be used in a non-technical sense. 
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much the same 
horizontal 

are only two orientations 
in which it seems to full equilibrium, the two with vertical 
symmetry. In fact if the be to rest one 
sides, the center of area falls so far to left or right as to give rise to the 
feeling that the equilibrium is not complete. The' center of area' of any 
polygon is defined as that point of support about which it balances in a 
horizontal plane. Of course the polygon is assumed to be of uniform 
surface-density. 

The association of equilibrium is also developed in our everyday ex
perIence . 

Among the various shapes of isosceles triangles, the equilateral triangle 
(a) stands out as possessing peculiar interest because of its rotational sym
metry. If such an equilateral triangle be set in a position which is not 
symmetrical about a vertical axis, all the pleasure in this symmetric 
quality disappears. However, once the favorable orientation is taken, 
the rotational symmetry is appreciated, largely by means of the three axes 
of symmetry. In the equilateral triangle the center of symmetry (and 
area) is the point of intersection of the three axes of symmetry, and the 
angle of rotation is 120

0 or one third of a complete revolution. 
Associative reference to rotational symmetry often occurs in every

da y experience. The form of the circle may perhaps be regarded as in
ducing this reference most completely. 

Among the isosceles triangles which are not equilateral, there seems to 
be little to choose in respect to aesthetic merit. It does not appear to be 
a matter of importance whether the angle between the two equal sides is 
acute as in (b), obtuse as in (c), or a right angle. Of course when such a 
triangle is used in conjunction with other IS no 
longer the case. 
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5. SCALENE TRIANGLES 

The scalene triangles are readily disposed of. The best position is one 
. which the triangle rests upon a horizon tal side long enough for the tri
: Ie to be in complete equilibrium. The right triangle with vertical and 
ho;izontal is . the among the scalene triangles (note 
the triangle . From our point of view this is because an unfavorable 
factor enters into the scalene' of type (e) due to the pres

ence of three unrelated directions. 

6. CONCLUSIONS CONCERNING TRIANGULAR FORMS 

Thus the various types of triangles in a vertical plane can be grouped 
in the following five classes according to order of aesthetic value: (I) the 
equilateral triangle with vertical axis of symmetry; ('2) the isosceles tri
angle with vertical axis of symmetry; (3) the right triangle with vertical 
and horizontal sides; (4) any other triangle resting upon a sufficiently 
long horizon tal side to ensure the feeling of complete equilibrium; (5) any 
triangle which lacks equilibrium. The triangles of the first two classes 
are definitely pleasing; those of the third class are perhaps to be con
sidered indifferen t in quali ty; and those of the fourth and fifth classes are 
displeasing. Since it is a natural requirement that the best orientation of 
any triangle be selected, the fourth class will contain all of the scalene 
triangles without a right angle, and the fifth class will scarcely enter into 

considera tion . 
I t has been taci t1 y assumed in the above analysis of triangular form 

that no side of the triangle is extremely small in comparison to the other 
two sides, and that no angle is very small or very near to 180°. These are 
obvious prerequisites if the triangle is to be characteristic. If they are not 
satisfied, the triangle approximates in form to a straight line and the effect 
of ambiguity is definitely disagreeable. Likewise, when the triangle is 
very nearly but not quite isosceles, or very nearly but not quite equilateral, 
there is produced a feeling of ambiguity. 

We are now in a position to list the aesthetic factors that have been so 
far encountered: vertical symmetry (+), symmetry about an~iIldined 
aXIS equilibrium (+), rotational symmetry (+), diversity of direc-

( '21 ) 
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tions small small angle or angle near! y I ( -), other 
ambiguity ( - ) . 

The classification of the various forms of triangles given above takes 
only formal aesthetic factors into account. How completely such a classi-

FIGURE 3 

fication can be upset by the introduction of fortuitous connotative factors 
is easily illustrated. 

Plato in the 'I'imaeus says: * "Now, the one which we maintain to be 
the most beautiful of all the many figures of triangles (and we need not 
speak of the others) is that of which the double forms a third equilateral 
triangle." The context makes perfectly clear in what sense his statement 
is to be interpreted: If one judges the beauty of a triangle by its power to 
furnish other interesting geometrical figures by combination, there is no 
other triangle comparable with this favorite triangle of Plato. For out 
of it can be built (see Figure 3) the equilateral triangle, rectangle, parallel
ogram, diamond, and regular hexagon among polygons, as well as three of 
the five regular solids. This power in combination was peculiarly sig
nificant to Plato, who valued it for purposes of cosmological speculation. 
It was on such a mystical view that he based his aesthetic preference for 
this particular 

" Translation 
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8. SCALENE TRIANGLE IN JAPANESE ART 

It is well 
than 

that the Japanese prefer to use asymmetric form 
symmetric. Indeed in all art, whether Eastern 

or vVestern, irrelevant IS 

In particular it has been that composition in Japanese painting 
is based upon Is this fact in agreement with the 
classification above, which concedes aesthetic superiority to 
.~""C"·""I""'" and to the equilateral triangle? The answer seems 
to plain: \Vhen as an e1emen t of in pain ting, 
isosceles triangle may introduce an adventitious element of symmetry. 
But, in the more elementary question of triangular form per se, the equi
lateral and isosceles triangles are superior to the scalene triangle. 

Recently while in Japan I was fortunate enough to be able to ask one 
of the greatest Japanese pain ters, Takeuchi Seiho, if this were not the 
case, and he told me that the same opinion would doubtless be held in 

Japan. 

9. SYMMETRIC QUADRILATERALS (FIRST TYPE) 

Let us turn next to the consideration of the form of quadrilaterals, and 
let us examine those first in which there is symmetry about a vertical 

'-, I "i / .,i/ ... _ .......... _e .. *-__ ... ____ _ 
/1'" / '" . '\. 

a 

~-...... -+.-....... -j 
b c 

FIGURE 4 

axis. There are two types. In the first, at least one side of the quadrilateral 
intersects the axis of symmetry; evidently such a side must be perpen
dicular to the axis of symmetry. Furthermore there must then be a second 
opposite side which is also perpendicular to the axis. Thus the general 
possibility is that of a symmetric trapezoid given by (c) of the figure 
above. This trapezoid may, however, take the form of a rectangle or 
square, illustrated by (b) and (a) respectively. It is to be observed that the 

( ) 
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rectangle a further horizon tal of 
not only horizon tal and 

~_L'I;.L'" IS a 
the square, and even that certain rectangles such as the (Golden 
tangle' surpass all others. We shall consider later (sections 14, IS) in what 
sense, if any, such assertions can be valid. 

10. SYMMETRIC QUADRILATERALS (SECOND TYPE) 

In the second type of symmetry about the vertical axis, the quad
rilateral has two of its vertices on the axis of symmetry, but none of the 

a b c d 

FIGUIlE 5 

sides intersect the axis. Here the general possibility is indicated by (c) 
and (d) of the next figure (Figure 5) in which the deltoid (c) is convex, 
while (d) is re-entrant. The first of these may, however, take the form of 
an equilateral quadrilateral or diamond as in (b), or even of the square (a) 
with sides inclined at 45 0 to the horizontal direction. 

Of the two general cases represented by the quadrilaterals (c) and Cd) 
it is clear that the convex type (c) is definitely superior to the alternative 
re-entrant quadrilateral The latter quadrilateral a triangle 
from which a triangular' has been removed. 

( ) 
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In the of of we find, as we 
should that square (a) the diamond (b) in the orientations 
indicated are markedly superior to the quadrilaterals (c) and (d) already 
discussed. However, it seems difficult to say whether or not the square so 
situated is better in form than the diamond, despite the fact that, on the 
score of symmetry alone, the square holds higher rank. 

As far as I can analyze my own impressions, I am led to the following 
explanation of this aesthetic uncertainty: For me and many other persons 
the orientation of the square with sides vertical and horizontal is superior 
to the orientation with inclined sides. This superiority agrees with the 
theory of aesthetic measure, according to which the square in horizontal 
position has the highest rating of all polygonal forms (M = 1.50), while 
the square in the inclined position, together with the rectangle in hori
zontal position, come next (M = 1.25). Hence there arises a feeling of 
'unnecessary imperfection' (Chapter I, section I I) when the square is in 
the inclined orientation, just because it would be so easy to alter it for 
the better. As soon as this association, which is really irrelevant, is 
abstracted from, inclined square (a) will be found, I believe, to be 
superior to the diamond (b). 

II. TYPE) 

There remain for QlS;CU.SSJon 
an 

so 
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the only quadrilaterals of this 
are the parallelograms, illustrated 

of a 

b c d 

FIGURE 6 

e 

The parallelogram is the simplest polygon possessing rotational sym
metry but not symmetry about the axis. It is more satisfactory in form 
than the remaining asymmetric quadrilaterals, just because of its sym
metric character. 

12. ASYMMETRIC QUADRILATERALS 

Among the asymmetric quadrilaterals, represented by (b), (c), (d), (e) 
in the figure, the right-angle and general trapezoids with two sides parallel, 
as in (b) and (c), stand first. 

The associative reference to 'parallelism' occurs frequently in every
day experience. The factor of parallelism is closely correlated with that 
of (diversity of directions,' already listed. For, the more sides are parallel, 
the less will be the diversity of directions. 

After the trapezoids in aesthetic quality follow the general con 
quadrilateral (d), and finally the re-entrant case (e). It will be on~p'Mn:>rI 
that the presence of an isolated right angle or of two equal sides, as in Cd) 
is without noticeable influence. 

13. CONCLUSIONS CONCERNING QUADRILATERAL FORMS 

\Ve have now examined the types of quadrilateral forms and have ar
ranged those of each type in order of aesthetic merit. It remains to com
pare briefly those of different types. 

The usual order of preference appears to be in the following groups 
diminishing aesthetic value: the square; the rectangle; the diamond; 
the symmetric the deltoid, and the parallelogram; the 

( 26 ) 
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t quadrilateral symmetric about an axis; the right-angle trapezoid; 
entran 

h 
convex quadrilaterals and re-entrant quadrilaterals without 

t e ... r 
Of these, group IS unsatIsfactory. It is as-

quadrilaterals are placed in the 
is the same as that by the theory 

We shall not attempt at this juncture to compare 

sumed 
tion. This 

the 
quadrilaterals and 

Thus there are two kinds of brough t to light by our 
examination of quadrilaterals. The first is of negative type 18 oc
casioned by quadrilateral is re-entrant. Further insight 
into the nature of this factor will be obtained as we proceed. The second 
factor is connected with the parallelism of sides. As we have observed, 
it is more convenient to regard this second factor in its negative aspect, 
when it appears as that of diversity of directions. 

It has been seen also that the mere equality of sides is an indifferent 
factor for quadrilaterals, as it is of course for polygons having more than 
four sides. This conclusion stands in sharp distinction with that for the 
triangle. The reason for the difference lies in the fact that only for the 
triangle does equality of two sides ensure symmetry. 

14. THE (GOLDEN RECTANGLE' AND OTHERS 

The so-called Golden Section of a linear segment is that which divides 
it in two segments in such a way that the longer segment is the mean pro
portional between the shorter segmen t and the whole s egm en t. 

The rna thema tician Luca Paciolo had claimed long ago * the cen tral 
aesthetic importance of the proportion of the Golden Section. Within the 
last seventy-five years particularly this doctrine has been the subject of 
further speculation and of interesting experimental investigations. In 
particular the (Golden Rectangle' (as we shall call it) whose sides are in 
the ratio of the Golden Section has attracted especial attention. This 
special rectangle with a ratio of 1.618 ... , and so very nearly 8 to 5, 
is obviously agreeable to the eye. Furthermore it has the very interest
ing geometric property that if a square on the shorter side be removed, 
a smaller Golden Rectangle remains. Is it not then perhaps true that 

* De divino proportione, Venice 

( ) 
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Rectangle some 
? 

in its dimensions by the nature of cases 
mensions are determined by similar considerations. To this 

D rn CD LS;J [[] 
r = I l' = 1.6I8 r = 2 

FIGUR.E 7 

observations are irrelevant to the question of rectangular forms con' 
in isolation. 

In thinking of the Golden Rectangle, it is well to keep in mind 
special rectangle favored by Plato, made of the two halves of an eq . 
eral triangle. For it, the characteristic ratio is 1.732. . . . It is also 
to keep in mind the rectangle with ratio 1.414 ..• ,which may be di 
in two equal rectangles of the same shape as the original rectangle by 
line parallel to the two shorter sides. Here the ratio is nearly 7 to 
Furthermore the rectangle made up of two squares, with ratio 2 to I is 
be noted. 

Thus we find five rectangles (we include the square) with simple 
metric properties. These are represented above, and the ratio r of 
longer side to the shorter is given in each case. We conclude then that 
Golden Rectangle is in no wise different from others in the respect 
it possesses a simple geometrical property. 

15. COMPARISON OF RECTANGULAR FORMS 

If now we regard and other rectangular forms as embodied 
isolated vertical it will be found in the first place the square 

* See his Vorschule der .. ,t""",,>l1\., 
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POLYGONAL FORMS 

. the most effective. This fact agrees with the observation that the square 
;: more frequently used in this manner than any other single rectangular 
ha e. It will also be found that other rectangular forms are highly pleas

s ~nd not much to be distinguished from one another in aesthetic qual

't excepting as : a rectangular form but not quite a square 
;s~isagreeable because of the of ambiguity (Chapter I, section I 

a rectangular form in which the ratio of the to the shorter side is 
toO great suggests the segment of a line, and this effect of ambiguity is 

also disagreeable. 
_ .. .o"TT,,~r a rectangular form a as much as 2 to I is not well 

adapted to fill the circular field of effective vision. In consequence, such 
forms are not suitable in many cases, as for instance that of picture frames. 
But for a rectangular tile, such as we are considering, this is certainly not 
the case, since tiles with a considerably greater ratio are very pleasing 
and are used frequently for decorative purposes. 

To avoid all suspicion of either ambiguity or lack of utility, we must 
therefore restrict ourselves further to rectangles whose characteristic ratio 
is plainly between I and 2. In consequence if we desire to choose rectan
gular forms which completely avoid undesirable factors, we are inevitably 
led to forms not very far from that of the Golden Rectangle, but among 
which are others like that with ratio r = 1.414 ... in the figure above. 
All such rectangular forms are both pleasing and useful. 

These conclusions are in substantial agreement with the general theory 
of the present chapter, which accords a leading position to the square 
(M = I -50) and all unambiguous rectangular forms (M = 1.25), but does 
not take account of the usefulness of rectangular forms. It is to be observed 
that usefulness corresponds to a connotative factor entirely outside of the 
scope of the theory. 

Lipps has expressed himself to much the same effect as follows: * 
It may now be looked upon as generally conceded ... that the ratio of the 

~lden Section, generally and in this case [of the Golden Rectangle], is entirely 
WIthout aesthetic significance in itself, and that the presence of this numerical 
ratio is nowhere the basis of any pleasant quality .... 

In this way the question arises as to whence comes the indubitable special 
agreeableness of rectangles approximating that of the Golden Section .... 

* dSlhelik, voL I, pp. my translation. 

( ) 
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The rectangles in question are just those in which the smaller dimension is 
decisively subordinated to the greater .... 

It has already been indicated above why the rectangle which approaches 
the square too closely pleases little. We term it awkward because of its ambigu-
ity. On other hand rectangle in which one dimension falls too much 
behind the other ... seems thin, A.1.1. .... u.\~A.!.. .... u. 

The experimental of Fechner may also have been influenced by 
the fact that numerous persons, through their acquaintance with lik
ing for art, or otherwise, have come to individualize and identify 
the Golden Rectangle. For them a connotative association of purely ac
cidental If a number of his 
experimental subjects were of this sort, Fechner's experimental results 
are easily explained. 

16. USE OF RECTANGULAR FORMS IN COMPOSITION 

Up to this point we have considered rectangular forms in isolation. 
It is interesting to note some facts concerning their use in composition, 
which undoubtedly have some residual effect upon our general apprecia
tion of them even in isolation. 

For use in composition it is very important that the rectangles have 
an infinitude of shapes, dependent on the arbitrary ratio of the sides, 
whereas the square has a single definite shape. Hence the rectangles pro
vide a much more flexible instrument than does the square. It is, for ex
ample, obvious that the square shape is not in general suitable as a frame 
for a picture. This superior usefulness of the rectangle may establish in 
the long run a positive connotative factor in its favor. 

Furthermore, in many of its uses, such as that of a picture frame, any 
obvious numerical ratio of dimensions such as I to I or 2 to I is to be 
avoided because it is often desirable that the rectangle be a purely neutral 
accessory, not producing irrelevant associations. 

Finally it is to be observed that although the special forms of rectangles, 
like those mentioned above, have no especial significance when used in 
isolation, this is no longer true when they appear as elements in composi
tion. For instance, the arrangement of two adjoining rectangular windows 
with r = 1.414 ... so as to form a single rectangle of the same shape 
might be decidedly pleasing architecturally, because the same shape is 

( 30 ) 
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d
. ered in an unexpected aspect. Similarly, three adjoining windows, 
ISCO V 

he central one being a square and the outer ones equal Golden Rectangles 
:ith the shorter sides horizontal, might prove very pleasing. 

I THE FORMS OF FIVE- AND SIX-SIDED POLYGONS 

Our of triangles and quadrilaterals has brought to light a num-
ber of the essential aesthetic factors which operate in more general cases. 
It be tedious to continue with our analysis in full detail. If we did 
~ fohp f~('t~ for pol"lJTQ'ons would be found to be on the Su, L-1J."-' ... -- -- - - J. 0 

whole similar to those alread y noted. \Ve shall be con ten t, therefore, to 
mention those factors which are not illustrated by the polygons of three or 

a b c d 

FIGURE 8 

four sides, and then to pass on to such as are illustrated only by still more 
complicated polygons. 

To begin with, let us recall that symmetry about an inclined axis 
has been observed to be of little or no aesthetic significance by itself. It 
is true that when there is symmetry about the vertical axis also, the matter 
is not so clear, but in that event there will be rotational symmetry as 
well. In consequence such symmetry about an inclined axis is to be looked 
upon as arising from the combined vertical symmetry and rotational 
symmetry, and so as logically dependent upon them. Hence symmetry 
about an inclined axis need not be considered in this case as a separate 
aesthetic factor. 

What is the importance of symmetry about a horizontal axis when 
there is no vertical symmetry? This case is illustrated most simply by the 
pentagonal polygon (a) in Figure 8. In the first place it is clear that the 
symmetry about the horizontal axis is much more easily appraised by 
the eye than in any other direction except the vertical. Notwithstanding 
this fact, however, the symmetry about the horizontal axis is not enjoyed. 
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A second factor already to is PT+~:>1""i-1 isolated by a 
(b) and (c). These comparison of the two re-entrant hexagonal 1"'\r.I·u'£,rr.T\ 

are both but 
re-entrant 

I t is obvious that IS LHJL.£4J.J.L 

then, we may eXDlect 
favorably and so to COI're~;DonC1 

The 1"'\<:''''·ri'''r\l'''Ir. ..... 1I''O 

In of re-entrance is not a pleasant one; 
when the eye follows are-en tran t is 
same straight line there is a compensating feeling of satisfaction. 

A new form of ambiguity is illustrated by the hexagon (d), in which 
two parallel sides are found nearly in the same straight line. 

18. MORE COMPLICATED FORMS 

The 90 polygons listed in the opposite Plates II-VII in order of de
creasing aesthetic measure present graphically some of the principal types 
of polygons. Examination of these polygons yields a few further ....... ""' ....... ,~ .. .l'"> 

factors of importance. 
In the first place there is the obvious increasing complexity i 

which, beyond a certain point, is found to be tiresome. Furthermore it 
evident that the convex polygon with a large number of sides is more likel 
to be pleasing than the re-entrant one, particularly if the latter con . 
a diversity of niches. 

By a 'niche' of a polygon is meant any outer area lying within 
minimum enclosing convex polygon. 

Another important factor becomes obvious when the polygon is 
related to some uniform network of horizontal and vertical lines. 
relationship may be direct, as in the case of the Greek cross (see (a) 
the following figure); or it may be indirect, in that the polygon is direc 
related to a uniform diamond network with its sides equally inclined 
the vertical (see (b)), while this network in turn a uniform 
zontal-verticai network. 

Evidently the aesthetic factor of close relationship to a 
zontal-vertical or diamond network enhances ................ 1>1"',. 
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0.50 

22 
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0.50 
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29 

0.40 
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18 

21 

27 

30 

0·39 

Nos. 





IV 

31 32 

0·37 

34 35 36 

0·33 0·33 0·33 

31 39 

0·33 0·33 

40 4.1 42 

0·33 0·33 

43 45 

0.29 0.29 
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49 50 

0.25 0.25 

52 53 

55 56 

0.17 0.17 

58 59 

0.17 0.17 
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48 

51 

0.21 

54 

0.17 

51 

0.17 
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0.14 

64 65 

0.1:2 

68 

O.II 

70 71 

0.00 0.00 

73 74 

0.00 0.00 
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0.1:2 

66 

0.12 

69 

0.05 

72 

0.00 

15 

0.00 
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76 77 78 

0.00 0.00 0.00 

79 80 81 

0.00 0.00 0.00 

82 83 84 

/ 

0.00 0.00 

85 86 87 

! 
0.00 0.00 0.00 

88 89 90 

-0.11 
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f many of the polygons listed, e.g. the square (No. I), the rectangle 
a the diamond (No.4), the six-pointed star (No.6), the Greek 

cross 9), the swastika (No. 41), etc. In the case of the square, 
rectangle, and diamond, the validity of this association may seem de
batable, but so constantly do we observe all these forms in a uniform net
work that they seem always to suggest such a network; however, direct 
relation to a diamond network possesses less value than direct relation 
to a horizontal-vertical network. The associational basis of this factor 
everyday experience is obvious: Systems of lines placed in the regular 

fIH
··-- _ .. .., . : 

i i 
I I 
! : 

! -- ! 
t.._ .... _ .. .J 

a b 
FIGURE 9 

array of a uniform network are constantly met with, and their relation
ship to one another is intuitively appreciated. 

The examination of more complicated polygons shows also that some 
kind of symmetry is required if their form is to be at all attractive. When 
this requirement is not met, relationship to a horizontal-vertical network, 
for instance, will not offset the deficiency. Evidently a further actual 
aesthetic factor in many cases is some accidental connotation, such as is 
pres en t in the case of crosses and the swastika. Our theory leaves such 
connotative factors out of account. 

19. ON THE STRUCTURE OF THE AESTHETIC FORMULA 

According to the general theory proposed in the first chapter, we seek 
an aesthetic formula of the type M = 0/ C where M is the aesthetic 
measure, 0 is the order, and C is the complexity. In the case of polygonal 
form, 0 will be separated into five elements of order: 

o = V + E + R + HV - F. 

The aesthetic factors encountered above are correlated in the follow
ing way with C and the five elements of order which make up 0: 

( 33 ) 
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metry. 
It will that the term F is an FI"""'VJ'7<UN><7 {Tnrl"1pr7J'YY1 for the 

negative aesthetic factors of unsatisfactory form. The various indifferent 
factors of type (0) play no part of course. Among these are equality of 
sides, and inclined or horizontal symmetry. 

In the course of the technical evaluation of C, V, E, R, HV, F, and so 
of M, to which we now proceed, a simple mathematical concept, namely 
that of the group of motions of the given polygon, will be introduced 
(section 23)' This concept will prove to be a useful adjunct. 

20. THE COMPLEXITY C 

The complexity C of a polygon will be defined as the number of in
definitely extended straight lines which contain all the sides of the poly
gon. Thus for a quadrilateral the complexity is evidently 4; for the 
Greek cross the complexity is 8, although the number of sides in the 
ordinary sense is 12; for the pinwheel figure shown in No. 53 the com
plexity is 10. 

The psychological reasonableness of this empirical rule is evident: 
For convex polygons, and also for re-entrant polygons two 
sides in the same straight line, the complexity C is given by the number 
of sides. As the follows the contour of the polygon, the effort involved 
is proportional to this number. On the other hand, if are several 
sides in one and the same straight line, the eye follows 
tion. For example, in the case of the or Roman 
1'"""'n'.r:l1'"ri it as made up 
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23- THE GROUP OF lVIoT10NS OF A POLYGON 

In the case when the polygon possesses rotational symmetry, it has 
been observed (section 3) that there is a least angle of rotation 3600/ q. If 
the corresponding rotation be effected, the polygon will be returned as a 
whole to its initial position. If it be repeated q times, a complete revolu
tion will be effected, so that every point returns to where it was at the 
outset. 

There is a certain fundamental similarity between such rotational 
symmetry and the symmetry about an axis. In order to make this clear, 
let us recall that if a polygon be rotated through 180

0 about an axis of 
symmetry, it will return to its initial position. Thus the test for both 
kinds of symmetry is that a certain rotation restores the polygon as a 
whole to its initial position. In the case of rotational symmetry, the axis 
of rotation is perpendicular to the plane of the polygon at its center of 
area; while in the case of axial symmetry the axis of rotation is the axis 
of symmetry, and the rotation is a half revolution. 

The collection of all these motions of rotation leaving a polygon 
in the same position constitutes the 'group of motions' of the polygon. 
For reasons of convenience it is desirable to admit, as a conventional mo
tion of rotation, the rotation about an arbitrary axis through an angle of 
0

0
, which moves no poin t. 
If A denotes one such rotation, and B the same rotation or any other, 

then the combination rotation with the B 
ma y returns the .... "1 'TI"I~"n 
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Hence the compound operation thus effected must be equivalent to a single 
rotation C of the group; that is, we may write, in brief mathematical sym-

bolism, AB = C. 
As a simple example let us consider a square. The' group of motions' 

contains the following eight rotations: four rotations of 0°, 90°, I , 270° 
in its plane about the center of area; four rotations of I about the two 

diagonals and their two bisectors. 
Suppose now that we follow the motion of rotation about one diagonal 

by a rotation about the other. The resultant effect is to transfer each point 
t~ the centrally . point, just as if the polygon had been rotated in 
its plane through I . In other words the compound rotation formed 
from these two rotations of the group is equivalent to another rotation of 
the group. This fact illustrates the fundamental principle embodied in the 

symbolic equation AB = C . 
. The figures in the plane of the given polygon which arise from one such 

figure when all possible rotations of the group are applied to it will be said 
to be 'of the same type' as the given figure. In more mathematical terms 
all such figures are 'conjugate' under the given group. 

For example, in the case of the square the four vertices, and also the 
four sides, are of the same type; vertical and horizontal directions are of 
the same type; the diagonals are of the same type. In the case of the 
rectangle all four vertices but only pairs of opposite sides are of the same 
type; similarly, vertical and horizontal directions are not of the same type, 
although the diagonals are. 

Figures' of the same type' are merely corresponding figures in the in
tuitive sense of the term. 

The groups of motions of polygonal forms are of three possible species: 
the groups of the regular polygons of q sides, * in which there is both 

axial and rotational symmetry; (2) the group of the isosceles triangle, in 
which there is only symmetry with respect to a single axis; (3) groups like 
those of the parallelogram (q = 2) and the swastika (q = 4) in "which 
there is rotational symmetry with an angle of rotation 360° / q but no 
symmetry about an axis. 

. ~ Inclusive of the case of a polygon of two sides' formed by a single line. The group 
In thIS case is the same as that of a rectangle. 

( ) 
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diagonal of the parallelogram it two same 
type. On this account any half of such a polygon determines the other 
half. Likewise in the case of axial symmetry, the half of the polygon on one 
side of the axis determines the half on the other side, and these two halves 
are also of the same type. In other words, cen tral symmetry requires the 
same extent of organization within the polygon as does axial symmetry. 

For this reason we take the element R to be I in the case when there 
is only central symmetry, just as we take V to be I in the case of axial 
(vertical) symmetry. 

Let us turn next to the case where the group of motions is that of a 
regular polygon. Obviously the only effective orientations are those in 
which an axis of symmetry lies along the vertical direction; the rotational 
symmetry is appreciated more for larger values of q. 

Here the polygon can be broken up into q partial symmetric polygons 
situated symmetrically around the center of area. By analogy with the 
case of central symmetry, it is therefore natural to assume that R varies 
in proportion to q; for, anyone of these q component parts determines all 
of the others. Since when q is 2, R is I, we are in general led to define 
R as q/2. 

However, the element of rotational symmetry is only effective up to 
a certain point, after which there is no further increase. \Vhen q is 6 or 
exceeds 6, the circle circumscribed about the polygon is very clearly sug
gested and the impression of rotational symmetry becomes complete. For 
these reasons, in the case of and rotational combined 
we define the R as for q not greater than 6, and as 3 for 
values of q. 

( ) 
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There is a re-entrant case in which the el~ment R is felt almost equally 
. vorably, despite a lack of vertical symmetry, namely when the minimum t:nvex polygon enclosing the given polygon is symmetric about a vertical 
c. and none of its vertices abut on the niches. Polygons Nos. 41, 51, and 
aXIS, 
6 illustrate this case; here the enclosing convex polygon, with its qaxes 
o~ symmetry, is so strongly outlined as to suggest vividly the rotational 
element, and we define R as in the preceding case. 

On the other hand, even though the minimum enclosing convex poly-
on is symmetric about a vertical axis, the same effect is not felt if its 

;ertices abut on the polygon. This possibility is illus
trated by polygons Nos. 53, 67, 84, 88, and 90. In explanation of this dif
ference in effect, it maybe observed that the axes of symmetry of; the 
enclosing polygon are hardly felt as such under these circumstances. . 

In such cases and in others when the enclosing polygon is not axially 
symmetric, there is central symmetry when q is even. Such symmetry is 
appreciated immediately, though the rotational symmetry as such plays 
a negligible role .... ;\ccordingly we take R to be equal to I here. Polygons 
Nos. 48, 53, and 67 illustrate this possibility. 

On the other hand, when q is odd the effect is less favorable still. 
Nos. 79 and 88, 89, 90 illustrate this situation for convex and re-entrant 
polygons respectively. Even in the convex type, most persons will scarcf!ly 
be aware of the rotational symmetry or will find it to be disagreeable. 
Thus in this last case, as well as in any case when there is no rotational 
symmetry, we are led to take R to be o. 

25. THE ELEMENT HV OF RELATION TO A HORIZONTAL-VERTICAL 

NETWORK 

As has previously been noted, in many polygons of the list there is 
evidently a close relationship of the given polygon to a uniform horizontal
vertical network, and this relationship is decidedly pleasing. 

The corresponding element HV in 0 is connected with certain motions 
of the plane in much the same way as the element V is connected with a 
motion of rotation about a vertical axis, and the element R with a motion 
of rotation about a center. In fact such a uniform network evidently re
turns as a whole to its initial position, when certain translatory motions 

( 39 ) 
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fact that there are essentially two kinds of independent translatory motions 
which return the network to its original position, namely a translation to 
the right or left, and a translation up or down. Any other translation may 
be regarded as derivable by combination from these two alone. 

Another similar case is that in which the sides of the polygon all lie 
upon the lines of a uniform network formed by two sets of parallel lines 
equally inclined to the vertical, and fill out a diamond-shaped portion of 
the network (see Nos. 4, 36, and 45). But the effect here is less favorable, 
so that we take HV to be I. 

It becomes necessary at this stage to assign an arbitrary index in all 
cases. From the purely geometrical point of view, the degree of coincidence 
of a polygon with such a horizontal-vertical or diamond network may range 
from the case of maximum coincidence, as specified above, to the case of 
practically no coincidence, through a series of intermediate degrees. It 
is thus suggested that a corresponding graded index may be required. It 
is found, however, that as soon as there is a slight deviation from complete 
coincidence, the pleasantness of the effect diminishes markedly, and for 
further deviation vanishes entirely. 

Hence we shall select the following empirical rule: HV is to be I if the 
polygon fills out a rectangular portion of a horizontal-vertical network, 
save for the following exceptions: one line of the polygon and the other 
lines of the same type (see section 23) may fall along diagonals of the rec-
tangular portion or of adjoining of the one vertical 
and one horizon tal line of as well as lines of same 

may not be of the polygon .. 
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Illustrations of this case HV = I are furnished by the polygons 

Nos. 13, 42, 49, 50, 62, 66, of the list. 
~ The element HV will also be defined to be I if the polygon out a 
diamond-shaped portion of a diamond network save for 
exceptions: one line the polygon and the lines of the same type 
may fall of the diamond-shaped portion or of adjoining 
diamonds of the network; one line of this portion as well as the other lines 

same not occupied by a of the polygon. The poly-
gons Nos. 5, 6, 24, and are illustrative of this case . 
..., is I we shall demand that at least two lines of either 

set of the network are occupied by a side. 
In all other cases whatsoever we shall take HV to be o. 
It is obvious that the above determination of indices for the element 

BV is largely arbitrary. Nevertheless it seems to correspond to the facts 

observed. 

26. THE ELEMENT F OF UNSATISFACTORY FORM 

There remains to be treated the negative constituent Fin 0, which we 
have described as an omnium gatherum of the negative elements of order 

(section 19)· 
The case in which F is 0 corresponds to satisfactory form. Here the 

analysis made in the earlier sections suggests the following conditions: 
(1) the minimum distance from any vertex to any other vertex or side, or 
between parallel sides, is not to be too small- for definiteness we shall 
demand that it be not less than one tenth the maximum distance between 
points of the polygon; (2) the angle between two non-parallel sides is not 
to be too small- for definiteness let us say not less than 20°; (3) more 
generally, all other ambiguities of form are to be avoided - for definite
ness let us demand that no shift of the vertices by less than one tenth their 
distance to the nearest vertex can introduce a further element of order in 
17, R, or HV; (4) there is to be no unsupported re-entrant side; (5) there 
is to be at most one type of niche; (6) there are to be at most two types 
of directions, provided that vertical and horizontal directions (when both 
occur) are counted together as one; (7) there is symmetry to the extent 
that 17 and R are not both o. 
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The first three of these requirements eliminate ambiguity of form. Of 
them the first two deal with of above. 
The accoun t which is 

to for example, when a 
or equilateraL 

The other are by 
In particular the fifth and requirements are 
while one type is compatible form, as in the 

cross 9, and two types of are not ex(:eSS~lve (provided 
vertical and horizon tal directions are counted as it is not 
possible to go further without impairment of satisfactory form. 

If one and only one of the above conditions fails and that to a mini
mum extent (e.g. there is one type of unsupported re-entrant side), we take 
F to be 1. In all cases where there is more than a single violation of these 
condi tions we take F to be 2. 

For all of the polygons Nos. 1-22 inclusive, F is o. No. 23 is the first 
pol ygon for which F is 1 because of one type of unsupported re-en tran t 
side; No. 24 is the first polygon for which F is 1 because of two types of 
niches. The earliest polygon for which F is I because of diversity of direc
tions is No. 60. The earliest for which F is 2 is No. 55. 

27. RECAPITULATION OF DEFINITION OF AESTHETIC MEASURE 

For purposes of convenient reference let us st~te concisely the above 
definition of the aesthetic measure of a polygon in vertical position: 

The formula is 
M _ Q _ P+E+R+HP-F 

-c- C 

wi th the following definitions: 

c 
C is the number of distinct straight lines containing at least one side 

of the polygon. 

V is I or 0 according as the polygon is or is not symmetric about a 
vertical axis. 
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E 

E is I whenever V is I. 

E is also I if the center of area K is situated directly above a point D 
within a horizontal line AB supporting the polygon from below 
in such wise that the lengths AD and BD are both more than 1/6 of the 
total horizontal breadth of the polygon. 

E is 0 in any other case when K lies above a point of AB, even if A and 

B coincide. 
E is - I in the remaining cases. 

R 

R is the smaller of the numbers q/2 and 3 in the case of rotational 
symmetry, provided that the polygon has vertical symmetry or else that 
the minimum enclosing convex polygon has vertical symmetry and that 
the niches of the given polygon do not abut on the vertices of the enclos

ing polygon. 
R is I in any other case when q is even (i.e. if there is central symmetry). 
R is 0 in the remaining cases. 

HV 

HV is 2 only when the sides of the polygon lie upon the lines of a uni
form horizontal-vertical network, and occupy all the lines of a rectangular 
portion of the network. 

HV is I if these conditions are satisfied, with one or both of the follow
ing exceptions: one line and the others of this type may fall along diag
onals of the rectangular portion or of adjoining rectangles of the network; 
one vertical line and one horizon tal line of the portion, and the others of 
the same type, may not be occupied by a side. At least two vertical and 
two horizontal lines must be filled by the sides however. 

HV is also 1 when the sides of the polygon lie upon the lines of a uni
form network of two sets of parallel lines equally inclined to the vertical, 
and occupy all the lines of a diamond-shaped portion of the network, with 
the following possible exceptions: at most one line and the others of the 
same type may fall along diagonals of the diamond-shaped portion or of 
adjoining diamonds of the network; one line of the diamond-shaped 

(43 ) 
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....... ..., .......... "" ..... to nearest vertex can in-
troduce a new element order R, or HV; is no unsupported re-
entrant is at most one of niche and two of directions, 
provided that vertical horizontal directions are counted together as 
one; and R are not both o. 

F is 1 if these conditions are fulfilled with one exception and one only. 
F is 2. in all other cases. 

28. ApPLICATION TO 90 POLYGONS 

The 90 polygons arranged in Plates II-VII in order of decreasing 
aesthetic measure according to the formula furnish in themselves a severe 
test of its approximate accuracy. If, upon scanning these polygons from 
the first to the last, the reader feels a gradual diminution in aesthetic 
quality, * the underlying theory may be regarded as justified. The follow
ing facts should be observed. 

l\lany polygons have important connotative elements of order which 
will have an effect upon the aesthetic judgment, unless one abstracts 
from them explicitly. Thus the stars Nos. 6, 8, 40, the different crosses 
Nos. 9, 13, 2 9, 49, and 4 1, their ae~)tn.et].c 

definitely enhanced by the corresponding connotations. 
of the positive of 
obvious if one the Roman cross No. 

The importance 
cases becomes 

how 

* Those with the same aesthetic measure are to be ~roupc:~ tClgetller of course. 
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the respecti~e letters ~, ~, and X; this ~ss~ciation operat~s to dimin~sh 
their aesthetIc value" Sl~lllar1~ the assocIat10n of ~o. wIth the outltne 
of a rectangular box IS dIspleasIng. The polygon No. of a shape which 

either a pine tree or an arrowhead, will be increased or diminished 

in value perhaps, according as the first or second of these associations is 

uppermost. 
Other connotations of a geometrical type ought to be noted. Thus 

the No., suggests strongly two broken lines. A polygon of 
many small sides inscribed in a regular curve (see Nos. 10, I and 16) 
will ~uggest curve so strongly as to exclude the consideration of the 

polygon as such. 
In testing the validity of the formula as applied to such a set of poly-

gons, all these connotations must be borne in mind. 
Secondly, it is to be recalled that no special attempt is made here to 

classify indifferent polygons. Thus, 18 of the last '21 polygons are of 
measure 0, and the last 3 polygons are of negative measure. Consequently 
there is no distinction between the first 18 of these, and perhaps it is as 
well not to take too seriously the indication that the last 3 polygons are 
definitely worse than the others. 

In the third place the formula is not a highly sensitive one, since the 
change produced by any single elemen t of order is considerable. For ex
ample, all triangles whatsoever have an aesthetic measure of 7/6, '2/3, 0, 

-1/3, -'2/3, or -1 according to the definition. No other gradations 

are possible. 
If then, after laying aside connotations as far as possible, there is felt 

to be a gradual diminution in aesthetic value as the polygons are looked 
at in succession, so that polygons whose aesthetic measures are substan
tially unequal are properly arranged, while those of almost equal measures 
are of nearly equal attractiveness, the formula must be regarded as justi
fied. \Ve may conjecture in this event that the general theory is correct 
in its essential features. Of course considerable variations in individual 
judgments are to be expected. 

In classes at Columbia University (summer, 19'29) and Harvard Uni
versity (summer, 1930) I obtained the consensus of aesthetic judgment 
as to the arrangement of these polygons. The results so obtained were 

( 45 ) 
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go back at least as far as primitive architectural Hence it seems 
likely that the enjoyment of polygonal forms has not changed very much 
in character the dawn of civilization. 

If, for any reason, polygonal forms were to receive much attention, 
it seems certain that aesthetic appreciation of them would undergo further 
interesting development. We shall merely point to two obvious possibili
ties. From a mathematical point of view other uniform networks, such as 
that of equilateral triangles, have just as much geometric interest as the 
rectangular ones. As soon as the 'normal observer' becomes familiar with 
polygons closely related to networks of these new types, he will find that 
these polygons gain in aesthetic value. Polygons such as Nos. 51, 69, and 
89 are of this kind. If such a development were to take place, the defini
tion of the element HV of relation to a uniform network would require 
modification. Moreover, if polygonal forms came into greater use, more 
elaborate forms would become attractive. For example, perspectively 
correct representations of polygons found in the above list would be ap
preciated as such. This too would necessitate appropriate further modi
fication in the definition of aesthetic measure. 

30. THE MATHEMATICAL OF AESTHETIC QUESTIONS 

A complete theory such as that which precedes can be used as a logical 
tool by purely mathematical 
cal) : Which 
IS 
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To answer this question we observe first that the 

E Rand HV cannot exceed I, I, 3, 2 respectively , ' 
while the most of IS 0. In "',-,J.1. .. :1\ ... \.I 

it appears that the 
C cannot ""'<T.",,,,",,,.rI 

is 4, so that is I 

elements 
numerical 

a can 

C 
as it is 

it! wiII not C>"tTl"oorl I we can that 

conceivable polygon for which is as great as for the square has a com-

3 or 4· 
But if the complexity C is 3, all the sides of the polygon lie on three 

straight lines. The only polygons of this kind are the triangles. However, 
for the scalene and isosceles triangles Rand HV are 0, so that a is at most 
2, and 11/1 is at most = .67. Hence these triangles can be excluded 
from consideration. For the equilateral triangle J."d is immediately found 
to be only 7/6 = 1.16 ... , so that it can be excluded as well. 

It only remains to consider the possibility that the complexity C is 4, 

in which case the polygon lies wholly upon four straight lines. Such a 
quadrilateral cannot have network value (HV = 2 or I) unless these four 
lines are two pairs of parallel lines; in this event it must be a square 
(M = 1.50), rectangle (M = 1.2 5), or diamond (M = 1.00). In any other 
case HVand either V or Rare 0, and it is clear that a is at most 2. and 
.1\1 at most 2/4 = .50 • 

It follows then as a 'theorem' that the square with horizontal sides 
with M = 1.50 is the best of all possible polygonal forms. Obviously such 
mathematical treatment upon the basis of the theory becomes a mere game 
if carried too far. It is only desirable to refer to this possibility of the 
theory in order to indicate its completeness. 

31. ON UNCERTAINTY AND OPTICAL ILLUSIONS 

In what precedes it has been assumed that the observer identifies the 
polygon completely from a mathematical point of view. Any considera
tion of the to which this assumption is actuaIIy valid would intro
duce difficult psychological rn''''.C'r.r..,. ..... 
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ORNA~fENTS AND TILINGS 

1. AND lVIoT10NS 

L1N~ figure:.. or otherwis~ exec,uted on a sur-
i1.. face, WIll an there IS at one 

possible motion which moves the figure, as a whole but not point for point, 
back to its initial posi60n. vVe shall admit as legitimate (motions': (I) the 

rotations about an axis through any angle; (2) the translations fronl one 

position to another having the same orientation in space; (3) the combina

tion of motions of types (I) and (2) in a screw motion obtained by fol

lowing a rotation about an axis with a translation along the axis; and 

also (4) the transference of each point to its mirror image in a plane, 

called reflection in a plane. 
Evidently any polygon having symmetry furnishes a simple illustra

tion of an ornament with one or more rotations (I). A uniform rectangular 

network is an ornament with infinitely many translations (2),_ A spiral 

staircase, thought of as indefinitely extended, forms an ornament (accord

ing to this definition) with infinitely many screw motions (3). A building 

which is constructed symmetrically on two sides of a vertical plane 

will also be an ornament in the technical sense, with a reflection in a 

plane (4). 
From a higher mathematical point of view it is legitimate to consider 

such reflections (4) as motions in the following sense: if our space were 
immersed in a (four-dimensional space,' it would be possible to move a 

figure into its mirror image, point for point, without deformation. A fully 

analogous case of a simpler type is the following: a general figure in a 
two-dimensional plane cannot be moved wi thin the plane in to its mirror 

image with reference to some line of the plane; but if the figure be rotated 

through I about this line in three-dimensional space, it will clearly be 
carried into its mirror image. 
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ornament 

ornaments are 
the plane about a point; translations in 
obtained by a translation in the plane along a 
tion about that axis; (4) reflection in an axis of 
by a half revolution about that axis). 

2. QUASI-ORNAMENTS 

to ornaments a 

(also produced 

There are certain simple spiraliform figures which are not ornaments 
in the above technical sense, and yet produce an ornamen tal effect since 

FIGURE 10 

they appear to arise from a uniform repetitive principle. Such figures, 
which are illustrated herewith, will be termed' quasi-ornaments.' 

More precisely, let us define a 'quasi-ornament' as a figure formed by 
a curve or broken line which turns always to the left or to the right with
out touching or crossing itself, and in which the total rotation is at least 
through one complete revolution. It is interesting to inquire into the 
reason for the undoubted aesthetic of such figures. 

Just as a circle is curve which embodies of rotation, 
so the or spiral is the curve which 

* For a standard deSI:rlPtlve treatment of such ornaments, see J. DOllrQ:()ln. 'f'lzIorie de rOme. 
menl, Paris 
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bodies the suggestion of proportionate diminution or enlargement. In 
;:t if we diminish or enlarge this special curve in any selected ratio, it is 

to be the same curve in size as well as in shape as before. It was be-
seen " f""l" h h h ." J ause of this strong suggestIon 0 sImI anty t at t e mat ematlclan ames 
~ernoulli wished this curve inscribed on his tomb with the words H eadem 
I11Utata resurgo." lVIoreover, the suggestion of similarity induced by the 
equiangular spiral is carried over to other spirals, whether or 

curvilin ear. 
Now in a rnathematical sense which cannot be elaborated here, change 

in of a figure can be regarded as ~nalogous in certain fundamental 
respects to a motion of the figure. The following partial analogy at least 
is obvious: by a motion the given figure is placed in a new aspect; and 
by change in size much the same thing is brought about, since similar 
figures are ordinarily thought of as the same figure at a greater or less 

distance. 
On this account, our theory of ornaments will be regarded as applying 

to these quasi-ornaments, and the presence of a quasi-ornament as part 
of a complete ornament will be considered as inducing the same element of 
order S which we shall attach to similari ty of figures. The elemen t S is 
the single essentially new positive element involved in our theory of orna
ments, beyond the elements V, E, R, HV involved in polygonal form. 

3. THE GROUP OF lVfoTIONS OF AN ORNAMENT 

In dealing with ornaments, we shall regard the' motion,' J, which 
leaves every point fixed, as a motion in the technical sense. By definition, 
there is at least one motion other than J which carries an ornament into 
itself. If A denotes anyone of this set of motions, clearly the motion of 
repetition of A, which may be denoted by AA, also moves the ornament 
into its first position. Furthermore, if B denotes any other motion what
ever, the combination AB of the motion A followed by B is also such a 
motion. The totality of motions carrying the ornament into itself will 
be called its' group of motions' (cf. Chapter II, section 23). 

If F be any part of an ornament which takes the positions F, F', F", 
. . . under the various motions of the group, then F, F ', F", . . . will 
be said to be 'of the same type'; also if a region F together with the other 
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IS course to be 
which ornamen t 
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lying a 
group an ornament when reproduced in all the J-'Y"-'>"\..L'JJ.J'v 

same type assigned to it by the given group_ It may happen, however, 
that the ornament so obtained admits of motions into itself besides those 
in the given group, and so possesses a still larger group_ 

4. CLASSIFICATION OF ORNAMENTS 

An obvious basis of classification of plane ornaments is as rectilinear) 
curvilinear, or mixtilinear, according as they are made up of straight lines) 
curved lines, or a combination of straight and curved lines. The quasi
ornaments in Figure 10 are rectilinear and curvilinear respectively; the 
semicircle furnishes a simple instance of an ornament of the mixtilinear 
type. 

A more fundamental method of classification is furnished by means of 
the underlying group. In fact ornamen ts maybe divided in to two main 
classes: those for which the underlying group contains only a finite num
ber of distinct motions and so is called 'finite,' and those for which the 
group is (infinite.' 

All ornaments with a finite group will be called 'simple' ornaments. 
Symmetric polygonal forms illustrate this case. The circle, as well as 
sets of concentric circles, will also be regarded as simple ornaments, in 
spite of the fact that the group of motions contains the infinitude of 
rotations about the center and of reflections about any diameter. 

The remaining ornaments, having an infinite group, can be subdivided 
further into two mutually classes:' one-dimensional' or 
band ornamen ts, in which a fundamen tal In a one-
dimensional so that some ornament' -
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constitute a one-dimensional ornament with axis passIng through the 
central points. Similarly the plane array of T's: 

· T T T T 
· T T T T 
· T T T T 

constitutes a two-dimensional ornament. It is worth while to consider 
these examples further for illustrative purposes. 

In the one-dimensional example the corresponding group of motions 
is constituted by the following: translations to right or left by any 
multiple of the distance between the centers of two adjoining o's; reflec
tions in the axis itself; reflections about any line perpendicular to the 
axis and passing through the center of some 0, or passing midway between 
two centers; the slide-reflections which arise from combination of the 
first two types of motion, or which may be thought of as produced by a 
single screw motion with angle of rotation 180°. 

For the two-dimensional ornament the group of motions consists of the 
following: translations to right or left by the distance between two col
umns of T's; translations up or down by the distance between two rows 
ofT's; translations which are formed by combinations of these two types; 
reflections about the vertical axis of symmetry of a column of T's, or 

'" For the mathematical basis of this and SUb:seCHlent ~ccp,.rinnQ 
Theorie de,- '{Jon endlicher In va!tlCtllar 
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two columns; 
is up or down by any 

of T's, a slide reflection about the axis of column is 
T is transferred to some other column, either a reflection or 
about the vertical axis midway between the two columns IS evidently 
required. 

The notions of figures 'of the same type,' of' fundamen tal regions,' 
and of 'fundamental portions' of the ornament can also be illustrated 
by these examples. Thus in the one-dimensional ornament the letter 
0' s are figures of the same type; so are also the set of upper and lower 
halves of these letters, the set of right and left halves, and the set of 
quarters into which these letters are cut by their horizontal and ver
tical axes of symmetry. Similarly all the T's are of the same type in the 
second ornament; so are also the set of right and left halves of these 
letters. 

A simple fundamental region in the first case consists of a part of the 
plane above and to the right of the center of some 0 .but to the left of the 
mid-point between it and the following 0; a fundamental portion of this 
ornament is formed by a quarter of any letter o. In the second case a 
simple fundamental region consists of a rectangle occupied by the part of 
a line of type between successive vertical axes of symmetry; a fundamental 
portion of the ornament is formed by half of any letter T. 

A further classification of one- and two-dimensional ornaments into 
species may be made according to their groups of motions. Two groups 
will be said to be of same 'species' in case they can be defined by 
geometrically similar ornaments undergoing ..:7.U.J;L.U ....... 

rate by ornaments for a pr40pc)rtloIlat:e 
tances a 
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. For example, the groups attached to any two uniform diamond (not 
s uare) networks are of the same species) since one diamond network can 
b; to be similar to the other by such a reduction. On other 

hand the a square is not of the same as that of 
diamond In the rotated through in to 

itself about center of any square, while there is no similar motion in 
case of diamond network. 

5. ON THE DETER1HNATION OF SPECIES 

The ornamen ts groups 
given in the preceding chapter (section 23). There are precisely 7 species 
of one-dimensional infini te groups and species of two-dimensional in
finite groups, all illustrated by appropriate rectilinear and curvilinear or
naments in the Plates VIII-XII, opposite the next page. The proof that 
this classification into species is exhaustive is a matter for careful mathe
matical discussion which cannot be entered upon here. * 

A practical question arises, however, as to how the species of a given 
ornament is to be positively identified as being one of the listed species. 
A little experience makes the practical determination of species an almost 
intuitive affair; but for the theoretic determination it is necessary to 
search for that particular one of the listed ornaments which admits es
sentially the same types of motion as the given ornament, and no others. 

6. ORNAMENTS AND ORNAMENTAL PATTERNS 

An 'ornamental pattern' may be described as an ornament containing 
a collection of ornaments arranged in a spatial hierarchy, but so ornate 
that the whole of the pattern cannot be grasped at a glance. Such a pat
tern may be found to be exceedingly interesting as the eye passes from 
the principal to the secondary ornaments, appreciates them in turn, and 
notes their interrelations. The favorable impression thus obtained results 
from a summation of the aesthetic effects of the constituent ornaments. 

* Cf. Speiser, 1oc. cit., who follows the classification of Polya adopted here. It may be noted 
that in the illustrations, the rectilinear and curvilinear two-dimensional ornaments of all species 
are in the same orientation, except for XVI, and in which horizontal and 
vertical are In order to secure an of a rectilinear ornament of IV, 
an has been modified. 
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set in a favorable 
were practically eliminated. 

equally satisfactory treatment of plane ornaments cannot be an
ticipated. The types of such ornaments are so varied that it is not 

EE 
FIGURE II 

sible to find all of them used for similar purposes. l\foreover such orna
ments are in general superficial decorations (by definition), and are de
termined in character by their specific environment. In consequence they 
do not possess independent aesthetic value to the same extent as the 
more primitive polygonal forms. Finally, just because of these facts, they 
are likely to involve connotations. For example, the first of the two 
simple ornaments above will a conventionalized flower, and the 
second a window grating. 

Notwithstanding these difficulties, we shall attempt a theory of the 
aesthetic measure of simple rectilinear ornaments; but in the case of one
and two-dimensional we shall only a theory 

special 
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PLATE VIII 

. ~ CJ fJ fJ fJ [J ~~~m~~~~~ 
AND PHOENIX CARPET, ASIA MINOR (I) CHINESE ORNAldENT PAINTED PORCELAIN 

STAINED GLASS, CATHEDRAL OF BOURGES 

GREEK FRET FROM A VASE (III) FRENCH RENAISSANCE ORNAMENT FROM CASKET 

GREEK FRET (IV) ANCIENT GREEK SCROLL BORDER 

POMPEIAN MOSAIC (V) MALTESE LACE 

CHINESE ORNAMENT PAINTED ON PORCELAIN (VI) INDIAN PAINTED LACQ.UER WORK 

MODERN RUG ITALIAN DAMASK OF THE' R.ENAISSANCE 

THE SPECIES OF ONE-DIMENSIONAL OR.NAMENTS 





PLATE IX 

EGYPTIAN WOOL FABRIC (I) FRENCH MEDIEVAL WALL OI.NAMENT 

AMERICAN INDIAN BASKETRY (II) GHORDES RUG 

I 
t 

AKHAL TEKKA PRAYER RUG (III) MEDIEVAL ILLUMINATED MANUSCRIPT 

SHIRAZ RUG 

THE SPECIES OF Two-DIMENSIONAL Nos. I-IV 
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PLATE X 

ITALIAN VELVET OF THE RENAISSANCE (V) DECORATIONS FROM SPANDRELS OF ARCHES, ALHAMBRA 

MOSAIC PAVEMENT, BAPTISTERY, FLORENCE (VI) FRENCH RENAISSANCE CARPET 

SIXTEENTH CENTURY TEXTILE (VII) SIXTEENTH CENTURY TEXTILE 

FOURTEENTH CENTURY MOORISH SILK 

THE 17 SPECIES OF Two-DIMENSIONAL Nos. V-VIII 





PLATE XI 

POMPEIAN MOSAIC (IX) PAINTING ON INDIAN (HINDU) VASE 

CEILING DECORATION FROM THEBES (X) EGYPTIAN CEILING 

, 

I , 

FRENCH STAINED GLASS (XI) MOSAIC FLOOR., BAPTISTERY, FLORENCE 

I ARABIAN DIAPER PATTERN XII) CEILING DECOR.ATION FROM EGYPTIAN TOMB 

THE 17 SPECIES OF Two-DIMENSIONAL "' ...... n.J.1 .. ""' .. Nos. IX-XII 





PLATE XII 

PERSIAN GLAZED TILE (XIII) MODERN ORNAMENTAL DESIGN 

ARABIAN MOSAIC (XIV) JAPANESE WROUGHT IRON VASE 

PERSIAN ILLUMINATED MANUSCRIPT (XV) FRENCH RENAISSANCE WALL PAINTING 

PANELLING FROM ALHAMBRA (XVI) MODERN ENGLISH TILE 

BTZANTINE MOSAIC, SANTA MAllIA IN ARACOELI, ROME (XVII) PERSIAN ILLUMINATED MANUSCRIPT 

THE 17 SPECIES OF Two-DIMENSIONAL Nos. XIII-XVII 
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plane. IS a In so 
rium, E, is concerned; a tracery is less 
equilibrium than a massive tile. 

are 
or its outline 
as the CICUlt::U 

easily felt to 

a 

equilib
be out of 

We shall overlook this slight difference and consider that polygonal 
ornaments have an aesthetic measure which may be determined by the 
same rules as those adopted for polygonal tiles. Thus our list of 90 

polygons furnishes us also with a classification of the corresponding simple 
polygonal ornaments in order of decreasing aesthetic measure. It is true 
that some of the best simple rectilinear ornaments are given by these 
polygonal forms. Nevertheless, other types are decidedly attractive in 
many cases, and are readily compared intuitively in regard to their aes
thetic quality. In the section which follows we shall develop a modifi
cation of the theory of polygonal form, applicable to any simple rectilinear 
ornament. 
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correspond_ 
single new 

namely as I or 0 

a vertical axis. 
as the ornament is or is not SV1nnletnc 

E 
We shall consider the ornament to be made of thin uniform wire in 

determining its center of area. If we regard the separate parts of the com
plete ornament as held together rigidly, we may obviously define the 
horizon tal line segmen tAB supporting the ornament from below just as 
in the case of a polygon. Thus we may define E to be 1,0, or - I as before. 

R 
The element R of rotational symmetry is defined as before, excepting 

that only polygonal niches of the ornament are considered. 

HV 

The definition of the element HV will not be modified, excepting that 
when there are at least two polygons in the ornament, two exceptions in
stead of one of either type (Chapter II, section 27) will be allowed in the 
case HV = 1. 

S 
By a 'polygon the ornament' we shall mean 

polygons' bounded by sides of the ornament, not touching any part of 
the ornament within them; (2) the outermost polygons of the ornament, 
accessible from the outer part of the plane; and also (J) the polygons 
made up of of the ornament, whose are not the end points 
of further ornamen t. 

It is polygons which are noted by the 
hexagram as I In XIII, OD'Dosilte 
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_.~ .... , ..... I"\n and the small equilateral triangles which abut on its 

polygons of the first type; the outermost six-pointed 
the two large equilateral' are of 

case are ten of the ornament. 
The new element S similarity will be to be 0 if no 'polygon 

ornament' and polygonal figure not the same type (section 3) 
are similar and in the same orientation, and if no quasi-ornament 

is present. 
If is only one similarity, either between two 

polygons not of same type, or due to a single type of quasi-arnament, 
S i; defined to be I; and if there is more than one such relationship, S is 
defined to be 2. These types of similarity are obviously pleasing to the 
eye. The reason why the presence of a quasi-ornament induces an asso
ciative reference to similari ty has already been explained. 

F 

This element of unsatisfactory form will be made up of a part FI de
fined just as for the case of a polygon, and another part F2 dependent on 
a number of new aesthetic factors which are defined below. 

In the determination of Fl the term 'unsupported re-entrant side' will 
only be used for a side of the ornament which is an unsupported re-entrant 
side (in the previous sense) of every elementary polygon of which it is a 
side, which cuts at least one elementary polygon when extended, and which 
does not extend into any entirely distinct side of the ornament. A 'niche' 
of the ornament will be a niche for some elementary polygon or for some 
complete part of the ornament. 

The second part F2 of F is designed to include the essentially new kinds 
of negative el em en ts of order which are found in simple rectilinear orna
ments other than polygons. These will be denoted by F2(a), F2(b), ... 
F2(i). Only in case none of these are found in the ornament will F2 be 0; 
furthermore F2 will never be taken to exceed 4. These elements are 
defined respectively as follows: 

: index 1. (a) is counted once for each type of line containing at 
one which abuts perpendicularly, without continuation, on some 

a polygon of the ornamen t. 
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of the minimum convex polygon ornament. 
: index 2. is once for type polygon 

con taining wi thin ita part or parts of the ornament whose group of mo
tions (section 3) does not contain all the motions in the group of the part 
of the ornament to which the elementary polygon belongs. 

(j): index 2. if) is counted once for each type of polygon of the 
ornament containing within it only similar elementary polygons in a 
different orientation. 

(g): index 2. (g) is counted as the number of types of parts of the 
ornament entirely outside of each other, in case such exist. 

(h): index 2. (h) is counted once for each type of elementary polygon 
of the ornament which is attached from the outside to the rest of the orna
ment only where the vertices of the polygon meet the interior points of 
sides of the rest of the ornament. 

(i): index 3. (i) is counted if the minimum enclosing polygon about 
the entire ornament meets the ornament only at free end points. 

10. SOME EXPLANATORY COMMENTS 

The role of the element S of geometrical similarity has already been 
explained. 

In the 30 simple rectilinear ornaments of Plates XIII and XIV oppo-
site, the element S enters in Nos. I, 4, 9, 10, I I, I and 
23, with S equal to I or 2 as the case may Of 

4, 5,9, 10, II, 12, and IS have satisfactory 
The same of ornaments examples 

Nos. 18, which are two 
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PLATE XIII 

. - 1 2 3 
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1.-

n 1.16 0·90 0.87 

le 

C"t 4 5 6 

'n ~ 'f=t )-

·t 

0·75 0·75 0.67 

Le 

a 7 8 9 

[ EE @ 
n 0.67 0.67 0.67 

.f 10 11 12 

t rn 
0.62 0.61 0.57 

13 14 15 

i ~ 
D D @ D D 

0.50 0.50 0·42 

AESTHETIC l\fEASURES OF 30 SIMPLE Nos. 1-15 
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PLATE XIV 

16 17 18 

0 $ X 
0·40 

19 20 21 

" 7 A. V/~ I D I 0 
0.29 0.25 0.25 

• 22 23 24 

~ X 
0.20 0.14 0.14 

25 26 27 

~ 
0.12 0.12 0.08 

28 29 SO 

)=( ~ 
0.00 0.00 -0.25 

AESTHETIC MEASURES OF SIMPLE Nos. 
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is one type 

disappear. By comparison of No. for 
8, for which F2(a) is I, and with No. asser-
tion is seen to be reasonable. 

ad (b). The presence of vertices at which an odd number of sides ter
minate is distinctly disadvantageous, because the eye is held to such a 
vertex; with an even number of sides the eye can follow the sides through 
the vertex in pairs, and in this manner take account of them all without 
stopping at the vertex. The same difficulty is felt with free ends not ter
minating a quasi-ornament, as with other odd vertices. 

Ornaments Nos. 6, 7, 8, 16, 18, 22, 23, 24, 28, 29, and 30 illustrate the 
case when F2(b) enters. 

ad (c). A tracery suggests a line rather than a filled surface. Hence the 
cen ter of area is defined as stated. 

In case this cen ter of area lies wi thin a polygon of the ornament, the 
eye looks for a center of repose at this point; but if sides of the ornament 
pass through the point, the eye seems to be drawn away in these direc
tions to the enclosing polygon, so that the result is not satisfactory. 

On the other hand, if the center of area lies ou tside of all the polygons 
of the ornament, the eye seeks a center on a line of the ornament, so that 
the presence of such lines is an advantage rather than otherwise. The 
only ornaments of the list for which F2(c) is not 0 are Nos. 8 and 17. 

ad An interior side of the ornament of the type described in (d) 
is felt not to be properly to the rest of ornament, because its 

by 
ment. 
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(g). The F2(g) is 0 unless the ornament has entirely dis.. 

tinct parts outside of one another. This produces a lack of unity in the 
ornament, illustrated in a simple way by No. 14. 

ad (h). The element F2(h) seems to have a utilitarian origin. If a 
polygon is attached to the rest of the ornament in the manner described, 
the attachment is felt to be insecure. This possibility is illustrated in 
No. 26 only. 

ad (i). In case F2(i) is not 0, there is a strong suggestion that the 
ornamen t would be difficult to handle, because of the sharp free ends 
which jut from it. The only ornaments of the list of this type are 
Nos. 28 and 29. 

I1. ApPLICATION TO 30 SIMPLE RECTILINEAR. OR.NAMENTS 

The 90 polygonal forms listed in Chapter II have the same aesthetic 
measure whether considered as tiles or as ornaments traced on a surface. 
The ornaments shown in Plates XIII and XIV are not of this simple 
type, but are chosen to illustrate the application of the extended defini
tion of aesthetic measure given above to a fairly wide range of ornaments. 
The ratings so obtained are to be thought of as intercalated among 
those of the 90 polygons rated earlier. 

The reader should a gradual diminution in aesthetic value, 
'VV .. _"',A"' .... ' .... ' if the rt..,. .... _11'1"'_ 

must 
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In particular the ornamen t No. 8 is 
l' ... ..,rrrp·;;:r a window grating, and is not an · .. 'rr-__ _ 

.,..""""' ..... '7 as if outer 
~£>C'T"n ........ ',.. measure would then be 

"l"'l"P!::I'~P from 0 to 2 on account F2(e) 

2. Because the fact that the actual 15 is al-
regular in is thus a slight unfavorable 

is to 
The ratings assigned in these and in others which I have tried, 

seem to be approximately correct. The reader who wishes to check the 
theory should apply it further to a diversified set of ornaments, and so 
supplement the results tabulated. Evidently the negative elements of 
unsatisfactory form in F2 form a somewhat miscellaneous collection. It 
is entirely possible that other similar elements have been overlooked. 

12. OrHER TYPES OF ORNAMENTS 

The only curves which can be regarded as fully identifiable would ap
pear to be the circle, the ellipse which maybe interpreted as a circle seen 
in perspective, and the parabola, which is a limiting elliptic form. These 
geometrical curves, like the straight line, are determined by a certain num
ber of their poin ts: the circle, by the two extremities of any diameter; the 
ellipse, by the four extremities of its diameters; the parabola, by its ver
tex and focus. Other curves are not wholly determined from the intuitive 
point of view by any number of their points, no matter how large. There 
are comparatively few curvilinear and mixtilinear ornaments which are 
made up of these special geometrical curves. 

In consequence, most curvilinear ornaments ordinarily used must be 
regarded as of infinite complexity from a geometrical point of view, since 
they are not determined by any finite set of points. This general de-
ficiency is remedied in practice by the use parts which represent some 

object pleasing type in a simple manner; the 
are of this symbolic 

curves of the ornament an form which 
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In this case also, the number of constituent ornaments is usually so 
large, and their is so by the sui tabili t y of 
ornament to its environment, that a theory of aesthetic measure hardly 
appears to be practicable. 

13. THE ~fEASURE OF TILINGS 

Any two-dimensional rectilinear ornament made up of polygonal forms 
may be regarded either as a tiling or as a pattern of tiles set in stucco. In 
Plates IX-XII, 11 of the 17 species, namely IV, VI, IX-XVII, fall in 
one or the other of these categories. Now in ordinary tilings, such as are 
illustrated also in the opposite Plate XV, intuitive comparisons of aesthetic 
value are found to be possible. 

It may be anticipated then that the aesthetic measure of tilings * may 
be defined in accordance with our general theory. In attempting to do 
this we shall assume for definiteness that the tiling is set in a vertical 
plane. \Ve assume also that it is symmetric about the vertical direction 

is the same as its This is almost 
alwa ys met in practice, as for instance in the illustrations opposite. 

In setting up a theory which with the observed facts, it is 
however, to regard the C as by the 

number of tilings in a certain (fundamental 
o as of 

The DS'V"CflOl()w.cal \..A .. J.L .... J,J .... \.JVJJ. 
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PLATE XV 

2 3 

1.25 

5 6 

0.82 0.62 

8 9 

11 12 

0.17 
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the tile is felt as an ornamental pattern rather 
whose success is measured by the '!:I'lTjC'r'!:lCrp 

.. v,..., ........ ,' ... at we can find a ,,.,,,....,-,<'2 ....... "'.,.... 

up of a least number of the 
(I) F 

In 

... obtained from it by the translations of the group of motions cover 
the entire tiling. 

In order to define the order 0 we specify the 'interesting polygons' to 
be found in the region F. These are of two kinds: the elementary poly
gons (not triangles) in F possessing rotational symmetry and equilibrium; 
the' central polygons' in F which admit the group of motions of F (and 
perhaps others). Among these latter will always be counted the polygon 
formed by the outline of F. 

For example, in the tiling NO.5 of those seen in Plate XV, the square 
tile and F itself are the central polygons. In this case all of the elementary 
tiles have the requisite qualities. On the other hand, in the tiling No.6 
the hexagonal tile, the six-pointed star, and the hexagonal outline of F 
are the central polygons; besides these, only the remaining two diamond 
polygons with vertical symmetry enter into consideration. It will be 
observed that the sharp triangular forms are not of interest in such a 
tiling. 

We define the order 0 as the sum of the aesthetic measures of the 'in
teresting polygons,' in which rectangles and squares are counted once only 
(no matter how often they appear in F), and other polygonal forms are 
counted once or twice in each orientation according as they appear once 
or are repeated. Mere differences in the sizes of these polygons are dis
regarded. The reason for these limitations is that the square and rec
tangular shapes seem to add no new interest through repetition in F, 
while other forms may be repeated at least once to advantage. 

The measure M is of course defined as 0/ c. 
( ) 
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orientations. The best cases 
there is a difference in the aesthetic measures. However, in the other cases 

) 

where the orientation is theoretically indifferent, will be found to 
be some preference for the orientation which stresses the vertical direc
tion; for instance such is the case in the diamond tiling, NO.3.. This is 
doubtless because these same ornamen tal forms are often employed in the 
leaded glass windows of churches, where there is a general desire to em
phasize the vertical direction. 



CH.t\.PTER IV 

I. PROBLEM OF THE 

TT is well known as 
... to the of a vase. Various rna y 
enter, such as archaeological significance, decoration, and surface quality. 
But, more than anything else, it is their superior geometric form which 
is felt to characterize the best vases. 

The definitive aesthetic quality of the form of many Greek vases 
has led Pottier * to say, "The proportions of vases, the relations of size 
between the different parts of pottery, seem to have been the object of 
minute and delicate researches among the Greeks. . . . If a profound 
stud y were made of it, perhaps one would find a system of mensuration 
analogous to that of statuary." His suggestion would ascribe the beauty 
of the vase to certain specific geometric proportions, such as Michelangelo 
conceived to be pres en t in the ideal human bod y. This type of explana
tion derives a certain reasona?lenessfroll1 a v~~~ anal()gy betw(!eIl the 
shape vas~~.anq .. Qftlie.hum.~!:! .. ~?dy - an analogy borne o~t··by 
the usual descriptive terms, 'lip,' 'nec~,'··'shoul~er,' and 'foot,' applied 
to vases. Others would ascribe the mysterious beauty to the 'living 
form' of the graceful contour lines. Very recently a Pythagorean ex
planation, based upon supposed mystic virtues of irrational numbers, has 
been proposed by Hambidge. t 

Now the systematic point of view which we have adopted does not 
permit us to take refuge in an obscure similarity between the shape of a 
vase and of the human body, nor in an occult quality of living form, nor 
even in mystical properties of numbers. Instead we are committed to a 
straightforward objective course in dealing with the problem of the vase, 

.FZULtrHJ1'JP des vases antiques de terre 
the Greek 

Boston 
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other similar as etc. 
advanced can be applied without essential modification to aesthetic 
objects. In such cases the utilitarian requirements are changed of course, 
and must not be lost sight of. 

2. THE METHOD OF ATTACK 

The problem of vase form is a very difficult one, and the theory obtained 
here is to be regarded as more questionable than the theories of polygons 
and ornaments given in the two preceding chapters. In fact it is conceiv
able that, aside from certain obvious requirements such as regularity of 
curvilinear outline and general suitability, there is no genuine aesthetic 
problem of the vase. At any rate I should expect that any vase form meet
ing these elementary requirements would appeal to some intelligent person) 
if only by virtue of its novelty. 

On the other hand) the definite appreciation shown by connoisseurs for 
particular vase forms seems to point to the probability that these do admit 
of intuitive aesthetic comparison. 

According to our general theory, then, there must exist certain elements 
of order 0 which are appreciated by the eye, upon which depend the 
aesthetic appeal; and in terms of these elements of order 0 and the com
plexity C of the vase, it should be possible to define a suitable aesthetic 
measure M. 

Evidently the primary question to be answered is: What are the 
preciable elements of order which are found in 

the particular cnC.lce 
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e~plained; if these are not properly whole theory is with
out basis. Once this has been answered, we can proceed to deal 

and 

one sees. at a 
distance away, this figure becomes practically that of a cross-section of the 

vase. always differs slightly 
from the cross-sec:t,!Qn .. 

the contour will consist of the two curvilinear sides, symmetric with 
respect to the axis, and of two convex elliptical ends, one of which will 
become rectilinear when the observer is on a level with the lip or foot of 

the vase. ~~~~c~~c~n~l~c()ff~Ethen no intere~t~scYrYf!s, .. sincethey 
are invariablyth~§ame. 

Thus the theory will refer exclusively to the visual contour. In con
sequence, if it were desired to construct a vase with a given symbol, it 
would not suffice to give the vase precisely the cross-section of the symbol; 
instead it would be necessary to effect a correction so that the visual con
tour takes the prescribed form at a suitable distance. 

In justification of this choice of the visual contour rather than of the 
contour of cross-section, it may be remarked that a coin seen in perspec
tive is appreciated as an elliptical form and not as a circular one. 

4. CHARACTERISTIC POINTS AND TANGENTS 

There '_~~'_'Y_~B" •• " •. c':::'="~'»~"""'M ....• o ... r~he con to~!Of .,~~(!.Y~~~.:'!£~!:_.!!~!£h.the 
can rest a vita!p~!!in the bep:r~pos~d . 

These are: (I) the poin ts the con tour the tangen t is vertical; 

concave to 
inflection direction from 

( ) 

These four 
corresponding 
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set points 
curves completely. In 

fE~=====t::::::::::::::;:;;:;;~t--, <,.,). (I) practice this deficiency is usually met 
employing only such ornaments as 

involve conventional representation, 
mainly of foliage and flowers, or have 
other definite connotations. By this 
means the feeling of indeterminacy 
inheren t in such ornaments is elimi
nated. 

FIGURE 12 

In the con tour curves of vases, 
however, these simple geometric curves 
are not employed in general, although 

they are in rare instances; a goblet with parabolic contour is shown in 
Figure 13.* Furthermore there are in general no connotative elements in 
the con tour curves of vases. 

If then we concede that the problem of curvilinear form in vases is 
analogous to that involved in ornaments, we are forced to the conclusion 
that the simple curve of the contour must be regarded as practically de
termined by certain of its points, and that some precise geometric con
figuration must be suggested by the symbol of the vase, the relations 

parts determine the elements order. 
It is apparent that the of the represented by the axis of the 

IS one 

* I am indebted to Professor for the illustrative ph(.t~~raJ:)h of this Venetian 

( ) 
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the through poin ts, we 
obtain the 'characteristic 
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of the vase. network, together 
with the characteristic tangents, will 
be considered as the specific geo
metric configuration attached to the 
symbol of the vase. 

I : : \ 

L ..... ! ..... _.;I----...I.t--.-.U 
This choice is justified by the 

fact that the characteristic points 
and characteristic tangent lines are 
immediately suggested by the in
spection of the visual con tour, as 
has just been explained. FIGURE 13 

5. THE ApPRECIABLE ELEMENTS OF ORDER 

If two or horizQ!l:t~Lclj~S(l!l:,c::~s across the vase at these character-
istic points are equal, the relationship tends tosimpHfy 
network and to unify the vase form. For example in'the vase of Figure 

~{the~vase-is the same at the base, at the inflectional points, 
and at the top. In the same vase the breadth at the lower points of verti
cal tangency is the same as that at the neck. 

Similarly a relationship 
Perhaps this is oec:au~;e of the vase OIsec1ts 

In same vase "" ............ '-" ...... ~ of this type occur; 

( ) 
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an 
between vertical 
the part of the vase of Figure 1:2 below the 
obviousl y a square. 

Moreover, the same vase shows that the perpendicularity and paral_ 
lelism of characteristic tangents, and the passing of these tangents 
through a center of the vase, are felt. By a 'center' is meant a point of 
the axis of symmetry lying on a horizontal line of the characteristic net
work of maximum or minimum breadth. 

Thus we are led to the four .... ~ ......... ~ .. -.~-~~ ..• ~_J~~~ .. ~_.~ __ . ___ ~~ .. _~~ ... ~~.~ 

la tionshi ps between the .~1!~~rl~~!lLt~LJ1~1~t;!n;~.~~iy~~Q.t6 .. 1.b~ .... ~Jl~r:i£.:t~rl.~!.~~f ... ,l1et~ 
work, corresponding to the element of ord~r][; .. relationships between the 
vertical ~~~ta~~:~,c()rresponding interrelCl:t~oll~w~etween the two, 
corresponding' to BP; and relations involving th~ '~h~;~cteristic tangents, 
corresponding to 

Aside from these formal elements of order, H, P, HV, and T, I can find 
none which seem to be generally appreciated and which involve only the 
form of the vase. 

In the empathetic theory of Lipps, the vase is thought of solely as a 
container, that is as a which is dO'\\7Jlward by liquid 
within it, and which resists this pressure by its elastic strength. This fact 
seems to be irrelevant as an aesthetic factor, since the empathetic quali-
ties of different shapes are not to be aesthetically. 

The 'f"f"\,:.,..t""T {l,eOrne1:rlC ratios 

used 
cannot be aDl0reclated by 

( ) 
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6. THE PROBLEM OF REGULARITY OF CONTOUR 

The above considerations justify us in proceeding to the explicit formu-
lation of a of aesthetic measure as soon as we have formulated 

con tour I t will then be 
ossible to limit to those vases which meet these requirements, 

p . dfi" f to develop an approprtate e nltlon 0 'J..-"rn""..-, measure 
In attacking the problem of regularity of contour we shall regard the 

poin ts and I t will be found on ex-

pP,1-1l ....... 
11

f'nt that _is nf ~ ('111",(71'" Af I"'A1"'I1-An1:" ",,'" _ .. ,.. __ ._ ~._ _ .~. ... .... ..., ...... '''"' _ ... _ ...... 1J.,.4.4 y"" '-'4 ""1,.J~J.\..vu.J., 

once these characteristics are fixed. Any modification will impair the 
suavity of the best possible contour, which we shall define presently in 

precise terms. 
When any set of characteristic poin ts and tangen ts is being considered, 

it is taken for granted that it is apo.r.rible form from the g:<:)~rnetrical p()int 
of vi~w. This is not always necessarily the case. For example, it would not 
be geometrically possible to have two adjacent characteristic points at 
which the characteristic tangents are vertical, that is parallel to the axis 
of the vase. In fact between two characteristic points with vertical tan
gents there must lie at least one point of iiillectioiiofcorner. 

7. CURVATURE OF CONTOUR 

The cu~vature of any circle varies inversely ~ith the length of its 
radius, and'therefore is regarded as measured by the reciprocal of the 
radius, taken in given units of length. For example, a circle of radius 2. 

centimeters has a curvature 1 throughout, if the centimeter is the unit of 
length. 
~~N~w in any curve of variable curvature there is at every point a tangent 
circle which fits the curve most closely near the point of tangency. It is 
natural to regard the reciprocal of the radius of this 'osculating circle' as 
measuring the curvature at the point. The radius of the osculating circle 
is called the' radius of curvatur~,.t.' We shall not stop to formulate a more 
precise definition of these terms, such as is contained in any elementary 
book on the differential calculus. In tacitly assuming that the contour 
lines of a vase possess measurable curvature, we have idealized the actual 
situation of course. 



C M 

a curve 
one another at 

sion produced not that of a single unified curve, ""''' ... ' ............ 1' ........ 

alterllat:el y larg~ranci smaller . 
... ;\ first obvious therefore, is that the 

~C~~~0~~~_L~~_~ ___ Q"--~-~~~~-~-~~;~ oscillates as few 
times as possible in view of prescribed characteristic points and tan-
gents. In particular the curvature should not oscillate more than once 
on any arc of the con tour not containing a point of inflection.. By in
spection of various vase forms like those shown later, it is found that this 
condi tion is satisfied in practice. 

A ~cond.Jjke requirement is that the l1!.~~xu!!y,m~. I.~ .. ~.~~ ... Q!. ... ~!!.~~lg~c .. 2t 
curvature be as small as.cpossible condition 

both, unnecessarily large curvatures along the contour and 
unnecessarily rapid changes in curvature. 

Although the strict application of these two conditions would be very 
difficult, still they may be regarded as substantially satisfied when it is not 
feasible to modify the curve so as to diminish either the greatest curva
ture or the rapidity of change of curvature. The curves contour actu
ally employed will be found not to permit of such modification. 

The eye can follow with ease curves meeting these two requirements, 
just because of the small curvature and its small rate of _ ..•.. _. 

9· 

There are 

AND UTILITARIAN 
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substantial capacity, stable in horizontal position, easy to handle, empty, 
and move about. Despite the fact that vases are usually employed for 
decorative purposes, they still suggest their original utilitarian function. 
In consequence, certain undesirable connotations arise when IS 

felt to violate requirements 

imposed. 
Some of these may be formulated arbitrarily 

breadth at the base should beCltJe~st one '~Y"",,,,,,,,,,,,,~~,,,,_~,~,,,y,,,~,,,_,~~,~~::>~,~,,;;,,, ",' 
maximum breadth should be attained but of 
the vase. breadth should be at of the height; 
(3TTJi~'~inimum breadth should be attained in the half of the 

vase and should be at least one the ~~~gh!; (4) The heig~t of the 
V'~s~~hQllldpef!t least as greatasjtsbreadth; (5) Rectilinearparts of the 
contour are only permitted at the ends, of lengths not more th(ln one 
fourth of the breadth there, and directed so that the breadth is not de
creasing toward the end in question; (6) The characteristic tangents at 
the foot should be inclined at an angle ;rat'least 456

• 

These conditions are satisfied in almost all actual vases, and their 
genesis is easily conjectured. Evidently (I) ensures some degree of sta
bility. The condition (2) ensures that the vase can be easily grasped where 
it is broadest, and that it is broad enough to have fair capacity as a con
tainer. If (3) is satisfied, the vase will have a neck in its upper half by 
which it may be lifted while it remains in equilibrium; this requirement 
shows why a vase form cannot in general be inverted and still remain satis
factory as such. Unless the vase is at least as high as it is broad, as re
quired by (4), it appears more like a pot than a vase, and its contents are 
poured out with difficulty; furthermore, in a squat vase the curve of 
the contour is relatively inconspicuous. Protective rectilinear parts to 
the extent (5) are felt to be allowable because the lip and foot are 
especially liable to injury. If (6) is not satisfied, the vase bulges out so 
rapidly near the exposed foot that it is not sufficiently protected from 
injury there. 

There are other practical requirements, dependent on the material 
employed. For example, corners in the contour are more practicable in a 
metal or lacquer vase than in one of porcelain. 

( ) 
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corre_ 

1""'!'lrlrTG1>'n1""C' cannot 

accuracy, as the photographs of actual vases reveal. Furthermore, there 
are often slight asymmetries, esrecially in ancient vases, which render 
the task even more difficult. ; 

But, besides these practical difficulties, there is one of another type in 
connection with the interpretation of a vase form. A vase is usually 
slightly rounded at the lip; this conventional type of termination of the 
contour avoids the suggestion of sharpness. How is this rounding to be 
in terpreted in determining the symbol of the vase? In general we shall 
either ignore it, or simplify it as far as possible. 

I!. THE COMPLEXITY C OF VASE FORM 

With these preliminary definitions and requirements in mind, it is pos
sible to formulate a tentative theory of the aesthetic measure M of vases. 
We have already noted that it is only the characteristic points of the 
contour of the vase upon which the eye can rest as it follows the contour 
lines. It seems natural to consider the number of these characteristic 

poi~t~ to?e ~.....................~:~s\lre 
this deflnliion' or'c;' thec~~piexity of ordinary vases rallges between 6 
and 20. 

12. o OF FOR.M 

of order in vase form were an
n_+ ...... _ 0 it 
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H 

The eye appreciates between the 

are to be 
<:<10."'1"11',,,... I 

",¥A,£YtT4"t" we agree never to count H as more than 4, since this element 
of order has a limited value no matter how often repeated. 

V S 

Similarly the eye can appreciate the ratios I: I and 2: I in the vertical 
distances between the horizon tal lines of the characteristic network. The 
element V is the number of independent relations of this kind. The ele
ment V will never be counted as more than 4. 

HV 

There may be ratios I : I or 2 : I between these horizontal and vertical 
distances of the network. These too are appreciated by the eye. The 
element HV is the number of such relations, mathematically independent 
of each other and of those already listed in H and V, which are of one of 
the following res tricted types: the horizon tal or the vertical distance in 
question is the breadth or height of the vase; the horizontal and vertical 
distances involved are adjacent in the network. 

The elemen t H V will never be counted as more than 2, since in terrela
tions of this type are much more uncertain in their aesthetic effect, even 
when thus restricted. 

T 

The following appreciable relationships are counted in T, in so far as 
independent of the relations H, V, HV, and of one another, but only up to 
4 in any case: (I) of characteristic tangents; ~~ral-

4"".u"U.~Lv of characteristic the direction; 
characteristic ... ~ ... 'rrl:J',,", or corner V'-'J',I. .. '-'IJ, or at 

( ) 
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characteristic ........ J.J.!;:;,'-,J.J. 

cen ter of the vase. 

as 

o =c= 

or which 

OF 

T 

the symbol vase; 4) is the 
ratios I : I and 2 : I in the horizontal distances of the 
work; V exceeding 4) is the number of independent 
2 : I in the vertical distances; HV (not 2) is number 
ratios I : I and 2 : I between the horizontal and vertical distances of the 
network, involving the total breadth or height or adjacent horizontal and 
vertical distances, which are independent of one another and of the rela~ 
tionships H and V; T (not exceeding 4) is the number of perpendicularities 
and parallelisms of characteristic tangents, together with the number of 
vertical tangents at the end or corner points and at points of inflection, 
and the number of characteristic tangents and normals through an adja
cent center, in so far as all these are independent of the relations H, V,HY, 
and of one another. 

14. ApPLICATION TO SOME CHINESE VASES 

The excellence of Chinese vases and other Chinese pottery is well 
known. Says Hobson * "But nowhere, perhaps, is the supremacy of the 
Chinese so marked as in the ceramic art. The satisfying shapes of the 
T'ang pottery, the subtly refined monochrome porcelain of the Sung, and 
the gorgeousl\1ing three-color wares, are things unrivalled." Furthermore 
the Chinese have used the purely symmetric form of the vase in a large 
variety of interesting shapes. By contrast, Greek vases are generally 
asymmetric in that they possess handles and other elaborations of form, 
and are pictorially. Thus, despite their great beauty, they 

COlnplex aC:HU,CL],\.: problem, to which our treatment 
of per se is scarcely applicable. 

'" Chinese New York 
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to test out the theory 
.... t"r""""""::>C! of 

vase measure 
The reader who· to verify the facts in the case for him-

self is advised to consult the actual photographs and measure them. 
It should be stated that only those elements of order were considered 

to occur for which ordinary measurement by means of a ruler indicated 
no appreciable deviation. 

In my opinion the large number of these elements of order H, V, 
HV, and T which are present cannot be explained as accidental, because 
vases taken at random contain very few such relationships. It seems to 

m~~P£9J:>~~~!~~~h~'!:,~Jm()r~~g~ le~sigtl!itiy~ly, .. forms ()f va~t!swere gradually 
;dopted which involved the t)'pes of relation recogllized ~)' our theory. 

IS. A DETAILED ANALYSIS 

We proceed next to the detailed analysis of these eight vases. This 
will help the reader to decide for himself whether or not the individual 
elements of order, to which aesthetic importance is attributed by the 
theory, are actually effective for him. 

The following notations will be used in the specification of horizontal 
distances of the vases: 

j = breadth at joot of base. 
bj, tf = breadths at bottom and lop of joot respectively if there is a 

rectilinear foot. 
m = maximum breadth. 
n = breadth of neck. 
I = breadth at lip. 
bl, II = at hnt·t-nlrY'l and 

( 

of lip reSl0ectlvelv 

) 
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c = breadth at corner. 
i = breadth at inflection points. 
oi, Ii 
In 

1S emlp1()Vt~a 

Cf) to 

This beautiful 

H = 3 : f = = i; /;1 = II 

= 10 po~>seSjses eleme:n 

The breadths at the foot and at the points of inflection are both equal 
to half the maximum breadth. Furthermore the breadth is constant along 
the rectilinear lip at the top. 

l7 = 2. : i(f-m) = m-ol; i-ol = /;1-11 
The height from the line of maximum breadth to the bottom of the lip 

is half the height from the foot to this line. 
The eye can interpret the vertical distance between the points of in

flection and the lower edge of the lip as equal to the height of the lip, 
and this is done in the interests of economy of effort although the visual 
measurement of the short distances involved is necessarily inexact. 

Hl7= l:m=f-m 
The breadth of the vase equals the height from the foot to the line 

of maximum breadth. 
T = 2. The tangent at the foot is perpendicular to the tangent at 

the point of inflection. Moreover the eye can interpret the direction in 
which the curvilinear part joins the vertical lip as being vertical. Both of 
these elements of order count in T. 

We conclude then that 0 is 8 for this vase and hence that its aesthetic 
measure M is 8/10 or .80. This is the best of the eight vases considered, 
in the technical sense of aesthetic measure. 

The reader is advised to take up these eight elements of order individ-
ually and ascertain to what extent he finds them of value the aesthetic 
organization of the vase. The colored Plate XVIII * page 

* Mr. Stuart Bruce has been so kind as to the vase forms as appear in the four 
colored Plates. The and decoration are those his ChODSlfijl. 
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XV. M= 0.80 XIII. M = 0.62 
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VII. M = XXII. M = 

AESTHETIC MEASURES OF 8 CHINESE VASES XIII, VII, 





PUTE XVII 

XXV. M = 0.58 XXI. M == 0.50 

~ '" 
V ~I 

........... 
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VIII. M = 0.37 XXIII. M 0.30 

AESTHETIC lVlEASURES OF CHINESE VASES 
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an this particular vase 
connection. For me, each seems to 

one or two 

see:me:a to manner. 

XIII 

In this simple Sung vase, C is only 8. Furthermore we find immedi
ately the following elements of order: 

H = I :] = n 
V = I : ~ (f-m) = m-n 

HV = 1 : m = ]-n 
As a matter of fact the height from the foot to the neck is slightly less 

(about two per cent less) than the breadth. However, this difference is 
overlooked by the eye, particularly because vertical distances are syste
matically overestimated in relation to horizontal distances. 

T = 2. The line of the rectilinear part of the lip passes through the 
center, and the tangent direction at the neck is perpendicular to the direc
tion of this Iline. 

Thus 0 is 5 and Mis 5/8 or .62 for this vase. 

VII 

This T'ang vase with C = 12 is less typical as a vase form than the 
'jar' XV. In our interpretation of this form we regard the neck as flaring 
out to the top in a definite direction, thus disregarding, as usual, the 
rounding at the lip. The elements of order are as follows: 

H = 3 :] = ti = I; !m = n 
V = 2 :]-bi = bi-m = m-l 

HV = 1 : = ]-m 
T = 1. The tangent at the foot is vertical. 

there are 7 elements of order in all, so that 0 is and hence 

2 or -58. 

( 81 ) 
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rrp,~ C'::'r1 to 

the lip would become distinctly sharp, and an unpleasant connota_ 
tion would be thereby introduced. 

XXII 

For this decor a ted Sung vase, C is 12 and 0 is 7 as follows: 
H = 3 : j = !m; i = bl = II 
V = 2 : i(j-m) m-n; i(i-n) = n-b/ 

HV = 1 : m = j-m 
T = 1. The characteristic tangents at the inflection points and the 

base are perpendicular. 
The fact that the rectilinear edge of the lip is vertical does not count 

since this relation is not independent of the element of order hi = II al
read y enumerated in H. 

Hence the aesthetic measure Mis 7/12 or .58 as before. 
A slight asymmetry has been removed by modification of the right 

contour near the foot. If the left contour near the foot had been modified 
instead, the interpretation would have been more complicated. 

xxv 
This Sung vase is of an unusual but graceful shape 

bottom of the neck. The complexity C is taken as 
order 0 are as follows: 

H = I : 

= 3 : m-n; = c-n = 

( ) 

a corner at the 
the elements of 
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T=1. 
center 

Hence 0 is 

vase. 

VASES 

: I : : 1. 

; c = m-c, I 

IS 2 or as In 

XXI 

foot, suc-

The rounding at the lip this Sung bottle is ignored in our interpre-
tation so that C is 12. The elements of order 0 are as follows: 

H = 2 : bf = tJ; i = I 
V = 2 : bj-m = ; !(m-i) = n-l 

HV = I : m = tj-i 
T = I. The inclined normal at the top of the foot passes through the 

center of the vase. 
Hence 0 is 6 and Mis 6/12 or .50. 

VIII 

In this decorated T'ang vase, C is only 8. Furthermore we have the 
following elements of order 0: 

H = 2 : j = !m; bl = II 
V=o 

HV = I : m = j-tl 
T=o 
Hence we find that 0 is 3 and .2\1 is 3/8 or .37. 
It will be observed. that the u~certain points of inflection near the base 

are ignored in this interpretation. 

XXIII 

This is a Sung vase of porcelain with carved I J .... '~"TY'~ 

By a simplification of the we may regard C as only 10, 

as is indicated in the 

( ) 
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o are as 

a 
vase form at Bologna in 
Plate XIX seen opposite. One 

Preface). This appears 
immediately the following count: 

C = 10 

H=4:j= =i=2n=1 
V = 3 : ~(f-m) = m-i = 2(i-n) = n-l 

HV = I: m = j-m 
T = 2. The characteristic tangents at the top and at the inflection 

poin ts pass through a center of the vase. 
Hence the aesthetic measure Mis 10/10 or I, which is higher than that 

of any of the eight Chinese vases analyzed above. 
A second experimental form is provided by the obvious idealization 

of the well known Chinese vase with cover or tea jar, in the direction in
dicated by our theory. The vase form rhus obtained (colored Plate XX) 
is less rotund and capacious as aeon tainer than the usual vase of this type, 
and, to the extent that this is the case, is felt to be less satisfactory even 
if more elegant. Evidently connotations of utilitarian origin enter into 
this judgment, such as lie outside the purely formal field to which we re
strict attention. However, it will be found, I deviation 
of the usual form from this ideal form is so slight that the usual form 
seems to possess the same elemen ts 

The analysis of this form yields the following count: 

C=7 
H = 2 :j = 
V = I : 
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PLATE XX 

SECOND EXPERIMENTAL VASE FORM 





TH1RD VASE FORM 





T == 1. 

C = 11 

== 4 : 

== 3 : 
== 1 : 

VASES 

at the 

at 
an center. 

the cover are 

as 

the 

tangen ts at the lip and the foot are perpendicular. 
This vase has accordingly an even greater aesthetic measure of 13/12 

or I 

It may also be mentioned that the vase whose visual contour appears 
in Figure 12 provides another experimental illustration with C = 12, 

H = 4, V = 4, HV = 1, and T = 4, so that here also M = 13/12 or 1.08. 

17. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 

IV! Y estimate of the actual significance of the above theory of vase form 
is that it is far more uncertain than any of the other similar theories pre
sented herein, but that it does possess a limited validity as follows: 

The aesthetic factors in vase form appear to divide" themselves con
veniently into three categories: (1) regularity of outline; (2) utilitarian and 
conventional requirements; (3) definite geometric relationships between 
the dimensions involved. The first type of factor is purely formal but diffi
cult of precise formulation (see section 8). The second type is evidently 
connotative in nature and is beyond precise analysis. The third type is 
formal and is the only one of which our theory takes explicit account, 
despite the fact that the other two types are of co-ordinate importance. 

Now among all infinitely conceivable elements of the third 
type, we have arbitrarily selected only those which involve simple rela-

between prominen t horizon tal and vertical distances, and 
certain I t is plausible that 

the and intuitively 
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an important in 
has it broken the bounds of homophonic and thereby acquired an 
almost transcendental expressive power. 

From the formal point of view, 'Vestern music stands pre-eminent by 
virtue of its purity and its extraordinary degree of development. In poetry 
there are formal elements which can be isolated and analyzed. But in 
poetry the meaning is of such dominant importance and so completely 
eludes formal analysis, that the field of poetry is not pure in the same 
sense. Similarly it is obvious that other aesthetic fields are inferior to 
music, either in purity, or else in degree of development as in the case of 
polygonal form. For, in the case of music, we have a succession of musical 
sounds, characterized by pitch and time, replete with relationships and 
devoid of obvious connotations. Furthermore this music has a deep and 
almost universal appeal. 

All of these considerations indicate that Western music should afford 
an ideal and perhaps crucial field for the application of our general theory. 
In fact the complexity, C, of a given musical structure should be readily 
measurable; the elements of order, 0, which are appreciated by the ear, 
should be determinable; and then we should expect to find that, with 
suitable assignment of indices to these elements, the aesthetic measure, 
M, would be given as the density of the elements of order in the musical 
structure, that is as O/C. 

l\1usic owes much of its aesthetic importance to its peculiar emotional 
This attribute is readily understood. The human voice is a primary 

means of human . and at the same time is a musical instrument. 
All of us become accustomed to musical simultaneously 
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this kind. 
The following two an attempt to 

explicitly some of simpler formal in music, and thus 
to obtain a suitable of measure. far as I am aware, 
no systematic attempt at a rationalized explanation of musical effects, 
and in particular of melody, has been made previously. In fact the usual 
treatments of musical form either state empirical rules of known value 
or fall into the opposite extreme of literary discourse. 

At every stage of musical development certain specific limitations in 
the use of available musical forms have been observed. These forms have, 
however) undergone a process of gradual elaboration, and new forms have 
been established. The best composers of each period have been amazingly 
successful discovering the latent possibilities nearest at hand and ex
ploiting them thoroughly. In this connection it is significant that com
posers seldom achieve much success exclusively along lines employed by 
their predecessors. 

Since the appreciation of ......................... v .. "' ...... "" of among notes 
is thus continual1yexpanding developing, it would be highly absurd 
to try to formulate a of measure, valid for 

the future as 
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part obvious. 

2. HARMONY AS AN AESTHETIC FACTOR 

It has long been customary to reduce music to harmony, melody, and 
rhythm. For the present we shall accept this conventional division of the 

subject. 
Of the three factors harmony is the most elementary, for it is concerned 

with the aesthetic effect of a complex musical sound (a chord), and of two 
or even several such sounds heard in succession. 

Despite the fact that harmonic intervals such as octaves and perfect 
fifths between musical notes, are basic in the older homophonic music, 
it can scarcely be claimed that harmony plays a role in it, although 
melody and rhythm obviously do. However, with the advent of poly
phonic music, harmon y became importan t; and the modern ear has grown 
so accustomed to it, that a simple mental harmonization is automatically 
effected when an y tune is heard. 

In order to formulate problem of it is desirable 
that certain facts of fundamental importance be recalled. 

3. CONSONANCE AND DISSONANCE 

Musical are differentiated from all others, and in particular 
from by the fact that of the upon 
the ear and are of 

of the mUlSlc;al -.7'-' .... ,u, ....... 
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this relationship is 
From the point is more rr.',\T7"'~!".~"'4J.Ll 

expressed in the form that the pitch numbers or frequencies of a note and 
of octave are in the ratio of I to 2; for, when the length of a musical 
string (under a specified tension) is halved, its frequency of vibration is 
doubled, as is that of the attendant vibration of the air. 

Similarly it appeared that if the length of a musical string be divided 
in the ratio of 2 to 3, the higher note is agreeably related to the lower, 
being a perfect fifth higher, in the usual terminology. For example, the 
perfect fifth above C on the pianoforte keyboard is G, being fifth from C 
if we start to count the white keys from C as first. Likewise if the lengths 
are in the ratio 3 to 4, the higher note is a perfect fourth above the lower, 
and is agreeably related to it. The perfect fourth above C is F on the 
pianoforte keyboard. The frequency ratios of the perfect fifth and per
fect fourth to the lower note are of course 3/2 and 4/3 respectively. 

Thus Pythagoras discovered that consonant musical notes are in gen
eral produced when the lengths of the corresponding musical strings are 
in the ratio of small integers; this fact signifies to us that the frequencies 
are in the reciprocal ratios. His observation was essentially that a cer
tain element of order (a simple vibration ratio) is correlated with a certain 
aesthetic value (the consonance of two notes), and so may be regarded as 

a primitive illustration of our general thesis. 
Two notes which are consonant may be sounded either simultaneously 

or with pleasurable "-'''''''" ..... ". 
if two mU.SlC.ill cU'~~"'\I"1C 

IS 
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we strike notes C and D on 
it is even more "."',r"r. ..... 

ratio is 1 5 to 16 

AND 

sense . , 
but IS Siln:u,S:OlIC, ........ 

or human 
not It 

mentally demonstrated this note can be reproduced, both in pitch 
and timbre, by simultaneously a number of resonators with the 
frequency of the given note and exact multiples thereof. Care must be 
taken to excite each resonator to the right intensity. 

These facts show that any musical note is to be regarded as made up 
of a certain pure fundamental note of the same frequency, and of the 
first, second, etc. overtones of double, triple, etc. the frequency of the 
fundamental note. In fact the trained ear can distinguish the various 
components of a musical note (fundamental note and overtones). For such 
musical notes, the fundamental note strongly dominates, and the succes
sive overtones are usual1y of diminishing intensities. The timbre of the 
notes produced by a musical instrument depends only on the relative 
intensities of the dominating fundamental note and of the various over
tones; these are usually approximately the same throughout the entire 
range of a well constructed instrument. 

Suppose now that two pure musical notes are sounded together, the 
frequency of neither being an exact multiple of that of the other, although 
the ratio of their frequencies is expressible in whole numbers. For the 
sake of definiteness suppose that their frequencies are represented by 2 and 
3. If then we consider a pure note of frequency expressed by I, the first 
of two notes is the first overtone of this note, and the second note 
is its second overtone. Therefore the two notes sounded together can be 

theoretically as the combination of a fictitious fundamental 
note and first two in which, only the overtones 

appear. This will produce a musical sound of entirely 
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"u., .. ,.u ............ note in which 

notes en rer. two or more notes 
a 

The consonance or \..j. .. "',"'V'." ...... " .. "' ..... 

can 
that, when are 

resul ting musical sound is pleasan tl y consonant of 
the ear is in character; in the case of large whole numbers the un
pleasant dissonance would then be attributed to the of the 
excitation. Or, we may bear in mind that any note and its overtones are 
co-presen t in all musical sounds, inclusive of those of the voice, and for 
that reason are associated. Hence we may expect that any two notes with 
a common overtone will also be felt to be associated. Consequently we 
rna y look upon the feeling of consonance or dissonance as arising according 
as there is or is not association of this kind. 

According to the second type of explanation, when we hear an interval 
made up of C and G for instance, this will appear to be consonant because 
the second overtone of C, with frequency expressed by 3 if that of C is 1, 

is the same as the first overtone or octave of G with frequency expressed 
by 3/2. On the other hand, if we hear C and D together, the eighth over
tone of C is (theoretically) the seven th overtone of D; hence if there is any 
such association, it is very remote, and this fact would explain the obvious 
dissonance of the interval of a full tone. 

Very probably a combination two of explanation is nearer 
the truth than either separately. 

5. THE DIATONIC SCALE 

All musical C'''lTC:!f''An...C' An...""ln,TT some set of simple musical notes of definite 
pi tches. the ear of 
musical ..,'""04 ..... ' ... 

All are 
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same. reason this .,11Jll11.::'1 

to arrive 

and 1S 

or are 

In fact let us start with an The notes most 
closely to it are octave c the 

t" < rf 1 r't r't 1 • l' 1 1 perrect n tn \J \,..." wnlcn IS tne secona overtone 
g. But it is immediately that the ear regards any note and its 
octave as substantially equivalent so far as musical effect is concerned. 
Thus at the very outset we are led to include in our scale the notes 

... Cl, gl, C, G, c, g, c', g', 
I 3 3 
2' 4' I, 2' 2, 3, 4, 6, 

where we have written the frequency ratios underneath the corresponding 
notes. Of course we have already noted that, if the frequency of C is rep
resented by I, that of G is represented by 3/2. The meaning of the nota
tion used is obvious, e. g. gl is an octave below G, g an octave above G, 
and so on. 

Suppose that we inquire next for the note which is related to c as C is 
to G, that is for the note of which c is the perfect fifth. This will be the 
perfect fourth F above C, of frequency given by 4/3, since we have the 
proportion ± . 2 .. I • J. 3· .. . 2 

Thus our scale at this stage takes the form 

C, 

I, 

F, 
4 
3' 

G, 
3 
2:' 

c, 

2, 

where we restrict attention to the compass of a single octave, since the 
extension to higher and lower octaves is immediate. 

The three notes C, G, and F are the so-called 'primary notes' of the 
scale, and are termed ( , , . , and' subdominan t' respectively. 
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same to two 
since the perfect fifths of C and Fare G and c respectively. 
pleted, we have the natural diatonic scale: 

S D, J:, F, 9, A, B, 
5 4-

4' 3' 1, 
3 

c, 

The new notes E, A, B, and D are called the 'mediant,' 'submediant,' 
'leading note,' and' supertonic' respectively. 

The harmonic advantage of this scale becomes obvious when it is ob
served that the scale contains the perfect fifth of any note in it except D 
and B, the perfect fourth of any note except F and A, the major third 
C, F, and G, as well as the octaves of all its notes. 

6. THE EQUALLY TEMPERED DIATONIC SCALE 

Now the natural diatonic scale as thus constructed has a remarkable 
property which has led to the equally tempered form of the scale, forming 
the basis of \Vestern music. The eight notes of the octave in the natural 
scale are so distributed that, to all practical purposes, the successive notes 
occur either at the interval of a full tone or of a semitone, with C-D, D-E, 
F-G, G-A, A-B as full tones and E-F, B-c as semitones. More precisely, 
five further notes C', DI, FI, GI, A' can be intercalated so that all the 
cal intervals between successive notes 

C, C', D, D', E, F, G, GI, A, 

are suIDst:antla~l1 the IrelCluc~ncv 
are all a matter 
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for example, 
are to have 

these 12 
r> ......... n • .,. from the 

Clr<:unlstCJlnCles the 

it presents 
and an advantage, when no use is made of the intercalated 

IS eH~.ncmSnl'[)S no 

longer hold except between octaves, although the precise relationships 
are more satisfying than the approximate ones. The advantage is that 
all the pairs of notes are felt to be consonant excepting only those which fall 
at adjacent degrees of the scale (up to octaves) and the pair B-F. In fact 
these consonant pairs, reduced to closest position within an octave, have 
essentially the frequency ratios 

2/1, 3/2, 4/3, 5/4, 6/5, 

involving the small integral numbers I to 6, whereas the others have es
sentially the frequency ratios 9/8, 16/15, 45/32, involving larger integers, 
and so are felt to be dissonant. 

THE CHROMATIC SCALE. TONALITY. MODULATION 

The decisive superiority of the equally tempered scale first appears 
when use is made of all the twelve notes of the octave. This augmented 
'chromatic scale' has the extraordinary property that any note of it may 
serve as generating tonic of an equally tempered diatonic scale. Each 
such note a major key. Thus far we have considered only the key 
of C major, in which the notes are those of the diatonic scale with C as 
tonic. 

For the comprehension of the structure of any possible key, it is con
venient to regard any intercalated note such as D#, as derived either by 

. . the pitch of D, in which case it is called D# D sharp), 
lr.n:rJ:><t"1',... ..... the pitch of in which case it is E" (read E flat). 

black notes on keyboard 
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respecti vel y notes 
as in the 

C F B c 

we start as we 
the scale of 8 

c, d, e, 

and we start F as "1:'1:7'0. 
w"-' 8 notes 

F, G, BP, c, d, e, f. 

Thus we have specified the of C major, G major, and F major in the 
chromatic scale, of which C, G, and F respectively form the tonic r.".V\ .. ~ __ 

These illustrations show the convenience of such notations as F* and Bp. 
The notes of a single key are said to possess a definite' tonality' since 

they are derived diatonically from a single tonic. 
The requirement of ton ali ty has long been fundamental in Western 

music, and we shall accept this limitation for the general reasons already 
stated (section I). From time to time the key may change in accordance 
with well defined rules, but this takes place in such a way that the feel
ing of definite ton ali ty in each changing key is maintained. A change of 
tonality is called' modulation.' 

We shall restrict attention to music in a single definite tonality in order 
to avoid undue complication. 

8. MAJOR AND MINOR MODES 

A selection of notes within a scale may be termed a «mode.' Within 
the we' mode' defined by any diatonic 
key. There is also the 'minor mode' in the corresponding key. This is 
obtained by flatting the third and sixth notes of the diatonic scale., Thus 
the diatonic scale of C the minor mode is by 

C, F, G, AP, B, c. 

be transtl~st::d 
In ac(';Un'-1aIICe 
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to the major mode, it is 
there is a parallel minor mode. The in ter-

, and is fundamen tal third in the 
is the 

from the to fourth, fifth, and octave are the same 
in ei ther mode. These are the u'-J-'- ...... '- .... ~ 'perfect' in tervals. 

9. THE PROBLEM OF HARMONY. THE SINGLE CHORD 

We have glanced at some of the well known reasons, psychological 
and aesthetic, which have led to the adoption in the West of the equally 
tempered diatonic scale. This scale, with its splendid possibilities of har
monization and modulation, forms the basis on which Western music 
has been built. Wi th these facts in mind we may proceed to consider 
further the fund amen tal problem of harmon y in this scale. 

The technical problem of harmony is concerned with the determina
tion of the conditions under which the aesthetic effect of a single chord, 
and of two (or possibly several) sounded in succession, is pleasing. A 
partial solution is to be found in the usual empirical rules and their ex
ceptions, formulated in treatises on harmony. 

Such a purely empirical solution of the problem, if it can be called 
a solution, fails to satisfy the scientific mind. In fact the ordinary per
son, by merely hearing without analysis a certain amount of music, learns 
rapidly to appreciate harmony even in its more complicated forms. 
Furthermore, this appreciation develops in a characteristic manner, so 
that if various harmonic passages be heard by different persons, the opin
ions concerning their comparative merits will be almost coincident. This 
unanimity concerning harmony, and music generally, must rest on some 
rational basis. Otherwise we must agree with Gurney * and others who 
postulate a mystical 'musical faculty,' alone capable of discerning the 
'ideal movement' which is music. Such a point of view can scarcely be 
termed rational. 

* erne Power London 
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measure of the single diatonic chord, which we 
chapter. 

In a theory of the diatonic chords, the question of the complexity may 
be laid aside at the outset. This is because a single chord, no matter what 
its constituents may be, is a unitary fact: the only automatic adjust
ment involved is an incipient adjustment of the vocal cords to one of the 
constituent notes. Hence the complexity Cis to be regarded as invariable, 
so that the aesthetic measure M is identified with the elements of order 
o according to the ·fundamental aesthetic formula: M = o. Thus we 
have only to discover the various elements of order which enter, and their 
indices, and then to unite them by summation. 

10. THE INTERVALS 

The intervals of the equally tempered diatonic scale (except for the 
octave) are not natural intervals, and may be completely characterized 
by the number of steps of the chromatic scale in passing from the lower 
note to the higher note. The aesthetic effect of any two intervals involv
ing the same number of steps, as two perfect fifths, is the same, at least 
provided the intervals are heard in isolation and not against the back
ground of an established tonality. 

It is convenient to list at the outset the usual names of these intervals" 
and all of them in the of C major: 

o 
I 

2 
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we to pairs notes within 
a octave, but with the understanding that the general effect of an 
interval is not modified if either note is displaced by an octave. Thus we 
are led to group together pairs of 'complementary intervals' which to
gether form an octave, as follows: unison and octave; minor second and 
major seventh; major second and minor seventh; minor third and major 
sixth; major third and minor sixth; perfect fourth and perfect fifth; 
augmen ted fourth and diminished fifth. 

Hence there are essentially only seven different types of intervals to 
be considered, of which the one of 6 steps, F-B, B-f, is to be regarded as 
peculiar in that it is complementary to itself. 

Now, in all probability, a wholly untrained ear would grade these 
musical intervals according to the degree of consonance of the two con
stituent notes. In that case the semitone and major seventh would seem 
to be the most disagreeable intervals because of the harsh dissonance, and 
the full tone and minor seventh would be felt as somewhat less disagree
able. On the other hand, the octave and the perfect fourth and fifth would 
appear to be the most agreeable of intervals because of their consonant 
quality. 

But those of us who are accustomed to the diatonic scale are affected 
somewhat differently. Two cases need to be distinguished: the one in 
which an interval is heard in isolation, and the other in which it is heard 
with reference to an established tonality. For the moment we direct at-

and .. ,.TY.'r< .... r 

are still 
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best of all. Perhaps two notes 
is so easily sung. 

vVe still to consider the interval of 6 steps. This interval of the 
diminished fifth is definitely dissonant. But it has also the unique prop
erty of being complementary to itself; in other words the lower note is 
related to the upper note just as the upper is to (the octave of) the lower. 
This property undoubtedly lends a peculiar interest to the interval. \Ve 
shall assume that its favorable aesthetic effect more than offsets the mild 
dissonance, and so we shall classify this interval as in the same group with 
the thirds. 

In this way we are led to arrange all possible intervals of the diatonic 
scale, considered without reference to an established tonality, in the fol
lowing order of preference: major and minor thirds, diminished fifth or 
augmented fourth; major and minor sixths; perfect fourth and fifth, 
unison, octave; major second, minor seventh; minor second, major 
seventh. 

The above partial genetic explanation for the usual order of preference 
among the intervals is essentially similar to the explanation of all elemen
tary aesthetic phenomena, and does not seem to admit of being carried 
further to ad van tage. 

It will readily be verified that, when the notes of the diatonic scale 
are actually held in mind, so that the of tonality is established, this 
claLssltncat][on of no For instance, in the key of 

( 100) 
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triads 
that of C major. 

If two of the three notes differ by a semitone or major seventh, there 
will be marked dissonance, and the triad will be unpleasant. 

Even if two of the constituent notes differ by a full tone or minor 
seventh, the triad will in general be found sufficiently dissonant not to be 
pleasant. But there are two definite exceptions. Both of the triads D-F-G 
and F-G-B contain the dissonant interval F-G formed by the sub
dominant and dominant of the scale. Nevertheless these two dissonant 
triads are pleasing. However, this is not an intrinsic property of the two 
triads, for, if we repeat one of them, as D-F-G, in a different position such 
as E-G-A, the triad is not satisfactory. Evidently the effect observed is 
due to the fact that these triads are construed in their first position to lie 
in the dominant 7th chord G-B-d-f mentioned above. 

Let us first consider only the types of triads not containing any pair 
of adjacent dissonant notes. Of course, if we use the octave C-c, then B 
must be considered as adjacent to C = c in this sense. Thus it is a ques
tion of selecting 3 of 7 objects which are arranged in circular order, in 
such a way that no two of them are adjacent the next figure). 

Hence the three notes must occur at alternate degrees of the scale, 
with the consequent possibilities: 

( I) C-E-G F-A-C G-B-d' , , , 
(2) D-F-A, E-G-B, 
(3) B-d-f. 

notes are written 
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called primary or major triads. They are all of identical structure, con
sisting of a major third followed by a minor third. The intervals of the 
major third, minor third, and perfect fifth which are involved are all con
sonan t intervals of pleasing type. 

Furthermore the root in these cases is properly called the 'generator' 
of the triad, since the other two notes occur among its overtones of low 
order. Thus it might be reasonably in advance 
triads are the best in aesthetic quality, and this fact can be immediately 
verified. It should be observed that this pleasing quality is independent 
of any feeling of ton ali ty, and is the same for all primary 

The of (2), with the mediant, and 

same consonant 
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note as the root of such a minor triad. 
Thus we find that the minor triads, when used in the major mode, 

are not displeasing, but are in general inferior to the major triads. 
The diminished triad consists of two superimposed minor thirds of 

consonant type, and involves the characteristic diminished fifth. Despite 
its obvious minor quality, the triad produces an interesting and agreeable 
effect. The root is obviously not in any sense a generator. Because of this 
fact we shaH regard the diminished triad as without true' fundamental 
position.' In the case of a first inversion when D is in the bass, and the 
slightly dissonant B, F fall in the upper parts, the chord is scarcely felt as 
dissonan t if these notes are not doubled. 

The diminished triad is also used frequently in such a way as to par
take of the major character of the dominant 7th chord G-B-d-f already 
referred to. We shall not consider this to be an intrinsic property of the 
triad. 

All of these triads are consonan t, with the exception of the diminished 
triad in which the root and fifth are dissonan t. The remaining triads, 
which involve at least a full tone or semitone dissonance, are in general 
not pleasing. They will not be considered further at this point. 

12. THE CORRESPONDING CHORDS 

When the constituent notes of any chord whatever are reduced to 
position within the octave, there will always be marked disso-

nance if two of these notes differ by a or major seventh. More-
even if two of notes a full tone or minor 
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whose name it bears. Similarly to be in root or 
fundamen tal position in case the bass note is the root of the triad. A like 
terminology will be applied to the inversions of the chord. 

If four or more notes enter into the chord, there will be at least two 
notes on ad j acen t degrees of the scale. Hence such chords are dissonant 
and in general not pleasing. 

There are, however, certain exceptional cases. For example, the 
dominant 7th chord, G-B-d-f, is distinctly agreeable despite the disson
ant intervals G-f and B-f. This chord may be regarded as the prototype 
of the dissonant chords most used in practice. We proceed with the con
sideration of such chords. 

13. THE DOMINANT 7TH AND 9TH CHORDS 

The most important of dissonant chords is the 'dominant 7th chord,' 
formed by a major third, perfect fifth, and minor seventh, placed above 
the root. In the diatonic scale of C major, this chord appears only 
in the position G-B-d-f, with the dominant, G, as root. Here there 
is a single full tone dissonance involved, namely of the root, G, and 
seventh, f. 

I t is easy to explain why the dominan t 7th chord is the most agreeable 
of all possible chords which four distinct notes. The second and 
fourth overtones of the root G are notes d' and b' respectively. This 
relationship the of 
triad is practically fll, two 
octaves note f. """'-", ....... " ..... ", ... 7th re-
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The dominant 7th and 9th chords retain their characteristic major 
effect even when inverted, except that in the latter case the dissonant 
ninth should not fall below or just above the root, or below the third 
of the chord; the ninth is of course dissonant with both of these notes. 
If this requiremen t is not met, the chord is distorted so much as to lose 
its major character. Such an exceptional dominant 9th chord will be re
garded as 'irregular,' in contradistinction to the other regular forms of 
the chord. 

14. THE HIGHER DOMINANT CHORDS 

By a higher dominant chord we shall mean any dissonant chord con
taining not only the dominant, G, and certain notes of the dominant 7th 
chord perhaps, but also at least one of the three remaining mutually con
sonan t notes, A, C, E. 

If we proceed from the root G of such a dominant chord upwards by 
thirds we obtain all of the notes of the octave in the following order: 

I 3 5 
G, B, d, 

7 
f, 

9 
a, 

II 

c' , 
13 
e'. 

The highest note to appear will be used to characterize the dominant 
chord. Thus if the seventh or the ninth is the highest note, the chord is 
called the dominant 7th or 9th chord as the case may be, in agreement 
with our previous usage; and similarly the chord G-B-f-e' is a dominant 
13th chord. 

Such a dominant chord will be said to have the dominant note itself 
as root, and to be fundamen tal if the root is in the bass. Its 
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IS. DERIVATIVES OF DOMINANT CHORDS 

Under certain conditions dissonant chords not containing the domi
nant note itself are felt to have dominant quality. This happens in virtue 
of the particular musical con text, which is such that either a preceding 
dominant note is held over in memory, or a subsequent dominant note 
is present by anticipation. Such a dissonant chord will be termed a 
'derivative' of the particular dominant chord suggested. 

More precisely, any dissonant chord, not containing the dominant 
although a note of the dominant 7th chord is dominating (section 21), 
which becomes a regular dominant chord by the addition of the dominant 
note in some position will be termed a 'derivative' of this dominant chord. 

Such a derivative will never be taken to have fundamental position, 
since the dominan t is lacking. 

16. REGULAR AND IRREGULAR CHORDS 

All of the fundamental chords the """" ........... '" dominant chords have 
a definite fundamental position. Certain of them, namely the primary 
chords, the dominan t chords, and their derivative chords, 1)Of)se~)s 
major character. 

All other chords of 
never re~:rar'ded 

are to be 'irregular,' and are 
1)0:S1tl,on or major character. 
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Thus we chords: 

I: C*-E-G (tonic) 
11: D*-F-A (supertonic) 

111: E*-G-B (mediant) 
IV: F*-A-C (subdominant) 
V: G*-B-D (dominant) 

V7: G*-B-D-F (dominant 7th) 
V9: G*-B-D-F-A (dominant 9th) 

Irregular if A is below G or B, or one note above G. 
VII: G*-B-D-F-A-C (dominant 11th) 

Irregular if A is below G or B, or one note above G; or if C is below G or B, 
or one note above B. 

VI3: G*-B-D-F-A-C-E 
Irregular if A is below G or B, or one note above G; or if C is below G or 

B, or one note above B; or if E is not at the top of the chord. 
vi: A *-C-E (submediant) 

vii: B *-D-F (leading note) 
Not dissonant if D is in the bass, and B, F are not doubled. 

In each case the Roman numeral refers to the position of the root, 
which appears first and is starred. The large Roman numerals are used for 
those regular chords which have major character. The notes which are 
felt as dissonant in a higher dominant chord are in general those not be
longing to the primary, dominant part of it; such a note is dissonant, 
however, only in case some note with which it is dissonant is present. 
This is because the higher notes F, J.-\, C, E are felt as dissonant against 
the dominant chord. 

All irregular chords may either be thought of as irregular dominan t 
or as formal of such chords, i.e. as inversions in which 

root is 
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can 
be to two consonan tit to 

Thus the C-G the of C major is It is not 
ambiguous, however, since it falls only in the On the other 
hand the interval E-G is not only incomplete but is ambiguous, since it 
may be ascribed either to the tonic or to the mediant chord. 

No other regular chords are to be regarded as ambiguous. For these 
are assignable to one only one of the dissonant regular chords. 

In the case of an ambiguous consonant chord preceded by a consonant 
chord, the most important rule of association is readily formulated: Any 
ambiguous consonant chord is construed to lie in an augmented conso
nant chord, primary if possible, which contains a maximum number of 
notes of the preceding chord. 

Suppose, for instance, that we have the sequence of two intervals A-c 
and c-e. If the second interval were heard in isolation it would be con
strued as in the tonic chord I of course. But, being preceded by A-c, 
it is clear that the submediant chord vi is the augmented chord determined 
by the rule. Hence in such a case the interval c-e is construed to lie in 

submediant chord. This is in obvious agreement with the facts. 
Our reason for specifying the rule of association is to make it 

that ambiguous regular chords are construed in all cases to lie in a definite 
complete regular chord. 

CHORD CD 
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measure m.* 

In 

..," .... ""1"1"'1" to 

between major and other chords to the first component in Cd. 
Of course this is true only in the tonality of a major key. When a 

minor mode is used, the superior quality is transferred in part from the 
major to the minor chords. 

Furthermore, other things being equal, the fundamental positions of 
regular chords are the best. This fact is taken account of by the second 
component in Cd. 

Still another classification separates the possible chords into those 
which do not involve dissonance, and those which do. A dissonance of a 
full tone always operates unfavorably, as far as the isolated chord is con
cerned. If a dissonance of a semi tone enters, or of a ninth (sixteenth, etc.), 
the dissonance is still more unpleasant. The third component of Cd takes 
accoun t of the effect of dissonance. 

Finally, if the chord is incomplete or irregular (section 18), it loses its 
representative character. The last component of Cd corresponds to this 
factor. 

Hence we are led to define the chord value Cd in the following manner 
as the sum four components: a component I if the chord is major in 
character; a component I if the chord is in fundamental position; a 
component - I if the given chord is dissonant, and I in addition if the 
dissonance of a semitone or ninth is involved; a component - I if the 
chord is incomplete or irregular. 

It is obvious that certain facts, importance has during 

* We use the sma111etter since the latter is reserved for the aesthetic measure 
of sequence of two chords 
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an extent that 
not "VI .. )'\, ........ 

I 

It is interesting to ask for the basis of this feeling. The explanation 
is perhaps the following: The fundamental triads are the most frequently 
employed chords, and in particular are best in fundamental position with 
their roots and generators in the bass. In this event the upper notes are 
felt to be naturally related to the root. Furthermore such a triad is 
ally sung in ascending order from the root through the third and fifth. In 
consequence the third is regarded as the most characteristic note after the 
root, not only for the major triads but for the minor and diminished triads 
as well. If the third is actually present, there is a feeling of satisfaction, 
and, if it is not present, there is dissatisfaction. This feeling is then ex
tended by association to other chords. 

The situation is somewhat altered in the case of the dissonant regular 
chords, as follows. In the case of the higher dominant chords and their 
derivatives, when the characteristic seventh, F, is in the bass, this note 
seems to be transferred mentally to the higher parts of the chord; here 
the note above F plays the role of the bass note. If the third above this 
note occurs in the chord with no dissonant note interposed, the expected 
third is felt to be In the case of irregular chords, if the third 
above the bass occurs and no dissonant note is interposed, the expected 
third is again felt to be present. 

We shall include all of these possibilities under the heading of the 
A ........ 'A,.. .... AI1 third.' 

another interval which is 
that The of 
has already 
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'¥i th facts in mind we are led to formulate the following 

defini tion : 
The value I of a chord is sum the following two com-

the O"lT,. ... Q,..1"Qr'! appears; I if the interval 
the U.U .. 1J.J.J.JlJ..:J.LL\.-U appears. 

21. OF THE 

Among the notes a chord there is a lowest one which is repeated at 
least as as any other in the chord. This note will be termed the 

uVJ.J.J. ... J.J. ....... ·L.Uj:;. note' reasons. In particular case of a 
of four parts, which is of especial interest, the doubled note is the dominat
ing note, unless there are no doubled notes or two pairs of doubled notes; 
and, then, the dominating note is clearly the bass. 

Generally speaking, it is important that the right note of a chord be 
dominating if the effect is to be as good as possible. It is this last element 
D of the dominating note that we proceed to consider. 

The quality of a chord "is enhanced when a consonant primary note is 
dominating. In fact the brightness of a major chord is thereby increased, 
while the sombre effect of a minor chord is lessened. If the dominating 
note is not only such a primary note but is the root of the chord in funda
mental position, the best result is obtained of course. 

For a diminished triad the only primary note is the fifth, F, which is 
regarded as dissonant when dominating, even if the third, D, is in the 
bass; here it is of no advantage to have a dominating primary note. 

For the dissonant dominant chords of regular type it has been ob
served that the primary note G is not felt as a dissonant note of the 
chord (section 17), and the brightness of these chords is increased if G 
is dominating. 

On the other hand it is very undesirable that a doubled dissonant note 
- not merely involving the mild dissonance of the diminished fifth in the 
upper parts-or the leading note, or even the fourth above the bass, be 
dominating. In fact the leading note strongly suggests the dissonant 
tonic, and the fourth above the bass is dissonant with the expected third. 

All of these facts are taken account of in the following definition of the 
value D of the dominating note: 
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ing, and I if it is root and bass 

22. m OF THE 

""'" 1 ne .... "-', ........ ,'-''-j'''"' measure m chord 
be taken as the sum of the chord value Cd, the 
value D of the dominating note: 

m = Cd 1+ D. 

The definitions of Cd, I, and D may be briefly restated as follows: 
Cd is the sum of the following four components: 1 if the chord is 

major; 1 if it is in fundamental position; - I if it is dissonant, and - I in 
addition if it involves a semi tone or ninth dissonance; - I if it is incom
plete or irregular. 

I is the sum of the following two components: I if the interval of the 
expected third appears; 1 if the interval of the diminished fifth appears. 

D is the sum of the following two components: 1 if a consonant pri
mary note is dominating, and I in addition if it is the root and bass of the 
chord; - 2 if a dissonant note (not merely a note of the diminished fifth 
in the upper parts), or the leading note, or the fourth above the bass is 
dominating and doubled. 

In the application of the formula it is taken for granted that the notes 
of the chord are not too widely separated. For definiteness, let it be as-
sumed once and for all that the interval between the bass the 
note above it is less than two octaves, and that no other interval between 
adjacent notes an octave. If limits are exceeded, the chord 
becomes of dubious value, because of obvious lack of unity.* 

It assumed also that chord not of only a note 

* In 
evaluate 

octaves. 

is supc;:nor to 'extended posloo:n.' but we shall not attempt to 
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I : 1 

1 I: fundamental I 
- I: semi tone or ninth 

J 

Cd 

- I: dissonance 

- I: incomplete or irregular 

m 

I: expected third } Chord 
I: diminished fifth 

I 

I: root and bass 

I: consonant primary note 

dominating note D 

-2: doubled dissonant note, 
leading note, or fourth 
above bass J 

FIGURE 15 

The lowest possible measure is - 5. We shall find that a 'chord with 
measure 4 or 5 may be considered as good, with measure 3 as fair, with 
measure 2 as passable, and others as in general bad. 

Occasionally a chord not even passable must be introduced in a se
quence owing to the rigid requirements of the melodic pattern.* 

23. THE COMPLETE TRIADS IN ROOT POSITION 

It is decidedly interesting to consider the usual rules concerning the 
chord in the light of the theory proposed Here we shall 

* It must be constal1tlv borne in mind that we are rl"tl"rrlf10 to music of classical type. 
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s ta temen t is to " 
of the upper notes of a chord make no to 
the same note oj the chord is in the " (italics as in P., p. 36). 

This conclusion is obviously in complete agreement with our formula, 
in the sense that the values of Cd, J, D, and of their component parts, 
are not altered by such rearrangement of the upper notes of any regular 
chord~ 

Next (P., p. 37) we may quote the statements: "with one exception 
. .. it is possible to double any of the roots of a triad; but they are 
by no means all equally good to double .... Double a primary rather 
than a secondary note." This statement is of course directed towards the 
element D in our formula. 

Inasmuch as only the primary triads in fundamental position are being 
considered by Prout at this stage, we have to inspect the following tabu
lation of values of m: 

C-E-G 
534 

Here the corresponding value 

F-A-C 
5 3 4 

'* G-B-D 
5 I 3 

dominating note in these triads. Furthermore the 
to indicate that the corresponding chord is not even 'passable.' It aOl)earS 
then that all of these chords are rated as good when a primary note is 
dominating, and as . wi th one eXICetltU)n. 
IS one 

'* We have selected this practu::aJ text because it is thoJrou,rhlv conventional in its treatment, 
and of a classical of view. 
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applicable to the minor fundamental position, while explicit 
exception is made of diminished triad vii. But for these minor triads 
the corresponding tabulation is 

D-F-A 
23 2 

* E-G-B 
2 3 0 

A-C-E 
2 3 2 

From these results it appears that this extension of the rules is also in 
accordance with the formula. 

Concerning the remaining diminished triad vii, it is stated (P., pp. 
37,38): "a diminished triad is very seldom found in root position, except 
in a sequence;" "in the chord vii the fifth is the only primary note. Here, 
however, it cannot be doubled in root position because the fifth of this 
chord is not a perfect, but a diminished fifth and we shall learn later that 
it is not generally good to double a dissonant note;" "excepting in the 
repetition of a sequence . . . the leading note must never be doubled." 

The tabulation of this chord, as a derivative of V 7, gives 

* * B-D-F 
o 2 0 

These results show that the root and fifth are not to be doubled in any 
case, and that the chord with doubled third, D, is only rated as passable. 
This agrees with Prout's statements quoted above. 

The fact that the primary or major triads are in general of higher 
of with the 

as the most important in the 
" p. 
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case are 
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* * 

4 2 3 2 4 2 3 2 4 0 3 I 

* * * * * * * D-F D-A E-G E-B 
I 2- o 0 I 2 0-2 I 2 0 0 

Here we have put the major triads in the first line and the in 
the second line. The incomplete diminished triad is omitted since it is 
not passable when it is incomplete. These ratings indicate that the best 
note to omit is the fifth, in conformity with the rule (P., p. 39): U One 
note of a triad is sometimes omitted. This is mostly the fifth of the chord 
-very rarely the third .... " It will be noted that all of the triads have 
passable forms if the fifth is omitted. This latter fact justifies the use of 
such chords as stated (P., p. 39): "But it not infrequently becomes nec
essary to omit the fifth, in order to secure a correct progression of the 
parts." 

25. THE FIRST INVERSIONS OF THE TRIADS 

Let us turn next to examine the first inversions of the fund amen tal 
triads. The tabulation with all three notes present is as follows: 

* E-G-C A-C-F B-D-G 
2 3 3 2 3 3 0 2 3 

* * * * * * F-A-D G-B-E C-E-A 
2 I I 2 -I I 2 I I 

* D-F-B 
3 2 I 

Here we triads in 
of V7, 
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Evidently we are led to ""I>.U'''"'''''' .... 

... can be in their first inversion" 
to a 

in accordance with the statement 

that « all the 
rrtlprrYllll!"p it 

case 
: "The 

rule ... to double a primary, than a v""",'-'~ .. , ............. to 
as as to root ~fl~1r111""'~ " 

The exceptional case the diminished triad is r,..,.<"} 1'.:.11 

: H The must on no accoun t be p. 
in the repetition of a sequence. As a general rule, in the first in

version of a diminished the note to is notc. But it 
is not forbidden to double the fifth (the primary note of the chord), if a 
better progression is obtained thereby." These statements also agree 
with the tabulated results. 

It will be noted, moreover, that for the major triads there is no longer 
any especial advantage in doubling the primary root instead of the pri
mary fifth, as is indicated in the following statement (P., p. 63): "But the 
objection to doubling the fifth of the chord no longer holds good." 

If we tabulate the incomplete forms of the major and minor triads 
in their first inversions, we obtain the following: 

* * * * * * * * * * E-G E-C A-C A-F B-D B-G 
I 2 0 1 I 2 0 I -I I -21 

* * * * * * * * * * * * F-A F-D G-B G-E C-E C-A 
I 0 0-1 I -2 o -I I 0 o -1 

The first inversion of the diminished triad in the incomplete forms D-F 
and D-B need not be considered as such, since they are construed as in 
ii and V respectively, according to the rule of section 18. 

From this table it appears that the fifth of the chord cannot be omitted 
in a first inversion except possibly in sequence, although in certain cases 
the root may be; the third is of course the bass in a first inversion. These 
conclusions are to be compared with the statement (P., p. 63): "while the 
fifth is often omitted in a root position, it is hardly ever good to omit it 
in a first inversion." 

In concluding our remarks about first inversions of the fundamental 
it may be that our formula a compo-

( I ) 



is much more unsatisfying than that either the root 
first " (P., p. 65). From our point of view, 
due to of an expected third above the bass, although fourth, 
dissonant with the third, is present. This is the gist of the italicized state
ment (P., p. 65): "a jourth with the bass produces the effect oj a dissonance." 

Let us tabulate the second inversions of the triads in complete form: 

'* * '* * * * * G-C-E C-F-A D-G-B 
2- 0 I 2- 0 I I o -I 

* * * * * * * * '* A-D-F B-E-G E-A-C 
o -2 I -2 -2 I 0-2 I 

'* '* * F-B-D 
-I-I I 

Here the diminished triad is construed as a derivative of V 7. It appears, 
therefore, that only the second inversions of the primary triads in com
plete form are passable, even if the best note is doubled. This is in 
agreement with the observation (P., p. 66): "Though it is possible to take 
any triad in its second inversion, the employment of any but primary 
triads in this position is extremely rare." 

This same tabulation is in agreement with the following rule 
(P., p. 71): "The best note to double a "" ..... "' . ..,.1..1.\..1, 

root of the even 
IS almost always 
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course not be doubled; here the 
as same 

5 c I I .) 3 I-I 2-2 

* * B-D-F-G B-F-G 
2 -1-12 

* * D-F-G-B D-F-G 
2 I -I 2 

* * * * * * * F-G-B-D F-G-B F-G-D F G 
2 0 3 0 -2 I 0 -3 0 

Here the first line contains the fundamental position, and the three fol
lowing lines contain the three successive inversions respectively. 

The first statement to be considered is the following (P., p. 96): 
"The chord of the dominant seventh is very frequently found with all 
its four notes present: but the fifth is sometimes omitted, and in this case 
the root is doubled. Neither the third nor the seventh of the chord can 
be doubled .... " 

This statement is in entire accord with the results derived from our 
formula and tabulated above. It will be observed that the fundamental 
position is rated as fair (m = 3) when the third is omitted provided the 
root is doubled, and as passable even if the fifth is also omitted provided 
the root is tripled. However, when the third is present the chord has the 
maximum rating (m = 5), so that naturally the third is to be included if 
possible. 

I t will be seen from the tabulation that the three inversions of the domi-
nant chord have a number of satisfactory forms. These are used 
frequently (P., pp. 
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DOMINANT CHORD 

However, 

It is to be pointed out 
which 
also 
pp. 
" if placed the third of the be a 
second below that note, it will frequently sound harsh in that position. 
It is therefore generally better to put the ninth above the third." Fur
thermore we observe that for an irregular dominant 9th chord, Cd is nega
tive, I is at most 2., and D is at most 0, so that no irregular dominant 
9th chord can rate as even passable. Consequently we need only consider 
the regular dominant 9th chords. 

It is easy to determine the only passable forms of the incomplete dom
inant 9th chord, in which the characteristic seventh, F, is absent. Evi
dently, since the dissonant ninth falls above the root, Cd is at most - I .. 

Also since F is absent, the interval of the diminished fifth is not present, 
and I is at most I. Hence I must be 1 and D must be 2., if the chord is to 
be passable. This means that the root G must be in the bass and domi
nating, and that the third B is also present. Hence the only passable 
possibilities are the following: 

G-B-D-A G-B-A 
2. 2. 

Only the complete forms of the regular dominant 9th chord remain 
to be considered. The tabulation of is as follows: 

*' *' *' G-B-F-A G-D-F-A G-F-A B-F-G-A 
4 2. 2. -2.-2. o 

*' *' *' *' *' * D-F-G-A F-G-B-A F-G-D-A F-G-A 
I 1 -I o 

Here the root position with the and the second and third 
. appear in successive lines. 
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The statement to be .... V'~J.vJ.,-.4 .... J. 

following p. 
chord or, if 

" are rare ... . 
rates tabulation, which u ... u,J. .............. '" 

is the 
present in 

. .. In 
root be 

the 

= 4) in four-part harmony is the fundamental position with fifth 

absent. 
11TH 

Let us proceed similarly with the dominan tIl th chord. It is again 
found that there are no irregular cases which are rated even as passable. 
Also if the chord is regular but incomplete, the possibilities in fundamental 
posi tion are seen to be rated as follows: 

* G-B-D-C G-B-A-C G-D-A-C 
2 2 1 

* * * * * * * G-B-C G-D-C G-A-C 
2 -2-2 2 -2-2 1 -3-3 

No inversions need be considered since they' cannot rate higher than 0 in 
the most favorable case. 

Thus it remains only to tabulate the complete forms of the regular 
dominant 11th chord with root, seventh, and eleventh present: 

* * G-B-F-C G-D-F-C G-F-A-C G-F-C 
4 3 2 3 -1-1 

* B-F-G-C 
0 

* D-F-G-C 
I 

* * * * * * F-G-B-C F-G-D-C F-G-A-C F-G-C 
I o -I -2 1-2 

Here the fundamental position, the first, second, and third ap
pear In lines; the fourth and are not possible in 
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C is as the 

more common 
(P., p. "The third the chord is so rare that we are un-
able to give an example (P., p. "The fourth and fifth in-
versions are also very seldom met with" (P., p. 175). 

In making such a comparison let us recall the fundamental fact that 
the aesthetic measure proposed is a measure of the single chord taken in a 
definite tonality. Hence, according to the theory, the first complete chord 
listed, G-B-F-C, is the best of all the dominant 11th chords, when 
singly. In my judgment this is true. It seems to me also to be true that, 
of the other forms, the fundamental positions rated as passable are pre-. 
cisely the ones which are tolerable to the ear, and that the second and third 
inversions which have highest rating (m = I) among the others come next 
in order. 

If we accept this as the fact, the following explanation of the first 
statement quoted seems to be the correct one: It is not possible to use 
this best form, as it stands, in a sequence of chords, for, as stated by Prout 
in the first quotation, there would be a difficulty in the usual resolution 
to the dominant chord; in fact the thirteenth, C, must fall to the third, B, 
which cannot then be in the chord. However, if the third is 
omi tted from the chord, while the eleventh drops to the third in the resolu
tion, the third maybe regarded as present by anticipation. 

\Vith this interpretation, it is also reasonable to think of the secI:ma 
inversion D-F-G-C as D-F-G-(B-)-C with m = z. Here we count the 

I as though B were actually present, but do not admit 
..... "", ..................... .. 1 .. T .... commonness 

of 
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root 
are found 

3 2. 2. 2. 

In the complete case, when G, F, E are all present in the chord, the 
following possibilities arise: 

G-B-F-E 
4 
'* 
B-F-G-E 
o 

'* D-F-G-E 
o 

G-D-F-E 
2. 

G-F-A-E 
2 

G-F-C-E 
2 

'* '* '* '* 
F-G-B-E F-G-D-E F-G-A-E F-G-C-E 
I -I -I -I 

'* '* 
G-F-E 
2 -2-2 

'* '* '* 
F-G-E 
-3 0 -3 

Here the fundamental positions and the three possible successive inver
sions are given in the successive lines. 

Concerning the dominant 13th chord, Prout says (P., p. 186): "Though 
an enormous number of combinations ... are possible, comparatively few 
are in actual use .... " He lists the three principal types as follows: 
"I. Root, third, and thirteenth; II. Root, third, seventh, and thirteenth; 
III. Root, third, fifth, and thirteenth." 

Now the first of these chords is merely the mediant chord, although it 
may function as a derivative in a sequence of chords. This chord need 
not occupy us further since it has already been rated as passable in itself 

. The second form is "the commonest and most useful form of 
the chord" (P., p. 188), and is the only one rated above as good (m = 4). 
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same we can at once 
* 

The here is made up of some or all 
of B-D-F-A, the so-called ' ... ...,_,.....u."c:;. 7th chord.' The notes Band 
actually occur, with B. 

1S 

notes 
must 

An examina'tion of the possibilities yields only the following .--vv .... vJ.1..; 

cases: 
B-D-F-.. fo\ 
2 

D-F-B-A 
2 

F-B-D-A 
2 

Of the three examples given by Prout of the use of this chord in a major 
key (P., pp. 68), the first, taken from Graun's 'l'e Deum, illustrates 
the 'root position' of the leading 7th chord, with doubled leading note. 
This chord is extremely harsh as one would expect; its rating in this 
form is o. The example, taken from Mendelssohn's Variations, 
Ope 82, illustrates the first inversion in four-part form, rated above as 
passable. The third taken from his St. Paul, illustrates the 
second inversion above, as passable. 

notes (P., p. 169), it is the leading 7th chord in a minor key 
that is of first importance; this is the chord of the 

"the chief derivative of the chord of the ninth, and most 
chord is useful In harmon y 

* In the tabulation such derivative chords are considered to have character of course. 
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harsh 

I' , 
so 

is not usable even 
\Vhen F is ,.,. ... ,.,,"".t"\ 

VII 

upofa 

Ctl is at most - I, I is at most 

the 

Dis 
at most 0 SInce F IS not consonant 2 m cannot I. 

It is therefore easy to understand why H the derivative of the first inversion 
the dominant 11th chord] is as rare as the inversion itself, and for the 

same reason - the harshness of its dissonance" (P., p. 175). 
Thus there remains to consider only the notes of the' supertonic 7th 

chord' D-F-A-C, in which D as well as C must be present. Taken as a 
derivative and in complete form, this chord is not passable unless the 
primary note F is dominating and not doubled. * In four-part harmony 
there is one passable form, namely that of the first inversion of the super
tonic 7th chord with all of its notes present. This explains why this first 
inversion is "one of the most frequently used of the derivatives of the 
chords of the eleventh" (P., p. 178). 

VI3 

Here we have to make a selection of the notes B-D-F-A-C-E in 
which E is to be included. 

If the characteristic seventh, F, is not present, Cd is at most - I and I 
at most I. Hence, in order that the derivative chord rate as usable even in 
sequence, the dominating note must be a consonant primary note. Since F 
and G are lacking, this must be C, which, according to our definition (sec
tion 15), is not possible in a true derivative chord. 

If F is present, there is semi tone dissonance, and Cd is - 1. But here 
I may be as much as 2 if B is also present. Even in this case, however, 
the chord is at best usable in sequence (m = If B is not present, the 
chord is not so usable. 

* The chord is not since a doubled F functions as a doubled dissonant note relative 
to the dominant G. 

( I ) 
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preparation and anticipation occur in the 
major key . Prout p. 191). 

In connection all chords, it should be that 
aesthetic effect depends on the intensity and definiteness with which the 
lacking dominant note, G, and its third, B, if lacking, are by 
the musical context. Hence, under certain circumstances, the derivatives 
may have an aesthetic effect hardly less satisfactory than that of the best 
corresponding dominant chords. 

32. IRREGULAR CHORDS 

It is easily shown that no irregular diatonic chord can rate even as 
passable in its aesthetic measure m. 

In fact the chord value Cd of such a chord is at most - 2, because 
of its dissonance and irregularity, while the value D of the dominating 
note is at most I. Hence Cd + D is at most - I. Thus I must be at 
least 2 if the chord is to be usable in sequence; and so the notes Band 
F must be a consonant primary note must occur 
if D is to be I. But C is dissonant with B, and G is dissonant with F. 
Hence there is no irregular chord which can be regarded as usable even 
In sequence. 

Such 
which are not 
p. 
than is 

" 

chords fall under head of 'secondary 
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(P., pp. 

The third example, from Cherubini's F, shows the 
"much rarer" secondary 9th discords used in sequence. The strong con
trapuntal play between the bass and soprano parts justifies an unusually 
harsh sequence of dissonant chords. 

33. SUMMARY 

In this chapter, then, we have recalled the origin and development 
of the \Vestern diatonic scale and its various chords. The genetic account 
makes clear how the simple elements of order appearing in our formula 
for the aesthetic measure m of a diatonic chord arose. 

These elements of order are usually regarded as so obvious that they 
are mentioned only incidentally in textbooks on harmony. According to 
our quantitative theory, the associative apparatus of the mind automati
cally weighs these elements, positive and negative, and the resultant tone 
of feeling determines the aesthetic value, measured by m. The diagram 
of section 22 may be regarded as a schematization of this process. 

The rating of chords so obtained has been found to be in agreement 
with the usual empirical rules of classical harmony concerning the use of 
chords. But of course the theory goes much further than these rules since 
it affords the means of comparing any two diatonic chords whatever. 

In connection with our theory of the single diatonic chord, it should 
not be forgotten that the musical quality of individual chords is often a 
matter of small importance relative to other valid musical effects. 

a 



CHAPTER VI 

1. 

WHEN two 
one '"ru,rru_r 

sion of the parts, the IS ........ nJO ................... ~ .... 

unsuitable musical purposes. For instance, if the 
chord in fundamen tal posi tion, , be followed by the 
dominant chord F-f-a-c', the sequence obtained is notwith_ 
standing the fact that both of the chords are highly satisfactory. Thus 
the varying aesthetic quality of chordal sequences depends not only upon 
the aesthetic factors involved in the constituent chords but also on 
factors involved in the method of transition. 

The classification of such chordal sequences presents an important 
aesthetic problem, fundamental for harmony, which is far more com
plicated than that of the single chord. It is our aim to deal with this prob
lem of chordal sequences from the point of view of aesthetic measure. 
For the sake of definiteness we shall confine attention to the important 
case of diatonic harmony in four distinct parts. The key will be taken as 

that of C major. 
We shall employ an arrow to indicate the direction of the progression; 

thus Ia ~ Vb would indicate a sequence in which the passage was from 
the tonic chord in fundamental position to the dominant chord in its 
first inversion. Use will sometimes be made of the double arrow~, as 

for instance I-V, to indicate that the sequence is to be taken in both 
orders. 

2. THE METHOD OF ATTACK 

In order to Se(lU~~nces't we 
it 

been out 
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regarded as the same. E viden tl y the '-''IJ''''''''IJA,,,.,.n. .. 

must also be to be 
With 

ml and m2 measures 
as determined by the preced

ing theory, and if t denotes the similar aesthetic measure of the transi
tion, we shall regard the aesthetic measure of the sequence, M, as given 
by the sum of these three components: 

M = ml + t + m2. 

The fundamental problem before us is that of specifying the transition 
measure t. 

3. FURTHER LIMITATION OF THE PROBLEM 

It would be desirable to present a theory applicable to all chordal 
sequences whatsoever, or at least to all sequences in which the individual 
chords are regular. Nevertheless it is proposed here to consider only 
those 'regular chordal sequences' in which (I) the leaps in the individual 
voices are not excessive, and (2) the similarity in function of the voices is 
not too great. Of course it is in no way suggested that a slightly extended 
theory would not suffice to deal with all chordal sequences. Such a theory 
would include two further negative elements of order, corresponding to 
excessive leaps and similarity. 

The arbitrary and :fluidic character of the specific limitations which 
we state below must be strongly emphasized. In general, other things 
being equal, it is desirable that the leaps in the voices are not large and 
that the voices perform dissimilar functions. But, as soon as any specified 
limitation of this kind interferes with free musical expression, it should 
be ignored. 

""',7.::>1"+-II-l"",I"",00 the great body of classical music usually observes such 

( 129 ) 
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account 
ease of in the parts. 

Inasmuch as bass part frequently occurs as the root of a primary 
chord, and the roots of primary are by 
perfect fourths or fifths, up or down, the bass becomes used to 
leaps. In fact such a 'harmonic step' in the bass voice is made almost 
as easily as a 'melodic step' in the upper voices. The leap of an octave 
is also made frequently in the bass part to avoid a "" ......... .1.'-'.1.1.'*1. 

note. 
In the upper parts a leap of as much as an octave usually occurs only 

when the second chord is another position of the first; for in this event there 
is greater ease of execution of the leap than there is when the chord changes. 
Only one leap of a fourth or more is agreeable in the upper parts when the 
chord changes, however, and if the bass leaps by as much as a sixth, no 
leap in the upper parts should be more than a third. 

In general, no part should leap by a dissonant intervaL An obvious 
reason for this feeling is that the dissonant interval is unpleasantly sug
gested; a further and perhaps more important reason is that the conso
nant intervals are the ones of natural harmonic origin and are therefore 
more easily sung. 

There are, however, two exceptions. In the first place the interval of 
the diminished fifth (B up to or F down to B), which is only "" ...... 4 .... 

dissonant and which is a interval, is tolerated. However, the 
equivalent augmented fourth (B down to or F up to B) is not 
The felt both notes fn,.,nh:.,.o:v1 

are harmonically are 
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In con-

ro .. r''''' ....... no or is 

is that has a to stop at a note just taken by "",,,U,""J.U,,",'" 

voice rather than to proceed beyond The effort required to resist this 
natural tendency is distinctly noticeable. 

Such are the usual limitations governing the leaps in the parts, and 
we shall embody them in the following three simple rules: 

No part is to leap across a note just sounded in another part. When 
the chord does not change, there is no further restriction in the motion 
of the parts. 

Otherwise, at most one leap of a fourth or more is allowed in the upper 
parts, and this is to be less than an octave. No leap of more than a twelfth 
(octave plus fifth) is allowed in the bass. If the leap in the bass is as much 
as a sixth, no leap in the upper parts exceeds a third. 

All leaps are to be by consonant intervals, with the possible exception 
of a leap of a diminished fifth, or of a minor seventh from dominant up 
to subdominant or vice oersa. 

One other requirement may be mentioned although, strictly speaking, 
it does not apply to a sequence of only two chords: if a part leaps by as 
much as a in one it is desirable for the part to do so with 
reversal of the direction of motion; obviously this reversal of direction 
relieves the unusual vocal effort involved. 

Such arbitrary rules of limitation as those imposed in this section and 
the next are often successfully broken. But, inasmuch as we are confining 
attention to a definite oj it is permissible to 

are In of 
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don,' when both On the other hand, 
much marked in the case of contrary motion, and is 

similarity is 
to be less 

objectionable between the strong primary chords and in the ..... £ ... '...., .... '..:JV1'\..U

ous middle voices. Such are some of the general considerations which 
operated to determine ordinary practice. 

The types of similarity to which objection is felt refer particularly to 
'consecutive' octaves, perfect fifths and perfect fourths, and to 'hidden t 
octaves and perfect fifths in which two voices move by similar motion to 
an octave or a perfect fifth. 

The entirely explicit rules of Prout (P., pp. 25-33) are not formulated 
so that any associative basis for their curious structure is obvious. A 
nearly equivalent formulation, which displays the basic associative struc
ture, is as follows: 

Consecutive octaves and' consecutive perfect fifths are forbidden in 
the case of similar motion (when there is almost complete identity of 
function). In the case of consecutive octaves they are allowed * by con
trary motion between the primary chords with doubled primary notes 
(the best chords of all). In the case of consecutive perfect fifths it is re
quired further that the extreme parts be not involved (because of the 
greater conspicuousness of the perfect fifths in these parts). 

Consecutive perfect fourths are only forbidden by similar motion 
when one part is in (prominent) bass part (for the third above the bass 
and not fourth is . 

Hidden octaves are rorDlCloe:n when 't:Tt"'Ut"'t:>C! move 

* t'rO'V'lQUlg that the sequence is satl.stalctor·y otherwise. 
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not root and in case of 
hidden perfect fifths, when the first chord is also primary and the upper 
part moves by step (thus diminishing the similarity of function since the 
bass leaps); and when both chords form a dominant sequence (and so 
lie practically in the same chord). * 

\Ve shall not attempt to show that these general implicit limitations 
are co-extensive with Prout's entirely explicit rules. 

6. THE LAW OF RESOLUTION 

Before proceeding to enumerate the elements of order involved in 
chordal sequences, it is necessary to recall one further musical phenomenon, 
namely that of resolution of dissonance. 

l\1usic involving only consonant chords is lacking in interest to the 
ear. In fact dissonance, followed appropriately by consonance, is a most 
important method of obtaining contrast. Now in classical music the 
means by which such resolution of dissonance may be effected have been 
rather clearly defined. Let us consider a few very simple instances. 

The notes of the dissonant interval B-f are seen each to be only a 
semi tone distant from those of the consonant interval c-e. If the interval 
B-f be followed by the consonant in terval c-e, the ear is satisfied and 
B-f is said to be (resolved' on c-e. Similarly, when the dominant 7th 
chord G-B-f goes to wi th B-f moving to c-e as before while G 
is stationary, IS on 1. Or if we take the interval of the minor 
seven th G-f of the IS on I by allowing the dissO-

'* The case of this sort is iia...., Va with the third of iia in the soprano. 
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of if particular note thus I1&;OC·1 ....... ' ... 

by the part, or by an adjacent part, or an octave of the 
the note is free to move a step in the direction, 
tonic which may leap a third in the opposite direction; 

move to 

to a 

note 

chord must be the tonic, subdominant, or submediant chord via in case 
the first chord is V7 or its derivative viib; in all other cases it must be 
the tonic, dominant, or submediant chord via. 

In connection with the requirement (3) we observe that the chord V7 
and its derivative viib are too closely related to the dominant chord V to 
resolve satisfactorily upon V. Furthermore, resolution upon the submedi
ant via is permitted because this chord is felt to be a kind of substitute 
for the tonic chord; in fact via has two notes in common with the tonic 
chord and is indeed the fundamental position of the tonic chord in the 
'related minor' key of A. 

The manner of handling dissonance is not always to pass directly from 
a dissonant chord to a consonant chord. In fact sequences of dissonant 
dominant chords and of their derivatives are often employed in the fol-

VI3 ~ VII ~ V9 ~ V7, V, viib ~ I or via. 

Here some of the chords be omitted, or the ,",J.J.'''''J.J.J.~ may of the 
form ~ IV ~ 1. This or any other logical of dissonant 
nan t in a musical COltntKlSI tl()n. 
the reSOlUL t:1cm IJ"'''',",JJJ'~ to a con-
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The index 4 seems to be that which rates element In con-
nection with the in the measure of the chord. 
This means that the element R in the transitional is rated as about 
equally important with that of the effect of a good chord (m = 4 or 5). 

8. THE CADENTIAL ELEMENT: Cl = 4, -2 

Cadence may be regarded as a very mild form of resolution. For ex
ample, if we pass from the dissonant dominant 7th chord to the tonic, 
V7 ~ I, there is definite resolution. If we pass from the closely related 
consonan t chord V to the tonic, V ~ I, a similar caden tial effect is felt. 
The two fundamental forms of cadence are the above so-called' authentic 
cadence' V ~ I and the less frequent' plagal cadence' IV ~ 1. The au
thentic form is usually found at the end of a musical composition; the 
plagal form is also employed, but much less frequently, as in the familiar 
Amen. 

By a (cadential sequence' we shall mean, however, not only sequences 
of these types V ~ I, IV ~ I but also certain analogous sequences, which 
we proceed to enumerate. 

In the first place, the submediant in fundamental position, via, may 
be as a kind of substitute for the tonic chord the preceding 
section 6). Thus the sequence V ~ via is the frequently used 'interrupted 
cadence' and has a definite cadential Similarly the chord of the 

viib, In as (V) so se-
are case viib -+ 
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\Ve shall 
corresponding cadential element of order, GI, will be 
the same as the index for the element of resolution, R. 

lVloreover we shall regard the same types of sequences, taken in the 
reverse order, as cadential, so that CI is 4 in these cases also. 

The question may be asked as to why the inverted order is allowed 
here, although these are not ordinarily considered to be cadential. This 
may be explained in part as follows: The plagal cadence is equivalent 
to a reversed form of the authentic cadence as far as the intervals in
volved are concerned; this reversibility extends by association to the 
other forms. 

It remains to refer to two other cases when an unpleasant or false 
cadential effect is produced. In the first case, the leading tone goes to the 
tonic (7 -» I) in an extreme part (as usually happens in the fundamental 
direct form of authentic cadence V -» I) and yet there is no cadence of 
the above named types; under these circumstances there is a feeling of 
disappointed expectation. In the second case, IV in fundamental posi
tion goes to the related tonic minor vi in fundamental position; thereby 
a plagal cadence IV -» I is suggested, but two common notes of IV and 
vi negate the caden tial effect so strongly that the effect is again one of 
disappoin ted expectation. 

as 
Thus the various positive cadential sequences are taken to be 

V, viib ~ I, via ~ I viib ~ via); 
IV ~I; 

IS 4. 
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7-+ 1 an extreme part 
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case IS 
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it 

are pleasantly U.1111.\.-U by a common dominant quality whose importance 
is obvious. 

lVloreover, certain consonant chords V may be ........ I.J .... , .......... 

dominant quality. The principal consonant chords of this kind are: viib, 
which may be as a derivative of ; ii, as a derivative of V9; 

and iii, as a derivative of V 13. It is to be noted that the first inversion 
of iii has the dominant in the bass, and in its only passable form has three 
of its four notes in the dominant chord. 

However, in the sequences V7, viib -+ V there is little or no sense of 
dominant sequence since viib appears naturally as part of the slightly dis
sonan t V 7, which includes V and calls for resolution on the tonic chord. 
On the other hand, V -+ V7, viib form dominant sequences, since V7 and 
viib extend beyond V. 

Furthermore, whenever the chord viib comes first, its weak dominant 
character is not felt when it is followed by ii or iii. Likewise a sequence 
ii -- iiia is not felt to have dominant quality, since ii is not strongly dom
inant and iii a is scarcely recognized as dominant. Under such circum-
stances the of dominant sequence, D, is taken to be absent. 

In case ii comes first in ii -- V, viib, the submediant, 6, must proceed to 
the adjacent 5 or as in the resolution of V 9. Likewise if iii comes first 
in iii -- ,viib, mediant 3 must proceed to the nearest available note 
4 or 2; and in case iii is in its weak dominant position iiia, the note 3 must 
be the soprano case of and must proceed to nearest 
note as in a r,....:r\u"r, If 

Dis 
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second which are passable in the primary chords. 
An examination of the various possibilities is easily made. If, ex-

ample, we designate the root, third, and fifth of first chord as I, 3, 
and 5, we find anI y the following five general possi bili ties: 

~ 4-6- 2 , . 1-3-5 ~ 

Hence such' close harmony' arises in the case of successive first inver
sions in which the root falls or rises by one or two steps (SF), and also 
when the first chord in root position is followed by a first inversion with 
root falling one step (RF). In the first case we say that the element SF 
is present, and in the second case that the element RF is present. Both 
of these elements are given an index 4. 

It will be found that the usual rules are consistent with the assignment 
of definite aesthetic value to these special types SF and RF of root pro
greSSIons. 

The smoothness of a chordal progression SF may be verified by play
ing an arbitrary set of first inversions in which the bass steps or leaps at 

most two as one desires. The type RF is equally smooth but does 
not of incorporation a progression of this kind because there is 
no means of fundamental position, once it has been 

II. OF = - 2. 

If, in paSSln!;! secone] .. it is 
hr.. .... """lTT' a note 
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IS not to 

to a nearest note as 
bass or an adjacent part or an octave of note has to such 
a nearest note, in which case the note is free to move a step in the op
posite direction. Furthermore the tonic may leap a third in the opposite 
direction, and a note freed by its octave may move at pleasure in the 
opposi te direction. 

In all of these cases the 'elemen t of progression' P is taken to be 2. 

Otherwise, if there is resolution, or if the sequence is dominant, or if 
one and only one note can be borrowed, P is taken to be 0. In every 
other case the two chords appear as unrelated and P is taken to be - 2. 

In illustration of progression value, P, we may consider the following 
sequence of chords I ~ V ~ ii ~ vi ~ iii ~ vii ~ IV ~ 1.* This sequence 

P~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2. 2. 2. 2. 0 2. 2. -E-P 

lacks harmonic progression so that P = 0, whereas in the reverse order, 
such progression exists. 

The simple positive elements R, Cl, D, SF, RF, and P are all of un
questionable aesthetic importance. These are the only positive eleme:n 

we shall accoun t of in our The remaining are 
In 

* See D. N. Boston p.l06. 
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This is in part recognized by Prout in rule VI 
of root progression: * H As a general rule, whenever the root falls a '-"""""""",£"1 

the second oj the two chords should be in its first inversion." In other 
words, the progression is to be of the type SF or RF, and not of the type 
FR or SR.t This statement is dearly in agreement with our statements 
above: for, both the elements SF and RF have been taken to be positive, 
while FR has been taken to be negative, and SR is impossible in dose 
harmony on account of forbidden consecutive fifths. 

13. THE NEGATIVE ELEMENT OF THE MEDIANT: Mt = 2, 4 

Among the fundamental triadic chords, the mediant chord is generally 
felt to occupy the least favorable position. For, among these chords, the 
dominant and subdominant chords, being of the same constitution as 
the central tonic chord are felt to be 'primary'; furthermore, the leading 
note chord and the supertonic chord are dominant enough in their quality 
to felt to be related to the primary dominant chord; and of the two 
remaining chords (the mediant and submediant), the submediant 
the important function of substitute for the tonic chord itself. Thus the 
mediant chord, doubtful dominant quality in fundamental position 
and having no special function, is to be of least value. 

For some reason the of chord a 

a second. 
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reason 
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the 

mediant 

chord is strongly even though it is not actually present. 
However, if iii is "",1",,,,""',",,,1"'1 and at the same time the preceding condi-

tions are met, we Mt to have the index 4, since the chord iii is then 
still more strongly ~~ ....... _~ 

Fin all y, if there is a passage from the median t chord in its fundamen tal 
position to the distant tonic chord in fundamental position, there is a 
strong of disjunction, so that ~lt is also assigned the index 4 in this 
case. The inverse passage Ia -? iiia, starting from the firm fundamental 
position of the tonic chord, does not produce a similar unfavorable effect. 

14. THE NEGATIVE ELEMENT OF THE LEADING NOTE: LN = z,4 

As its name indicates, the leading note has a distinct tendency to move 
to the adjacent tonic note, and, in a lesser degree, to the adjacent sub
mediant, which is the tonic of the related minor chord. Hence, if the 
leading note appears in the first chord but not in the second, and does not 
step to an adjacent note, there is a definite feeling that the leading note 
has not been proper! y dealt wi tho 

~10reover, whenever the leading note leaps more than a third, or is 
transferred from any part of the first chord to the bass of the second chord, 
the same feeling arises. 

Again, in case the leading note is present in both chords, thus strongly 
a dominant sequence (note that iii, V, and viib are dominant), 

while the sequence is not In of fact, the leading note is 
felt to be particularly out of place. 

Thus we to the an 
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is monotonous. 

are In 

tively, a similar unfavorable is produced. 
In these cases we shall say that 

notes, is and an as two parts 
or more than two parts are involved. 

However, we do not allow more than two voices to be actually station
ary, and exclude the case of both stationary bass and soprano vOlCes, 
since chordal sequences are unsatisfactory under 

16. THE NEGATIVE ELEMENT OF DISSONANT LEAP: DL = 2 

The dissonant leap of a diminished fifth, or of a minor seventh to or 
from the dominant, although allowable (section 4), is not in itself agree
able, since the voice moves more naturally by a consonant interval than 
by a dissonant one. 

In the case of such a dissonan t leap we introduce a corresponding 
negative element of order, DL, of index 2. 

17. THE NEGATIVE ELEMENT OF SIMILAR lYI0TION: Si\1 = 2 

If all the parts move up or if all move down, there is an undesirable 
effect of similarity of function produced by the similar motion, to 
corresponds the negative element SM with index 2. 

It is usually possible to arrange chordal sequences of a given type so 
that not all the parts move in the same direction. 

18. T::'''''~''Tq' OF BASS LEAP: =4 

is a note 
In n r.'I"'"",. ~ 
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the is found in 
the bass 

19. RECAPITULATION OF DEFINITION OF M FOR CHORDAL 

SEQUENCES 

Let us recapitulate: The aesthetic measure l'v! of a regular sequence of 
two chords is defined as the sum of the aesthetic measures of the two 
constituent chords ml and m2, and of the transition value t: 

.lVl = ml + m2 + t. 
The transition value t is the sum of the following elements: 

(I) 'fhe Element oj Resolution: R = 4, -4 

The element R is 4 when a dissonant first chord resolves on a consonant 
second chord, in accordance with the rule of section 6. If this resolution 
is not effected, R is -4-

(2) 'fhe Cadential Element: CI = 4, -2 

The element CI is 4 if the sequence is of one of the following types: 

V, viib -- I, via (7 -- I in viib -- via); 111 -- VI; 

IV I; ii ~ vi. 

The element CI is -2 in the following types of sequences: 
~ I in extreme part but without cadence; IVa ~ via. 

Otherwise CI is o. 

'fhe Element oj Dominant Sequence: D = 4 

two of the ii, iii, viib, V, V7, 
viib ~ iii, V 11 --
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or two steps, and when a fundamental position is followed by a first in
version, with the root falling one step_ 

(5) Element of Progression: P = -2 

The element P is 2. if two notes of the first chord can be borrowed as 
consonant notes for the second chord. The borrowing of a dominant 
note for use in viib is permitted. The element P is also 2. when no notes 
of the first chord can be so borrowed, provided that each note of the first 
chord goes to a nearest note of the second chord, except in so far as the bass 
part or an adjacent part or an octave of this note has proceeded to such 
a note, in which case the first note is free to move a step in the opposite 
direction; moreover, the tonic is allowed to move a third, and the motion 
of a freed octave in the opposite direction is unrestricted. 

Otherwise, the element P is 0 if one consonant note only can be so 
borrowed, or if there is resolution, or if the sequence is dominant; P is 
- 2. in every other case. 

(6) <:the lVegative Element: FR = 4 

The sequence involves a first inversion followed by a chord in funda
mental position, with the root falling one step. 

(7) 'rhe 

The element Mt is 2. 

the two types: 
or to 3 or both; 

1S 4 1S 

oj the l11ediant Chord: Mt = 2,4 

but the sequence is not of one of 
1, *) -+ with leap from 6 
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Element oj Dissonant Leap: DL 2 

One or more of the parts leap an allowed dissonant interval (section 4). 

(I I) :the PfJ"at1'!lP Element oj Similar ... Motion: SM = 2 

All of the parts move up or down, but not in the same chord. 

Element oj Bass Leap: BL = 4 

The sequence contains a second inversion which is approached or left 
by leap, but not from a fundamental position of the first chord. 

20. COMPARISON WITH PROUT'S CLASSIFICATION 

Fortunately the aesthetic classification of the principal types of chordal 
sequences has been effected empirically; for instance, in Prout's Counter
point; Strict and Free (third edition), p. 32, a table of sequences involving 
the fundamental positions and first inversions of the triadic chords, is 
given. These are rated by Prout as 'good,' 'possible,' and (bad/ 

It is essential of course that the results of our theory be in fair agree
ment with these tabulated results which are the results of observation 
and experience. Indeed I have used his table as a basic aid in the aes
thetic analysis of chordal sequences. 

In order to effect the comparison of Prout's table and these results, 
the best positions of all the possible of chordal sequences in
volving the fundamental positions and first inversions of the triadic 

been on the of aesthetic 
measure The measures are in the table 
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tonic chord in fundamental position; and so on. group 
line contains rated as good by Prout; the second, those rated as 
possible; the third, those rated as bad. 

It will be seen that there is complete agreement as far as could reason
ably be expected, with M less than 6 and greater than 9 corresponding 
generally to the' bad' and' good' sequences respectively. 

As Prout remarks in this connection (p. 30), "the words C Good: 
'Possible' and 'Bad' must not be taken as more than mere approxima
tions." 

In explanation of the aesthetic measures of the list, it should be re
marked that in two cases (36 and 67) a chord of measure only I was used 
in order to secure harmonic progression; strictly speaking, only chords of 
measure at least 2. are to be employed. Furthermore, in the sequences 37, 
57, the second chord is regarded as the second inversion of V7 rather than 
as viib, since the dominant is borrowed from the preceding chord; and 
thus the negative element BL = 4 is attributed to these two sequences 
of the list. 

2. I. GENERAL REMARKS 

The above theory provides a method of theoretic comparison of all 
possible regular choral sequences, such as would be impossible 
by means of any set 

The 
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there will be a tendency to return. 

AESTHETIC lVfEASURE LM AND PROUT'S RATINGS OF CHORDAL SEQUENCES 

Bad Possible(*) Good 

-
M= -I o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

32 73 54 43 I3 23 21b 13* 13* 12g 12 I2 I4 15 14 15 14 17 
73 23 21 3Ib 16* I2g I3* 16 I6 I5 25 I4 65 I7 

31 34 3 6* 24* I6* 27g 
24 2I3227 I5 51 

3432 46* 25* 23* 26g 26 25 41 41 5I 
3537 6I* 3 1* 24* 36g 26 2I 45 53 54 
43 52 64* 34* 26* 32* 23 24 41 56 

63 61* 35* 3~ 34g 
37 25 45 57 

65 63b 42* 35* 3 I * 42 43*52 51 
72* 53* 3 6& 46* 47 42 53 65 
74* 63* 35* 43

g 
45 46 54 71 

75* 45
g 

56* 4I * 52 57 
75* 46* 62g 

5I 56 7I 
42* 6I* 62 56 
47* 64& 64 62 
54* 72g 67 64-
52* 65 
53* 76 
63

g 

61* 
67* 
62* 
76g 

74* 

The indicate the roots (I == Roman 
for first inversion. Thus stands for Ia- For ,\1 -

for fundamental poSItIon, italic 
7, 8, 9, the g and b 

and 'bad' to Prout. 
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II 

9 8 

7 9 

3 4 3 6 3 I Z l 
I 

13 7 8 5 4 

3 I 3 1 4 3 4 3 5 

6 

7 

4 -1 4 4 

35353 6 3 2 37 
I 

7 8 6 

4 I 41424545474343464643 
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5 I 5 I 525.3 5 45 6 57535456 

M= 16 14 12 II 12 14 14 7 8 9 

5 6 575 2 5.3 5254 

10 13 12 II II 12 8 8 5 

62626364656561616.3 64 6 7 

I 
M = I I 10 8 10 14 IS 8 6 7 6 8 
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CHAPTER VII 

I. 

shall concentrate our upon mel-*' od y, although we that rhythm is fundamentally 
a special 

No attempt will be made to state any theory of the structure of ..... ...-L,LL£L. 

I music as dependent upon combined harmony, melody, and rhythm. The 
I simplest and most natural conjecture would be that the measure 
i M of any musical composition is given by the ratio O/C, where C is 

the number of notes which enter as melodic constituents, and 0 is the 
I sum of the elements of order of harmonic, melodic, and rhythmic types, 
I these being appropriately weighted. 

2. THE PROBLEM OF ~1ELODY 

In order to separate melody as much as possible from harmony and 
rhythm, we shall limi t a tten tion to simple melodies in one part, made up 
of 8, 16, 32, 64, or 128 notes, divided into measures of four equal notes. 
In each measure the first and third notes are to be thought of as theoreti
cally accented. Furthermore, we shall exclude the use of the minor mode 
and of modulation, by requiring all of the notes are of 
nary diatonic scale. 

Despite stringent limitations, 
may be reduced to this form, or to a like form in rnr'ee-·naJrT 

four-part In place most have one 

( 1 ) 
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although frequently can be accomplished only with diminu-
musical ""++''''''1"''t-1 .. ,..'''..... r..-o.rv'(,.<: • .- if be 11''''"1 ......... 

there 

........ , .... ""'-' ..... to the 

a or 
notes oj the diatonic to measure oj the complexity 
C and oj the elements oj order 0, such that the ratio wI = ° IC jurnishes a 
suitable aesthetic measure oj the melody. 

It is obvious that the number of notes of the melody gives a suitable 
measure of the complexity, C; of course a note which is held is to be re
garded as a single note. Thus the essential difficulty in the problem of 
melody lies in the effective determination of the elements of order, O. 

3. THE ROLE OF HARMONY 

A simple (Western) melody is always enjoyed as if it possessed an 
accompanying harmony, at least to the extent that each of its notes is 
construed to lie in some definite chord. In case the melody is derived 
from a musical composition this harmonization coincides with that known 
through the composition. 

On the other hand if the melody is known merely as a tune, a simple 
automatic mental harmonization will be attached to it. The general law 
of, this automatic harmonization is that it is accomplished by means of 
chords which are modified as infrequently as possible, with preference for 
chordal sequences with high aesthetic ratings. Furthermore, in so far 
as possible, the chord~l sequences of the alternate accented notes are to 
have the same characteristics; the of these accented notes forms 
what we shall call the' melody.' In what follows, therefore, we 
shall assume notes of the melody are as in defi-

( I53 ) 
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4· AND 

is taken in usual phrasing. The general character such phrasing is 
that the whole melody falls into a certain number of major co-ordinate 
parts, each of these in turn falls into a number of smaller co-ordinate parts, 
and so on until the individual phrases are reached. These different types 
of parts are comparable to the canto, stanza, and line in a poem. 

One of the especial advantages of musical phrasing is that it brings 
out certain comparisons by similarity or contrast between various parts. 
Presumably the best phrasing and interpretation is that which brings 
out most clearly the relations of order which exist in the melody. 

We shall not attempt to deal with the question as to why one type of 
arrangement of comparable phrases is more used than another. To do 
so would be futile, because the accepted forms are largely designated by 
pure convention; the same kind of arbitrariness prevails in the selection 
of forms of verse. 

One might indeed attempt such an analysis. For example one might 
ask why the type of phrasing, AABA, is preferred to ABAA; here A 
represents one phrase and a phrase. Evidently 
the first arrangement fixes A firmly in mind so that the contrast of B with 
A is clearly defined. In the arrangement this contrast IS less 
clearl y two final seem repeti tious the 
true function a return to the 

falls the domain 

as 
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The types of comparison just mentioned are the ones which we shall 
take accoun t of. They are the principal types which en ter in to the simple 
melodies under consideration here. It is hardly necessary to remark that 
the trained ear appreciates much more elaborate and subtle forms of 
comparison in complicated musical structures. 

5. LIMITATION OF LEAPS 

Little effort is required when the voice repeats a note or moves by a 
step upwards or downwards. In a similar way a sequence of notes in a 
single consonant chord is readily sung provided that the voice does not 
leap more than an octave. There remain, however, certain types of leaps 
which are generally avoided in simple melodies. The principal rules of 
limitation will be formulated as follows: 

Dissonant leaps other than by a diminished fifth (from B up to F, or 
F down to B) or a minor seventh in a dominant 7th chord are forbidden. 
Two successive leaps in the same direction must either lie in a triadic 
chord or in a 7th chord; in the latter case the total leap must be a seventh 
upwards, and the following note must fall a step as in a resolution. Any 
leap of more than a fifth is to be approached and left in the direction op
posite to that of the leap. After two or more steps in one direction a 
further leap in the same direction must be to, an accented note. These 
rules are essentially empirical ones based on practice. * Their 

"'''''',J''-' .. '''''''''''_'''''''''"'V IS 

'* Cf. its and Practice 
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This melody with a simple IS form. 
In the above notation following simple conventions are employed: 

An ordinary tie above a repeated note indicates that the note is held; a 
period above a note indicates that it is lengthened so that the following 
note is reduced to an eighth note; a dash above or below indicates that the 
note is an octave above or below the principal octave; a note in parenthe
sis is one which appears in the complete melody but is treated as an em
bellishment in the formal analysis. 

Evidently there are four phrases of four measures each in the above 
melody, of which the second is to be compared with the first, the third 
and the fourth with the first and the second. In fact the form maybe 
indicated as follows: 

A (V), A (I), B (V), A (I), 

where the first, second, and fourth phrases A are essentially alike save 
that the of these has a dominant close (V) while the other two phrases 
have a tonic close (I). The sharply contrasting phrase B has a dominant 
close (V). This is a commonplace type of song form. 

Let us make an analysis of this melody by successive measures. In 
doing so various types of elements of order will be brought to light. The 
... "",..,rI"", ... who to see complete rule for counted is referred 

to the immediately following 
The note is chord. Now it is 

a fact commence 

* I = 
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The last three notes the measure form a melodic sequence. 
Since the sequence is not established for the ear until the second note is 
heard, we assign a value I to each of the last two notes for this element of 
melodic sequence. 

We have now exhausted the obvious relationships of order in the first 
measure. There remains, however, another element of harmonic contrast 
of a more subtle type. vVhen three notes of a measure lie in a consonant 
chord, while the fourth one does not lie in that chord, a pleasing harmonic 
con trast is secured between the notes of the measure. In the case at hand 
three of the four notes are in the tonic chord. Hence we assign 2 for this 
harmonic contrast in the first measure, counted I for each of the last 
two notes. Thus the total count for the first measure is 7. 

The second measure starts off with the repeti tion of the preceding 
dominan t note, which adds a count of I. The four notes of this measure 
form a falling melodic sequence, for which there is a coun t of 3 (one for 
each note after the first). The first three notes of this measure evidently 
constitute an exact inversion of the last three notes of the first measure. 
We add a count of 3 for this element of inversion, I for each note involved. 
~1oreover the middle two notes of the second measure 5432 stand in 
melodic contrast with the corresponding notes of the comparable first 
measure 3345 (see section 4) from which they differ by step; and so does 
the last note, since it is not found in the first measure. Hence we assign 
a count I for each notes. is a count of 2 h"", ...... ·."''''' 

* In his mte:resltmll thesis 'The Role A. D. Bissell 
has found that in over per cent of a 
in the tonic chord. 
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is a count contrast. 
The new element in the third measure is that 

for the third measure is a precise transposition of the 
is felt as such. \Ve add a count of 4, since four notes are 
comparison. Hence the total count for the third measure is 

note 

In the fourth measure the transposition continues for two notes 
more (2); the first note repeats the preceding (I); an accented note of the 
preceding measure is repeated (I); the first two notes form an inversion 
of the two preceding notes (2); the last (held) note repeats its prede
cessor (I); all but one of the notes are in the dominan t chord (2); the 
third note contrasts melodically with the third note of the comparable 
second measure (I) and the fourth note is the same as the fourth note in 
the second measure (I). Furthermore there is a count for cadence of 1 in 
the final note, since there is a half cadence in the closing dominant chord 
of the first phrase. Accordingly the count for the fourth measure is 12. 

In proceeding to the fifth, sixth, and seventh measures which repeat 
the first three, we note first an element of order of 1 for each note because 
of this repetition in comparable phrases. Otherwise, aside from the 
ment of tonic start (2) which is lost here, and the element of repetition 
of a accen ted note (I) which is gained, the coun t is the same 
as before. Hence the fifth, and measures a count of 

a count of without PAfoA ... " ..... 

to 
m~~loICUC contrast contrast ; moreover IS an 
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we obtain a count 
first 

is to are In con-
trast with notes phrase. Furthermore the 
approximate direct repetition of the first measure by the second and of 
the second measure by third (all but one note the same in each case) 
yields a coun t of 3 3 = 6 for this kind of direct repeti tion. 

The fourth phrase is identically the same as the second with which it 
is naturally compared, since the first half of the melody is co-ordinate with 
the second half. Of course this phrase is not to be compared with the third 
phrase. 

The first three measures of this concluding phrase yield the same count 
as the corresponding measures of the second phrase except that there is 
a loss of 1 since the first measure contains no accented note of the preced
ing measure. Thus there is a count of 9 + 16 + 17 or 42 for these meas
ures. The fourth measure loses a coun t of 4 because there is no melodic 
contrast. But there is a gain of 4 because of repetition, and of 3 for tonic 

close. Thus there is a count of 18 + 3 or 21 for the concluding measure, 
and so of 63 in all for the last phrase. 

This gives a count of 214 in all for the four phrases, an average of about 
order for each of the 60 notes . 

But, according to the theory here advanced, it remains to add in the 
count of the secondary melody formed by the accented notes. In my 
opInIon is little doubt that somewhat CUIICC:,Ue;::u .u., .. ""' .............. 

an en joymen t. In the particular case under 
IS as 

I 
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Thus the grand total for the Beethoven chorale is 303 or an average 
of about 5 elements of order for each note. In other words the aesthetic 
measure M for this Beethoven chorale is about 5, which turns out to be 
very high in comparison with that of other melodies examined. 

7. DEFINITION OF 0, C, AND M FOR SIMPLE MELODY 

The following precise but tentative definitions of the elements of order 
in simple melody are suggested by the analysis of the above melody and 
of many others. 

(I) cronic Start and Close 

There is a coun t I note at as 
in the chord and are in measure. 

There is a like coun t 
the 

of I if note is 
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IS a 

is a count I 

note. 

as one or both notes of a measure rea.Doear 
''''''''Ylrr measure is a count I or 2 as case may be, provided 

this is not caused by a mere the measure. If both ac-
cented notes of the first measure are the same, there is a count of I only of 

course. 
(4) Direct Repetition 

If a single note, or a pair of two notes of which the first is accented, be 
directly repeated, or a measure, or a larger part not the half of a phrase, be 
repeated within a phrase, there is a count of I for each note of the first 

repetition. 
:rvloreover the approximate repetition of parts as large as a measure is 

counted provided there is at most one exceptional note for each measure, 
the count being I for each non-exceptional note; in this case the second 
repeti tion is also counted. 

(5) Repetition in Comparable Phrases 

If a part of one phrase is repeated in corresponding position in a later 
comparable phrase, or if corresponding notes in such a phrase are repeated, 
there is a coun t of I for each repeated note. 

(6) :transposition 

An exact transposition within a phrase, of at least a measure in length 
bu t not all in one direct melodic sequence, counts I for each note of the 
first transposition. If the transposition be repeated a second time within a 
phrase, there is a count of I for each note transposition, pro-

that the by an equal number of 
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harmonic sequence of at 
chord is coun ted I for each note 

three notes lying in the same consonant 
the first, up to a count of 4-

(10) Melodic Contrast 

If a part B is compared (cf. section 4) with an earlier part there is 
a count of I for each note B which either differs by step from the cor
responding note of A or which is different from any note found in A 
sustained note is counted as double here. 

A phrase B will only be said to contrast with an earlier comparable 
phrase A in case the count for melodic contrast is at least one half the 
number of notes in B differing from the corresponding notes £1.* 

(I I) Harmonic Contrast 

If all but one of the notes of a measure fall in a consonant major chord, 
there is a count of I each for the last two notes. 

(12) Secondary Melody 

A complete count of the elements of order of the above types is to be 
made for the secondary melody formed by the alternate accented notes. 

The order 0 is the total coun t of all the elements of order 0 
above types. The complexity C is number of notes of the ~,U""~V\.l. 

aesthetic measure IS 0/ C. 

'" Thus the song form AA BA is 
A in this manner. 

considered to be followed if B contrasts with the first 

( ) 
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There are some 
is to be 

rules of be 

Some established musical pattern must be followed. This implies 
a suitable distribution of half cadences and cadences in the successive 
phrases, as well as a tonic close, so that there is a sense of progression 
throughou t. 

(3) Continuity 

If one or more notes fail to be connected with preceding notes through 
at least one element of order, there is felt to be discontinuity in the melody, 
inasmuch as these notes are not suggested naturally by what precedes. 
Such notes will not be admi tted. 

(4) Freedom from Obvious Formal Blemishes 

I t must not be possible to increase the total order 0 by alteration 
within a short succession of notes (say not more than four), together with 
corresponding alterations in its repetitions, transpositions, and inversions. 

This condition operates to eliminate obvious cacophony because ca
cophonous repetitions do not lead to counted elements of order according 
to the rules adopted in section 7. 

(5) 'l'reatment of the Leading lVote 

Unless the leading note occurs in a rising or falling dominant sequence 
of at least three notes, or in a repetition, transposition, or inversion, it 
must rise to the tonic note directly or the supertonic, or fall to the sub
median t note. 

In fact the leading note so strongly the tonic that unless it is 
........ 'V""''-4 ..... '''''-4 in a dominant or pattern, it must proceed to 

related 
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If a note 
note 

erable leap, or Increase 
rhythmic interest. 

Wherever possible we shall introduce such slight embellishments in 
the final interpretation, just as these were eliminated at the outset for 
purposes of exact formal analysis. By so doing, obvious awkwardness in 
the narrow type of simple melodies here treated can be mitigated without 
any fundamental alteration of the melodic relations involved. 

9. THE ApPLICATION TO MELODY 

The rules contained in sections 7, 8 resulted from the study of a variety 
of simple melodies. In each case I tried to determine the effective elements 
of order by the method of introspection. I was kindly aided by Dr. C. B. 
lVIorrey in the experimental work. 

My principal conclusions maybe summarized as follows: (I) for good 
simple melodies the aesthetic measure M is always high and in general 
at least 3; (2) it is not possible to find purely mechanical sequences of 
notes for which M rates as high as 3; (3) sequences cannot be devised 
with a fairly high rating but devoid of melodic quality. In other words the 
theory seems to be fairly satisfactory as far as it goes. 

The reader who wishes to examine special melodies can readily verify 
the first conclusion. In order to verify the second conclusion, let him try to 
construct mechanical of notes with a high aesthetic measure M. 
In partial justification of the third I propose to tum next to 

'* In obt.ilInllrllZ 
that 

the measures. 
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10. 

The first melody will taken to be the secondary 
melody of the Beethoven chorale page 160). 

In order to rate it we must add to the count 89 already obtained a 
further count for the elements of order found in its secondary melody: 

3513 3512 2221 3512 

The total of these is readily verified to be 39, so that the total count 
is 128, and the aesthetic measure ... lId of the first experimental melody is 
4 as against 5 for the Beethoven chorale from which it was derived. 

I I. SECOND EXPERIMENTAL l\1ELODY 

The second experimental melody was obtained as follows: The West
minster chimes melody is essentially the following little melody of 16 
notes in four equal phrases: 

312£ 5231 321£ £23 1 

in which the last note of each measure is accented. The count for the 
elemen ts of order is 49. In the secondary melody 

3253 315.3 

the count is 18.* Thus 0 is 67 and Mis 4.2. 

The first step was to construct an experimental melody of 32 notes 
of which the secondary melody is precisely the above Westminster chimes 
melod y. This was done in the following manner: 

3211 

'" This of 
a 

II 

3212 
2. 

notes is taken as made up of two measures, each of which forms 
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.... VJLU .... I.I ...... ~ ..... lJ ........... 'V\.A.JL .... contrast to 
first, since its note by step from that in the 
while the notes appeared the second measure for first time. 

Similarly if we try to fill out the third measure 2* so as to contrast 
with 3211 third note being contrast) we are naturally led to 5123, 
especiall y since 2 is accen ted in the preceding measure and harmonic con
trast is thereby secured. 

In the fourth measure 3* 1*, there is no possibility of securing 
melodic contrast with the comparable second measure The obvious 
completion to 3212 has evident advantages when taken in conjunction 
with the first and third measures; in particular the final note gives a half 
cadence. 

\Ve shall not remark upon the second half of the completion, except 
to observe that the third phrase is chosen in as strong melodic contrast 
to the first as possible, while the fourth phrase is taken as identical with 
the second in conformity wi th the song form selected. 

In an entirely similar manner the above melody of 32 notes was treated 
as a secondary melody and expanded once more to the following melody 
in four phrases: 

I 

lJ'-A.'14 ....... ,\.A. so as to 
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12. THIRD EXPERIMENTAL MELODY 

The third melody was devised in the course of an hour by taking as 
the point of departure the measure 3236 which is the ninth measure of 
the preceding experimental melody. It was constructed step by step, with 
the above defini tion of M in mind, and, in particular, wi th due regard to 
the secondary melody .... ;\s I first wrote it, the twelfth measure was 1233; 
Professor Piston suggested the modification to 1766. This is obviously a 
definite melodic improvement which not only avoids the leap of an octave 
at the end of the twelfth measure, but the more acceptable phrase 
form 

L1 ("), (I), (I), 

("), 
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count. 
at manner 

The harmonization supplied by Professor Piston In the 
given herewith. 

of EP IS 

The total count for the ,-,J.'-'J.J.",-"J." order the above melody 
that the aesthetic measure ;.\1. 

su(:celSSt1Jl than 
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This may be regarded as a kind of melody in the two notes and B. 
\Ve shall not develop this analogy further. 

The problem of rhythm should be carefully studied from the point of 
view of the theory of aesthetic measure; it is essentially simpler than the 
problem of melody which we have considered. 

& 
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CHAPTER VIII 

1. 

metre. a 1S 

which must be in accordance with Hemsterhuis's .r_''' ..... -· .. 

of number of in the space of time." In other 
words the poet must wi th a poetic vision, and then by the use 
poetic license, figures of speech, and onomatopoetic 
tain an adequate embodiment of this vision in terse form; that in a 
form much shorter than would be necessary for an equally adequate ex
pression in the language of prose. 

One can find frequent appreciations of this first factor in poetry. The 
poet Shelley when he defined poetry as U the expression of the imagina
tion" was alluding to the primacy of the poetic idea. The well known 
importan t role of poetic freedom as an essential element in expression is 
indicated by Pope as follows: 

Thus Pegasus, a nearer way to take, 
May boldly deviate from the common track. 

The terseness of poetry is stressed by Voltaire: "Poetry says more and in 
fewer words than prose." 

This factor of is evidently essentially connotative in its 
nature and beyond any possibility of formal analysis. It is perhaps the 
most important single element in poetry, and yet poetry without musical 
quality and metre is not properly at all. 

The other two factors of musical quality and metre are much more 
formal in their nature. I t is of which COJ~ref;Dclnd. 
to harmony wrote U 

" 
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THE MUSICAL QUALITY IN POETRY 

We shall say nothing of metr~ in what 
similarity music. This similarity has 
Lanier 

ear. 
to we our at-

tention, is In certain respects the most characteristic one. Thus Butler 
wrote: 

For rhyme the rudder is of verses 
With which, like ships, they steer their courses. 

And Shelley lays a similar emphasis: "The language of the poets has ever 
affected a sort of uniform and harmonious recurrence of sound, without 
which it were not poetry and which is scarcely less indispensable to the 
communication of its influence than the words themselves without refer
ence to that peculiar order." It is here that the ingenuity of the poet is 
much more exercised than in following some more or less arbitrary metric 
form. 

2. THE rvfUSICAL QUALITY IN POETRY 

It must be borne in mind that the notion of musical quality, as separ
able from significance and metre in a poem, is only approximately tenable. 
In such a line as the following of Tennyson's: 

The league-long roller thundering on the reef, 

there is expressed an imaginative theme for the eye and ear in onomato
poetic language of the utmost terseness, having appropriate metric struc
ture and unusual musical quality. This line is, however, to be looked upon 
as produced by the intimate union of these factors, and so as being much 
more than a mere aggregation of them alL Nevertheless it is certain that 
the musical factor is to a large extent appreciated by itself, so that two 
poems can be compared in regard to their musical quality, 
almost of their . or TT1"~rr"£' 
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,.;>,U,JLq,J, ..... , .... , ............... 4' ...... '" of such rhyming groups: Khan, ran; sea; 
desire; numbers, slumbers; remember, December. There are also certain 
slight that are admitted in rhyme, to which we can only allude . . 
In passing. 

The element of rhyme in poetry is analogous to the element of melodic 
contrast in melody, and plays a considerable part. 

4- ASSONANCE 

Under certain circumstances the repetition of a vowel sound gives 
rise to a pleasurable feeling of assonance; it is only in this narrow sense of 
vowel repetition that we shall employ the word' assonance.' The effect 
of assonance is increased by further repetitions, at least up to a certain 
point, after which the excess of assonance becomes unpleasantly monoto
nous and disagreeable. 

The factor of assonance in poetry is analogous to that of repetition in 
melody. Its use is illustrated, for instance, by the following opening lines 
from Poe's poem, 'The Bells': 

Hear the bells-
Silver bells! 

What a world of merriment their melody foretells! 

two lines the vowel sound c, as in 'bells,' times in 
syllables, and yet this repetition is not felt 

Poe's the same is repeated Ptv·f-t"IlI"t'\"'lI:.h:T 

be monotonous if 
to 'The 
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1'"~t""l 1'"'1"" .... ' we shall mean 

occurrence s = z • 

excesslve use assonance occurs 1n 
stanza 

Lilian, rigidly, humblily dutiful; 
Saintlily, lowlily, 
Thrillingly, holily, 

Beautiful! 

In 

Here the consonant sound of I appears no less than sixteen times in the 
thirty syllables while the short vowel sound i occurs thirteen times.Ob
serve also the five times occurring repeated syllable, lili. Of course a fun
damental flaw in this stanza is the appearance in it of two non-existent 
adverbs, 'saintlily' and 'lowlily.' 

Alliteration, like assonance, is analogous to the element of repetition 
in melody. 

6. THE tviUSICAL VOWEL SOUNDS 

In general the vowel sounds are smoother than the consonan tal sounds; 
and among the vowel sounds there are certain ones which are especially 
musical in quality, notably the a as in art, the u as in tuneful, beauty, 
and the 0 as in ode. \Vhen these appear sufficiently frequently, they im
part their soft musical character to verse. 

The mathematician Sylvester in his Laws oj Verse, to which we shall 
refer subsequently, has a footnote of interest in this regard: "I can not resist 
the temptation of quoting here from a daily morning paper the following 
unconsciously chromatic passage ... : 'The last portion of the shadow 
of the earth has been passed through by the moon which then again sailed 
in full orb of glory through the dark blue depth.'" Besides possessing 
pleasant alliterative and assonantal elements, this sentence contains ten 
musical as : last, shadow, passed, through, moon, full, glory, 

dark, The in troduced in poetry by 
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For these reasons we do not attempt to some-
what obscure of ' tune' in a poem. 

7. ( ANASTOMOSIS' 

Another aesthetic factor which is agreeable is that which results from 
the fact that a poem is easily spoken. In general this is brought about 
when the consonantal sounds are simple rather than composite, and not 
much more numerous than the more easily pronounced vowel sounds. 
Sylvester used the term 'anastomosis' to express this desirable quality 
(loco cit.): ((Anastomosis regards the junction of words, the laying of them 
duly alongside of one another (like drainage pipes set end to end, or the 
capillary terminations of the veins and arteries) so as to provide for the 
easy transmission and flow of the breath ..• from one into the other." 

From our point of view this factor is not a unitary one, but needs to 
be split up into two others. On the one hand the composite consonantal 

the C, of the poem, which, in accordance 
with our theory, is correlated with the effort required in speaking it. Such 
complexity is heightened also when a word ends with a sound 
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anastomosis IS 

excess 
possible. 

8. POE'S CONCEPT OF VERSE 

We have now alluded to the principal elements of order involved in the 
musical quality of verse. While there exists, so far as I have discovered, no 
formulation but my own of its (aesthetic measure,' nevertheless both Poe 
and Sylvester come within striking distance of an analysis of musical 
quality and metre in verse. The following quotations from Poe (loc. cit.) 
indicate sufficiently his point of view: 

Verse originates in the human enjoyment of equality, fitness. To this enjoy
ment, also, all the moods of verse - rhythm, metre, stanza, rhyme, alliteration, 
the refrain, and other analogous effects are to be referred. 

The perception of pleasure in the equality of sounds is the principle of Music. 
Anyone fond of mental experiment may satisfy himself, by trial, that, in 

listening to the lines, he does actually, (although with a seeming unconscious
ness, on account of the rapid evolution of sensation,) recognize and instantly 
appreciate (more or less intensely as his ear is cultivated,) each and all of the 
equalizations detailed. The pleasure received, or receivable, has very much 
such progressive increase, and in very nearly such mathematical relations, as 
those which I have suggested in the case of the crystal. 

Evidently in Poe's statements there is an assertion of the q~antita
tive, additive character of the aesthetic pleasure produced, which corre
sponds closely with our concept of the order, O. 

The notion the complexity, C, does not enter explicitly in his analy-
LL~'U.L.f''''.L''''',J''-' in the background his ideas is the implicit require-

of of ( , as Poe them. 
<J"-'LLLH.~ but 

both mathematical 
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In poetry we have sound, thought, words ... ; accordingly the sub-
ject falls naturally into divisions, the cogitative, the expressional 
and the technical; to which give the respective names of Pneumatic' 
Linguistic, and Rhythmic. It IS with Rhythm that I profess to deal. Thi~ 
again branches off into three principal branches Metric, Chromatic and 
Synectic. 

I touch briefly on this branch (of Metric] accepting, in regard to it, the 
doctrine of Edgar Poe. . . . 

1\t1etric is concerned with the discontinuous, Synectic with the continuous, 
aspect of the Art. Between the two lies Chromatic, which comprises the study 
of the qualities, affinities and colorific properties of sound. Into this part of 
the subject, except so far as occasionally glancing at its existence and referring 
to its effects, I do not profess to enter. My chief business is with Synectic. 

This, also, on a slight examination, will be found to run into three chan
nels Anastomosis, Symptosis, and between them the main flood of Phonetic 
Syzygy. 

Evidently Sylvester's 'Pneumatic' and 'Linguistic' fall under what 
we have termed the significance (with appropriate brief expression), 
while his (Rhythmic' embraces both musical quality and metre. Further
more he is concerned with musical quality rather than metre. 

His last statement is the important one. we have 
principle of anastomosis corresponds roughly to the requirement as 

complexity, C, as possible. On the other hand his principle of sympto-
with rhymes, assonances (including alliterations and 

last COlnpnSllDQ' 

SVlmr)toStS IS more 
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THE l\IUSICAL QUALITY IN POETRY 

10. ON 

to our 

a first step of an aesthetic measure of 
musical quality in poetry, it is necessary to introduce certain agreements, 
as as . analysis. \Ve shall recognize 
only the following vowel sounds as distinct: aid, add, art; eve, ell; isle, ill; 

ode, or; use, lune, full, lull, urn; oil; out. All vowel sounds distinct from 
these are to be assigned to the nearest one of these sounds. 

The sounds of a as in art, u as in tuneful, beauty, 0 as in ode, will be 
called' musical' because of their agreeable quality, similar to that of a 
pure musical note. 

The elemen tary consonantal sounds are taken to be the following: 

b, d,j, g, h, j, k, I, m, neg), p, r, s, I(h), w(h), y, z. 

The ordinary g sound is not regarded as present in ng although n is present. 
Likewise the aspirate h is not regarded as present in Ih and wh although I 
and ware present. Neither c nor h are regarded as present in ch, nor h in 
sh; all other composite consonant sounds will be analyzed in the manner 
indicated by the usual spelling. The phonetic justification of these simple 
conventjons is obvious. Vowel and consonantal sounds not used in the Eng
lish language need not be considered of course, since we are dealing with 
English poetry only. 

I I. THE COMPLEXITY C 

The complexity C of any part of a poem - as, for instance, of a single 
line - is simply the total number of elementary sounds therein, increased 
by the number of word-junctures involving two adjacent consonantal 
sounds of the same line, which do not admi t of liaison. The following pairs 
of distinct consonantal sounds will be taken to admit of liaison: b, p; d, I;j, 
V; g, k; m, n; s, z. Likewise if the second sound is an aspirate h, liaison will 
be 
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sideration, which ...... 'rTYV'I'.." 

group earlier in the same or an by r. 
The corresponding elemen t of rhyme will be taken to be 2r. I t is seen 
then that the index 2 is assigned to the tone of feeling due to a . 
rhyme. Later we shall assign an index of I to the single alliteration or 
assonance. The higher rating of the rhyme is justified by the In
tensity of the tone of feeling which each rhyme induces. 

The reason for counting each rhyming group only once, even though 
it rhymes with more than one earlier group, is that each rhyming group is 
in general set against one particular contrasting earlier group. By general 
consent certain slight liberties are allowed in rhyming. For instance the u 

sounds as in use and lune, are allowed to replace one another. We shall not 
undertake to enumerate these exceptions. 

The evaluation of the element r is immediate in all cases. For example 
in the case of Poe's stanza there are the following rhyming groups: 

lowlily, holily; dutiful, beautiful. 

Thus r is 2 and the elemen t 2r of rhyme is 4 in this case. 

13. THE ELEMENT aa OF ALLITERATION AND ASSONANCE 

In dealing with the element of alliteration and assonance, it is neces
sary first to specify limits within which the repetition of a consonant or 
vowel sound is pleasantly felt, and then to decide in how far repetitions 
may accumulate before there is alliterative or assonantal excess. The 
nondescript may be COltlSI!oelrea 
be a short form 
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same 
half of the a occurs In 

line; (3) a follows a pair of the same sounds earlier in the which are 
in the same word or in adjoining words; the same occurs as a 
rhymed leading sound or as a leading sound in the same relative position 
as a, either in the preceding line or in an earlier line rhyming (or identical) 
with the line containing a; (5) the same sound occurs in an identical 
syllable earlier in the line than a or in the last half of the preceding line 
provided a occurs in the first half of its line. 

If there is an odd number of feet in a line, the middle foot will be 
considered to be part of both the first and second halves of the line in apply
ing these definitions; moreover, if a line contains only two feet, we shall 
include both in either half of the line, by special convention. 

When a sound is repeated under these conditions, the repetition pra
duces an effect of alliteration or assonance which is felt agreeably. 

With these definitions in mind we shall define the element aa of allitera
tion and assonance in the line or group of lines under consideration as the 
number of sounds directly connected with others in the same or preceding 
lines, but not directl y connected wi th more than two leading sounds or 
more than four sounds in all. 

The reason for the restriction imposed lies in the obvious fact that 
beyond a certain point alliterative or assonantal play upon a particular 
sound is felt to be monotonous and even disagreeable. This is in accord
ance wi th the usual undue The precise limits _VV'4so.'''' __ 

are of course a matter 
In illustration 

In 
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4, 5 are set 
ones to en ter aa: 

one 
.:nJ1...LLH.I" r count since the two are 

last two are directly connected with the two. Thus aa is 
this line. 

A practical method evaluation of the element aa is to start with 
first sound to occur, and put a dot over all which are counted 
in aa, then to do the same with the second sound, and thus con tinue to 
the end. The total number of dots gives the element aa required, at least 
unless it happens that the limit of desirable alliteration and assonance is 
exceeded. 

An example of a case in which the limit of desirable alliteration and 
assonance is exceeded is furnished by Poe's stanza. In such rare compli
cated cases it is convenient to put small circles above the sounds such as 
I and i which are not to be counted in aa, but otherwise to proceed as be
fore. Thus we obtain the following: 

It is to be 

aa. 

Virginal Lilian rigidly, humblily dutiful; 

Saintlily, lowlily, 

Thrillingly, holily, 
. 
Beautiful! 

that, in 

( I ) 
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AND 

asso-

unpleasant 

with too many earlier 
leading sounds; the sound forms part of successive identical syllables 
not in the same word; the sound in question is one of a uniform 
of regularly recurring repeti tions. 

The effect produced by the immediate repetition of syllables as in (2) 
is cacophonous. It was to avoid this fault that Collins changed the sec
ond line* of his (Ode to Evening' beginning 

If aught of oaten stop, or pastoral song 
lVlay hope, 0 pensive Eve, to sooth thine ear-

to 
May hope, chaste Eve, to sooth thy modest ear. 

The element of cacophony may be compared to that of false cadence 
in harmony: more precisely, the immediate repetition of syllables ordi
nariI y occurs ei ther wi thin a word, or in the agreeable reped don of a 
word; consequently when such repeti tion is not of one of these types, 
there is an unpleasant feeling of artificiality. 

Likewise the effect produced by the same sound repeated several times 
at uniform in tervals is artificial and unpleasant, whether these sounds 
occur in successive words, feet, lines, or stanzas. 

Thus our definition of ae will be the number of leading sounds directly 
connected with more than two earlier leading sounds, and of sounds be
longing to syllables immediately following the same syllables, but not in 
the same words, and of sounds belonging to a uniform series of the same 
sounds which contains at least three sounds. The negative element 

'" See J. L. Convention and Revolt in 

( 181 ) 
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according to s ';;;'V"A.~~,,"L';;;' t coun t in 
ae, so that the element 2ae is 6 in this line alone. 

15. THE 2m OF MUSICAL VOWELS 

We shall define the element of musical vowels as 2m where m is the 
number of musical vowels (a as in art, u as in tuneful, beauty, and 0 as 
in ode) increased by the number of vowels 0 as in or which are directly 
connected with an earlier long musical vowel 0 or a. The limitation will 
be imposed, however, that such musical vowels directly connected with 
more than two other earlier vowels will not be counted in m. The limi
tation is introduced because repetition of musical vowels is of no interest 
beyond a certain poin t. 

The reason for counting the short 0 after the long 0 is merely that when 
one tries to pronounce the 0 in such a word as 'or' so that it is long, it 
tends to take the short form. Thus the long and short forms are closely 
connected, and if the long musical form of 0 precedes the short form and 
is not too far from it, the short 0 takes on the same musical quality. 
Furthermore the closeness of the two sounds justifies the similar rule 
the sound a. 

Such euphonious lines as 

Little boy blue, come blow your horn, 
and 

2m = 8 of 
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'lee OF 

IS I The t:!t:IIlt:Il 'lee 
enters as a course. 

THE AESTHETIC FORMULA 

The complete aesthetic formula for musical quality in poetry is taken 
as follows: 

M = Cl = _aa ___ ---::-__ _ 
C 

Here all the elements which enter have been explicitly defined in the pre
ceding sections. 

In order to evaluate M systematically, the following method is con
venient: 

(I) Determine C by direct phonetic analysis of each line. The suc
cessive numerals I, 2, 3, ... may be placed under the successive sounds 
of the line and under the junctures not capable of liaison. 

(2) Consider the successive sounds in their order of appearance and 
put a dot over all those which are alliterative or assonantal, and then 
place a circle around those dots (if any) for which the sound does not 
count in aa. 

(3) Place two additional dots over the accented vowel sounds rhym
ing wi th the same sound in an earlier posi tion. 

(4) Place two addi tional dots over each musical sound and a circle 
around those dots (if any) for which the sound does not count in m. 

(5) The total number of dots not by circles then gives the 
sum aa 2r 2m. 

Determine sum 'lae which is o In any 
poem. 
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18. ANALYSIS OF FIVE OF 'KUBLA- KHAN' 

Let us consider a particular application of this rule to the first stanza 
of Coleridge's' Kubla Khan,' which affords a very remarkable example of 
musical quality. The analysis is indicated by the following tabulation: 

M = = .83 
105 

I n X a n a dud i d K ubI a K han 22 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 I I 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 2 I 2 I 

A s tat ely pie a sur e - d 0 m e dec r e e: I 

12345678910111213 141516171819202122 22 

W her e A I f, the sac red r 1 v e r, ran 12 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910 I 1121314 1516171819 202122 22 

Through caverns measure I e s s 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 101 I 12 13 141516 17181920 

tom a n 
21 22 23 24 25 

Down to a sunless sea. 
I 2. 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 101 I 5 
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In 

that 'Kubla 
Khan' is an it be dis
covered by the Ian tern of typography and clear reducing to letters no 
better than nonsense or no sense." In other words, the significance of 
Coleridge's poem is elusive and slight, although the elemen t of musical 
sound is almost magical. The same criticism would apply to much of 
Poe's poetical work of course. 

19. AN EXPERIMENTAL POEM 

In his essay on 'The Philosophy of Composition' of 1846, Poe analyzed 
step by step the construction of his poem 'The Raven' and claimed that his 
theory had been used as a conscious and effective tool in its composi tion. 
vVhat is remarkable here is not that Poe had a theory. Almost every 
creative artist has a theory or point of view which, for him, sums up the 
inner secret of his success. Rather it is the fact that Poe expressed his 
theory in mechanical terms. 

As of some interest here I shall give an account of a somewhat simi
lar experiment made by myself on the basis of the theory described above. 
This experiment was undertaken in order to clarify my own ideas about 
the nature of poetic composition and to subject them to a test. The reader 
will have to judge for himself as to the success of the experiment. 

According to the theory it was first of all necessary to start from an 
idea having some poetic quality. Here I chose an idea concerning the 
general nature of knowledge which I had expressed in prose as follows: * 

We 
we wind 

* 

compare if we will, our bits of knowledge to luminous threads which 
a compact, ball. By skilful arrangement of threads 

1929. 
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now to 

Wind and wind the of 
Bits desire; 
Soon the ball 
Fiery vision will enthrall. 
Wind too long or sphere, 

the vision disappear! 

The aesthetic measure of this short poem according to the criterion 
above is .62. Comparison with the ratings of an arbitrarily selected list 
of poetic lines (section 20) indicates that the poem may be considered as 
of good musical quality according to our theory. In this case the poetical 
form of expression, although more terse, falls short of the prose form in 
exactitude, but has perhaps the advantage of inducing more emotional 
interest. In the writing of these six lines there was certainly no conscious 
use of the formula. Nevertheless I believe I could not have done nearly 
so well without conscious reflection concerning the aesthetic factors in 
musical quality taken account of by the formula. 

20. FURTHER EXAMPLES 

the purpose of testing the a characteristic 
ing lines of varying musical quality were selected, and then arranged by 
others in the of their as far as musical quali ty 
was concerned. The was found to 
stantially in accord with that by the theory as tabulated below. 
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the ran 
to man 

M= 
Take, 0, take those lips away, 

That so sweetly were foresworn; 
And those eyes, the break of day, 

Lights that do mislead the morn! 

From Shakespeare's song 

TRY 

'Take, 0, Take Those Lips Away' 

M=·73 
Tell me not, in mournful numbers, 

Life is but an empty dream! 
For the soul is dead that slumbers, 

And things are not what they seem. 

From Longfellow's, 
'A Psalm of Life' 

lvf =.65 

Little boy blue, come blow your horn, 
The sheep's in the meadow, the cow's 

in the corn. 
From a nursery rhyme 

M=.64 
The white mares of the moon rush along the sky 
Beating their golden hoofs upon the glass Heavens; 
The white mares the moon are all standing 

on their hind legs 
Pawing at the porcelain doors of the 

remote Heavens. 

From 
(Nigh t "-'~UO""'''''''.:J 
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Onward, Christian soldiers, 
lVlarching as to war, 

With the cross Jesus 
Going on before. 

From Baring-Gould's 
C Onward Christian Soldiers' 

l.Vl=·45 

He never had much to give, 
Subscription lists knew not his name, 

He was one of the many who live 
Unrecorded in charity's fame. 

From E. A. Guest's 
'Contribution' 

art 

It may be remarked that instances of consonantal excess appear in 
three of these cases, namely in the short second line of Poe's 'The Bells' 
(ce = I), in the firstJine of Baring-Gould's 'Onward, Christian Soldiers' 
(ce = 6), and in the second line of Guest's (Contribution' (ce = 4). As is 
almost the two opening from 'The Bells' are not among the 
best of Poe's in musical quality; for example, the first stanza from 'The 
Raven,' has an aesthetic measure M of .75. Furthermore in the verse 
of Am y Lowell the ' were by ear, and 
third and fourth as 'rhyming' wi th the 
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In so far as IS to more recent 
as Am y Lowell, it serves only as an . of 
or of musical quality of 

2I.·SONOROUS PROSE 

It is obviously possible to measure the musical quality of sonorous 
prose by the same methods. For this purpose it is only necessary to write 
the prose as nearly as possible in the form of verse and then to apply the 
same rules. For instance the following sentence from Sir Thomas Browne's 
'Hydriotaphia' is so written: 

Circles and right lines limit and close all bodies, 
And the mortal right ... lined-circle 
lVfust conclude and close up all. 

As written, the sentence has an aesthetic measure .J.li of .61 and so must 
be regarded as on a level with much poetry in degree of musical quality. 

22. POETRY IN OTHER LANGUAGES 

As far as I have been able to make out, the aim of poetry is essentially 
the same, whatever the language or period. It is true that rhyme may 
assume different forms or may be absent as in blank verse. But the fun
damen tal aim is always to achieve the terse, imaginative expression of a 
poetic idea in metric form by use of language of unusual musical quality. 

23. THE ROLE OF MUSICAL QUALITY IN POETRY 

In order to avoid misunderstanding I would like to emphasize once 
more that musical quality is only one of the essential elements in poetry, 
and that even this quality cannot be In more nuances 

( I ) 
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never to are no aC(:lUt:n no or 
of lack of power, in which there are no incidents to break the enchant
ment and destroy the poetic universe. 

Nevertheless, achieving this complex, difficult the poet must 
take cognizance of the essential formal factors of metre and musical quality 
which differentiate poetry from prose. Of this necessity upon the poet, and 
of the others, Valery speaks as follows: 

Behold the poet at grips with this unstable and too mixed material [of 
language]; constrained to speculate concerning sound and sense in turn, to 
achieve not only harmony and musical phrasing, but also to satisfy a variety of 
intellectual conditions, logic, grammar, the subject of the poem, figures and or
naments of all kinds, not to mention conventional rules. See what an effort is 
involved in the task of bringing to a successful end an expression of thought in 
which so many demands must all be miraculously satisfied! 

'" 'La Poesie,' Conferencia, Paris (19'28), my translation. 
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CHAPTER IX 

1. 

I N ORDER to a proper to our 
measure it is to consider its relation to earlier aesthetic theo-

ries. The account of these developments here given can only be one of 
broadest outline of course, for the literature involved is extremely exten
sive. Our main interest will be to interpret the principal advances in terms 
of the quantitative theory, and also to observe how far earlier writers, be
ginning with Plato and Aristotle, have perceived the presence of formal ele
ments of order in art, and what role they have ascribed to these elements. 

The pleasurability of art as based upon its sensuous nature, its useful
ness for purposes of instruction, its mystic quality due to the presence of 
connotative or occult formal elements of order - all these are obviously 
important aspects, each of which has from time to time been looked upon as 
of dominant importance. Thus have arisen het{~!l~~tic, p~t{~gogic, and mls
tical theories of art and aesthetics. From the sound scientific point of 
view, however, it seems almost meaningless to declare that one of these 
aspects is the most fundamental. 

In <;Q!l:Jrast with hedonistic, pedagogic, and mystical theories may be 

placed analytic theories which at~~mptt ,:::o,::, .. :d~~i,s~~,c~o~:.v.~ ... ~e:"r .....• ::'.:':~ ...... :"t'~,,:"~.:~.~ ....... ~:-: 
theti<;.J~<::JQrsjnvolved in the sevt::l"alfi~lds of art, to appraise the roles of 
these factors, and then to formulate general laws so far as possible. Such 
theories are obviously concerned with what we have called the fundamental 
problem of aesthetics. Our own mathematical theory finds its place among 
these analytic theories, but is distinguished from the others in that it as
pires to provide a quantitative solution of the fundamental problem, at 
least as far as the formal side of art is concerned. It seems almost obvious 
that aesthetics, if it is to be must approached the analytic 
point view and must concern chiefly with the formal of art. 

( I) 
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"'''''''",!."~'4"4lw)k'!'~'''')' and that poetry shared 
its capacity to of visual and 

auditory .~44' ___ V' On the other hand ...... """.t-...... r 

scul p ture LJ'::~::~~~L::'~W"~ """" """":::,,:"""",.,~ __ "_" __ 

respect poetry is similar to philosophy, but differs from it in that poetry 
conveys ideas in an indirect pleasing manner rather than in the direct 
neutral manner characteristic of philosophical discourse. 

From his philosophic point of view Plato was ledvto~s~ig~,~~ inferior 
position to art bef3:':l~e of this mitll~ti~quality: for a work of art was the 
imitation of an object, and these in turn were but faint copies of the fun

damental Platonic Ideas; ,tl!l!~,~~_1"!L~s~!hJ~ill}it~~ign of a~itlli!~!i~~., could 
scarcely merit serious philosophic consideration. Furthermore, the ad
mixture of the sensuous elemen t in art did not meet wi th his approvaL In 
consequence of these reflections Plato proposed to exclude poets from his 
ideal Republic. Such a criticism of art is evidently unsound since it ignores 
the fact that art is imaginative and expressive. 

Plato was also interested in the problem of the beautiful, as Socrates 
and other philosophers had been before him. In general i t may be said 
that for him the beautiful was not that found in but ratherth3! of 
~Qbjects in nature. Thus in the Hippias maior a beautiful maiden, 
lyre, and vase are instanced. The beauty of laws and of actions is also 
remarked 

In this UL(;l.LV~::' u,,,,, ~p''''pr~ beautiful are in turn eXi:1m.1nc::a 
and or which ".,. .. £>".,. 
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same abstract nature, and the aesthetic enjoyment spatial and tem
poral objects arises in large measure from the formal relations of metric 
manifolds. Goethe's characterization architecture as 'frozen music' 
embodies this truth ~lJ(J'O'e'~tlvelv 

Plato himself importance of this mathematical element, 
for we read in the P hilebus: H If al'ld w:eighing 
be taken away from that which will not be much," 
and agairi:~~("'For measure and proportion always pass into beauty and 
excellence." In connection with this second passage it is made explicitly 
clear that he is referring to beauty of geometric form, as exemplified for 
instance by a circle, and beauty of musical form, as exemplified by a pure 
musical note. 

3. ARISTOTLE 

Aristotle, inventor of formal or syllogistic logic, author of the Poetics 

and the Rhetoric, saw more clearly tE:!:11'1~Jato th~t0~!::t)~~~~~~pr~~~i,y~ and 
not merelyimit~tiye. At the same time it was not this characteristic which 
.;:> ....... ' ... ,u .... , ...... to him f~ndamen tal, but rather the characteristic of mathematical 
form: H Those are mistaken who affirm that the mathematical sciences 
say nothing of beauty():~()()dI1es~. For they most especially discern and 
demonstrate the facts and definrtI~ns relating to them; for if they demon
strate the facts and definitions relating to them, though without naming the 
qualities in question, that is not keeping silence about them. 

) 

£ 
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4. PLOTINUS 

The Greek philosopher Plotinus is the first great representative of the 
mystical point of view referred to above. He refused to admit that beauty 
is identifiable with mere symmetry: "Beauty is rather a light that plays 
over the symmetry of things than the symmetry itself, and in this consists 
its charm. For why . . . are the more life-like statues the more beautiful, 
though the others be more symmetrical . . . except that this living beauty 
is more desirable ... ?" tHere (light' refers to actual light in the physical 
sense. According to him things are beautifuLheC;;llls~they participate in 
having the attribute of rational form, characteristic than 
bec~!l~ce of symmetry. 

The reaction of Plotinus against the point of view of Plato and Aristotle 
is justified to the extent that it stresses the inadequacy of any purely formal 
analysis of a work of art. But when he proceeds to interpret the aesthetic 
experience in a purely mystical manner it does not appear that any real 
advance is accomplished. 

5. THE GREEK VIEW 

I t appears then that the prevailing Greek view emphasized the im
portance of the formal elements in art. says (loc. cit.): H the one 
true aesthetic principle recognized by Hellenic antiquity in general" is 
that" beauty consists in the imaginative or sensuous eXlprC~SSllon ~"'~~~~~-:'~:~":J-.• 

in variety. . . . The of whole to part - a 

* Poetics. See Kn<:l!lnl111P" A .destMtltc, London 
t Ennead. See loe. cit. 
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PACIOLO. 

it was not until the century that important new 
aesthetic ideas appeared, it is interesting to observe that even earlier 
mathematicians and artists were led to ascribe peculiar aesthetic merit to 
certain numerical proportions. Thus the mathematician Paciolo in his De 
divina proportione of 1509 considers the' section' a segmen t 
to be fundamentally important. This is proportion which is found in 

the Golden Rectangle. Micht!J~~gt:}()' close friend of Paciolo, ascribed 
certain simple proportions to the ideal human figure. 

I t is obvious of course that the theory of aesthetic measure provides 
little justification for any mystic Pythagorean dogma in the field of 
aesthetics, although it recognizes the importance of simple numerical 
relationships in certain cases. 

FRACASTORO 

What appears to be the first explicit statement that beauty must always 
be relative to objects of a definite class was made by the physician and poet 
Fracastoro in his lVaugerius, sive De poetica of 1555. This truth is of 
course involved in our formulation of the fundamental aesthetic problem. 
I t is more or less implicit in the works of Plato and Aristotle. 

8. WIT AND TASTE 

In the seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries a great deal of sug
·' ....... rn .... rlll· discussion turned upon the discussion of 'wit' and 'taste.' * 

Aesthetic as Science 
3, for an account 

( 

traI1Sla1tlOn by D. Ainslie), second edition, 

) 
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cer-

or 
with taste or wit be as 
taste transposed to a higher 
briefly in the following chapter. 

It is in this light that we consider it 

DESCARTES 

The rationalistic philosophy of Descartes to reasoning a posi don 
of first importance: cogito ergo sum. a mathematician, 
he regarded mathe~atlcar~reasoning as the model from which to start. 
The formalistic universe to which a mixture of speculation and reason led 
him contained many metaphysical, physical, biological, physiological, and 
psychological doctrines of great originality and interest. Unfortunately, 
in his dualistic account of mind and matter, imagination was regarded as 
caused by the play of the'{animal spirits upon the mind. In consequence, 
poetry and other works of art were tolerated only in so far as they were in 
accord with reason. It is very significant of this general attitude that Des
cartes scarcely refers to aesthetic questions in his extensive writings. 

10. LEIBNITZ 

The formalistic universe of Leibnitz, also a great mathematician, pro
vided for every conceivable type of being, each having its representative 
monad. Thus he was able to admit aesthetic facts without any difficulty, 
since aesthetic a~~judgmen ts were of 
Such knowledge is as knowledge, but 
the latter in that it is distinct. * he a 

,. De veri/ate et ideis 
( I ) 
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Leibnitz's /"'ol.:::.h."' .... enigmatic music as "counting per-
by tha tit is coun ting " be seen 

I I. BOILEAU. DE CROUSAZ 

Boileau and writers of the Cartesian soon to extend 
Cartesian doctrines to the aesthetic realm. This attempt led inevitably 
to a completely intellectualized point of view. De Crousaz says in his 
'['raile du beau of I :" Good taste makes us appreciate at first by feel
ing that which reason would have approved .... " But this claim is cer
tainly exaggerated in all of those cases where important connotative ele
ments enter, as we have frequently pointed out. 

The main factors of the beautiful were considered by de Crousaz to 

be v~~~i~~:!:~uni ~y'~~~~~!~Ei~I~~~~.?Ec:!~2Y4~~!E!c:!y*~£~?p~!tior::, E viden tl y these are 
essentially il1e~·same~ mathematical elements which were specified by Plato 
and Aristotle. 

I2. VIeo 

Vico, a jurist known generally for his (philosophy of l1istory,' in common 
with many others of his period reacted strongly against the intellectual
istic view of poetic art. He considered imagination as embodied in poetry 
to be of equal importance with intellect as embodied in metaphysics, and 
independent of it. Furthermore he identified poetry with language, thus 
emphasizing first of all the expressive power of art.* For this reason Croce, 
himself of the same school, regards Vico as « the real revolutionary who 
by putting aside the concept of probability and conceiving imagination in 
a novel manner actually discovered the true nature of poetry and art and, 
so to speak, invented the science of Aesthetic .... " t 

However, after the acceptance of such a vigorous affirmation of the 
expressiveness of art, it remains (in our opinion) to discover how art is 

'" Scienza nuova 
t Loc. cit. 
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as we have 
They also lead to the notion of the fundamental or root 
due to Rameau, and explain why this must in general nr()Cf"f~r1 
fourth or fifth, up or down, to its harmonically nearest notes. 

The cogency of his development to Rameau so that 
he entitled a later work (1750) Demonstration du principe de l'harmonie. 
However, the acute mathematician d'Alembert gave a clear presentation 
of Rameau's work in which he stated the requisite empirical rules without 
attempt at their demonstration.* 

Rameau's treatment of chords and of chordal sequences, and other later 
treatments of harmony, differ from our own in two important respects: 
they are qualitative rather than quantitative since they aim mainly to ex
clude inadmissible chords and chordal sequences; empirical exceptions are 
introduced wherever necessary, whereas our theory proceeds uniformly 
on the basis of the specific evaluation of simple aesthetic factors. 

14- EULER 

In his 'fentamen novae theoriae j\1usicae of 1739, the mathematician 
Euler developed a theory of consonance based upon the Pythagorean law. 
This is interpreted in the general sense that the smaller the integers ex
pressing the ratios, the more consonant the notes will 
be. In this way he is led to a simple empirical rule for estimating the Clegrree 
of consonance or an y . or chord, which in 
accords the 

,. IfjJe:meTl'H de mU.Hqt.ce, Juifu:mlles 'fJ.rl''1r1'fJ.pt de M. Rameau 
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The of consonance is of course 
agreeableness or measure. For .. L.:::'LU. ......... '~. 

are the most harmonious all' 

from that 

the octave 

general account it as "The more we per-
which characterizes the objects contemplated, the more 

more appear, more and joyfully 
shall we acknowledge them. But an order which costs trouble to discover, 
although it will indeed also please us, will associate with that pleasure a 
certain degree of weariness and sadness." 

IS. HOGARTH 

The artist Hogarth in his Analysis oj Beauty of 1753 attempted an 
analysis of the aesthetic factors involved in painting. As we shall point 
out in Chapter X, the aesthetic problem here is vague and difficult. He 
did no more than enumerate formal factors such as symmetry, variety, 
uniformity, simplicity, intricacy, quantity, and convincing representation. 
He ascribed an especial beauty to a serpentine line which he called the 
"L' f B " Ine 0 eauty. 

16. BURKE 

At about the same time the statesman and philosopher Edmund Burke 
in his Philosophical Enquiry into the Origin of our Ideas on the Sublime and 
the Beautiful of 1756 separated the sensuous 'and imaginative factors in the 
work of art. These latter are conceived of as essentially mimetic. Further
more he endeavored to classify the various aesthetic factors upon which 
depends the beauty of an object. 

17. HEMSTERHUIS 

The philosopher Hemsterhuis in a 'Lettre sur la sculpture' published in 
1769 gave a definition of the beautiful which has become very well known: 
(( the beautiful is that which gives the number of ideas in 
shortest space of time." 

also Sensations 'J'one A.J, fourth 
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a logical representation." * Evidently this doctrine ......... ...," ...... VL, ....... '" 

corre_ 

sive character of art, and points toward the associations and 
aroused by the contemplation of a work of art as of vital importance. 

Kant brought out clearly the distinction between sensuous, emotional, 
moral, or intellectual feeling, and aesthetic feeling, to which we alluded 
at the beginning: sensuous or emotional feeling is excluded because the 
beau tiful " " moral feeling is excluded be-
cause it must please of an end"; intellectual 
feeling, because- it must please "without con.~IePts."Throughout Kant's 
writings there is evident a strong tendency to adopt a mystical view to
wards art. There is little which can be regarded as analyticaL 

I 9- SCHILLER. HEGEL 

The followers of Kan t and his metaphysical idealism continued in the 
same speculative realm of thought. Their aesthetic writings culminate in 
striking mystic phrases such as: beauty is "living form" (Schiller); art 
"cancels matter through form" (Schiller); beauty is the" sensible appear
ance of the Idea" (Hegel). 

20. HERBART 

Among those of the Kantian school, Herbart seems to us the most 
SUllQ"e~stl.ve in his point of view despite a 
formalism. 

'" Kritilc Jer 
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our own into 

21. 

as so 
others had interests us is his realization that a work 
of art must be compared with others of the same kind. In his insistence 
upon this he is explici t: "There is no difference in works of art 
except in so far as they can be compared in respect of artistic perfection." 
"In this respect the biggest, most complicated canvas is on a level with the 
smallest arabesque, the longest poem with the shortest." "This proposi
tion must be adhered to absolutely, if irrelevant elements are not to enter 
everywhere." t 

By this insistence Schleiermacher clarified the fundamental problem 
of aesthetics. In the various applications of our quantitative theory we 
have seen how essential it is that the class of aesthetic objects be closely 
prescribed. Hence our conclusions are entirely in agreement with Schleier
macher's in this respect. 

22. POE 

The American poet Poe, always a theorist and many times an extrava
gant one, was led by his study of poetry to an aesthetic theory in which is 
formulated, apparently for the first time, the conjecture that aesthetic 
ments of order have a definite weight. The following quotation from the 
'Rationale of ' of 1843 embodies this conjecture: 

Let us ... .."., .. J.u., .... J. ... a crystal. We are at once interested by an equality between 
the sides and the angles of one of its faces: the equality of the sides 
1-''''-''''''''_''' us; that of the doubles the On bringing to view a second 

in all respects first, seems to squared; on 

after his 
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formulated no precise measure the musical quality in poetry sec-
tion 8, Chapter VIII), but his poems are very remarkable in this rpc",,,,,,,"'+-

23. SPENCER 

The positivist philosopher Spencer made several penetrating 
in the field of aesthetics. In his Philosophy of Style of 1852 he asserts that 
the effective cause of style is economy of effort. The notion 

~~,~~_~_~ __ ,~w~~_. independently developed later by Fechner, is evidently In accord 
with our theory. In the nearly contemporaneous Origins of Architectural 
Styles he ascribes the beauty of architectural form to uniformitY_~!lst~m-
metry, qualities exhibited in the forms of nature: in o'ther words the a~;'~ 
thet:lc'~effectiveness of symmetry in for , .. c .. v .......... ,"""" .. 

to i ts .. ~~,~~':~.J.~~~'~~~~:!:...L,.~!! .. ~,.~:.,~,'::l,~,: 
Moreover, in his Origin and Function oj (1857) he ad-

vances the view that music is derivative from language. We have observed 
that the connotative element in music, produced by this linguistic origin, 
is beyond the reach of any analytic theory such as that here advanced. 

24- HELMHOLTZ 

Helmholtz, physiologist, physicist, and mathematician, undertook the 
systematic examination of the physical and physiological basis of sensa
tions of tone. The 'fonempjindungen of 1862, embodying his con
stitutes the veritable Principia of subject. In particular the eXlstelnce 
of summation difference tones is established and explained a 
mathematical 

(202 ) 
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'"" .. ~ .. " ..... ""' account Rameau) chords and the \Vestern 
is complete in that these are shown to arise naturally. In 

the structure involved is in all raml-
the of 

not 
no indication of the quantitative out-
to the analytic point view, 

for he : "No doubt is now is subject to 
and rules dependent on the nature of human intelligence" which" are not 

to' the artist . . . or the ob-
server .... " Indeed" it is an essential condition that the whole extent of 
the regularity and design of a work of art should not be apprehended con
sciously. It is precisely from that part of its regular subjection to reason 
which escapes our conscious apprehension that a work of art exalts and 
delights us." Thus Helmholtz believes that art depends upon definite laws 
which may be discovered. He denies, however, that art can satisfy after its 
structural laws are understood. 

I t seems to us that this last conclusion is not justified. In fact it is in 
an unusual density of elements of order, obvious, and more or less con
cealed, that we have found the secret of successful musical form. These 
types of order are so varied and numerous that the same occult aesthetic 
effect is felt regardless of the possibility of a systematic enumeration 
revealing the constituent elements. 

25. SYLVESTER 

The mathematician and casual poet Sylvester undertook in his Laws oj 
Verse published in 1870 to reduce versification to definite principles. It is 
evident that he was influenced by the earlier work of Poe in this direction, 
with whom he finds himself in general agreement. Although Sylvester dealt 
but little with metre, his contribution is to be regarded as a distinct ad
vance in the aesthetics of verse. 

Sylvester divides the technical (formal) side of verse, which he calls 
"Rhythmic," into three branches: "~1etric," about which he accepts Poe's 
doctrines; "Chromatic," dealing with the tonal side into which he 
not enter; and "Synectic," with" continuous aspect 
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'-'LJ'~LJ.J.'-'Li that music is beautiful primarily because mimetic ~44.j;;,.""iu",I'--

power rather than as the embodiment of abstract form.* 
In speaking of the beautiful in music the following: 

Its nature is specifically musical. By this we mean that its beauty is not 
contingent upon, or in need of any subject introduced from without, but that 
it consists wholly of sounds artistically combined. The ingenious co-ordination of 
intrinsically pleasing sounds, their consonance and contrast, their flight and re
approach, their increasing and diminishing strength this it is, which in free 
and unimpeded forms presents itself to our mental vision. 

It is extremely difficult to define this self-subsistent and specifically musical 
beauty. 

A 'philosophical foundation of :t.TIusic' would first of all require us, then, to 
determine the definite conceptions which are invariably connected with each 
musical element and the nature of this connection, ... a most arduous though 
not an impossible task. 

is no art which, like music, uses up so quickly such a variety of forms. 
Mathematics, though furnishing an indispensable key to the study of the 

physical aspect of music, must not be overrated .... No mathematical calcu
lation ever extends into a composition .... 

Evidently Hanslick goes beyond Helmholtz in affirming that musical 
beauty is formal and is made up of elements of order which are complex 
but can be effectively analyzed. He perceives also that each type of music 
is limi ted by the allowance of means employed, as we have SU~n!e~stf~a 

His to mathematics is evidently to its use in physical acous-

tics. Our theory is of course devoid of any mathematics that 
mere enumeration; moreover we do not suppose that 
are when is heard, but that 

their 

Music traIls1a'tlon G. 
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contrasts 
'-'."' ....... UJ'v"' ..... in an factor 

be essen tiall y tha t of a yellow sphere; the indirect, of a delicious tropical 
fruit, etc. 

Undoubtedly Fechner did not consider the spherical symmetry of the 
orange as giving rise to a specific association. Our reason for so regarding 
it may be stated as follows: all objects possessing such symmetry are as
sociated by means of the uniform tactual and visual technique involved; 
in general this symmetry is desirable, so that the association has a positive 
tone of feeling. 

Aside from his recogni tion of the importance of associations for aes
thetic perception, Fechner's main contribution was methodological. He was 
the first to treat the fundamental aesthetic problem for simple classes of 
aesthetic objects by direct experiment. However, as we have already in
dicated, in his treatment of rectangular form the actual experimental re
sults were inconclusive. 

28. LANIER 

The American poet Lanier wrote in I 880 an important book, '1he Science 
oj English Verse, of which the main point is the definite parallelism between 
poetry and music: "Perhaps no one will find difficulty in accepting the as
sertion that when formal poetry or verse ... is repeated aloud, it impresses 
itself upon the ear as verse only by means of certain relations existing 
among its component words considered purely as sounds, without reference 
to their associated ideas." Furthermore he undertakes to establish that 
"the sound-relations which constitute music are the same with those which 
constitute verse, and that the I.JJ.J.\.-I..lVJ.J. hAf-'XTs:~""'n music and verse 

'" 170rschule der Aesthetik 
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29. LIPPS 

1S .l\.U.>l.J. .... lJ.J."'"'U 

tic object.* Such identification is obviously important in the appreciation 
of a statue and in similar cases. Here the complete set of associations 
induced by the act of attentive perception necessarily leads to such an 
empathetic response. 

30. GURNEY 

The philosopher and psychologist Gurney in his Power oj Sound of 
1889 undertook to appraise the role of the formal elements of order in 
music. Unfortunately he overlooks the presence of any but the most ob
vious formal elements, and does not perceive in the least how such order 
should be measured. In consequence he is forced to the conclusion that 
music is "Ideal Motion" and that "the essential characteristic of the 
complete Ideal lVlotion is an absolutely unique beauty perceived by an 
absolutely unique faculty .... " Of course such a conclusion is entirely 
mystical. A specific solution of the problem of melody, which Gurney 
thus declares to be insoluble, has been tentatively proposed by us in an 
earlier chapter. 

31. CROCE 

The aesthetician and philosopher Croce follows in the steps of Vi co and 
others by insisting that art is expressive: Art is the "expression of im
pressions . . ."; t art is "lyrical intuition." t For him knowledge is 
divided into intuitive knowledge and conceptual knowledge; the first 
finds its expression in art, the second in science and philosophy . 

... Aesthetische Faktoren der J:(a''lma:nscjfUlu,un~ 
t Loc. cit. His Estetica appear(~d 
t Aesthetics, J:!:.n(~vclopedla J:Sn1:anrnca, 
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The Beautiful is always, so far as I know, in the forms of Order, in 
the modes of Harmony, of Balance, or of Rhythm. vVhile there are many in
stances of Harmony, Balance, and Rhythm which are not particularly beautiful, 
there is, I believe, nothing really beautiful which is not orderly in one or the 
other, in two, or in all three of these modes. In seeking the Beautiful, there
fore, we look for it in instances of Order, in instances of Harmony, Balance, and 
Rhythm. We shall find it in what may be called supreme instances. 

Thus Ross defines the beautiful to be a (( supreme instance of Order." This 
concept, although entirely qualitative, is evidently akin to that embodied 
in our general theory. 

Ross has classified the formal elemen ts in design and pain ting as due 
to repetition, balance, and sequence as applied to tones, sizes, and shapes. * 
However, the conditions under which such elements become" emotion
ally, as opposed to, intellectually, effective" are none too apparent; the 
importance of this question has thus been pointed out by my colleague 
Professor Arthur Pope. t 

33. THE EASTERN VIEW OF ART 

So far as I can discover, the general analytic treatment of art, such as 
leads to aesthetics properly so called, is not to be found in the East. In
stead there are charming literary anecdotes about artists and their work, 
as well as definite technical rules for the artist. 

There are some slight indications of a more general point of view. For 
instance in Chinese art there are such pronouncements as the Six Canons 
of Painting of Ho: (I) vitality, anatomical structure, (3) con-
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formity with nature, suitability 
LU.J.J.';HL'* in Indian IS ",\·n<.:'Fl 

34- REMARKS 

These appear to us to be some the main 
made in the domain 

brief accoun t no has 
theories such as are often by poets other creative 
because of their pragmatic usefulness. is to be 
have many points in common with theories of more objective type. Of 
course the artist, on account of his highly developed powers of intuitive 
judgment, is not apt to stray far from the right track because of an inaccu
rate theory. In fact such a theory may prove valuable by suggesting novel 
combinations and experiments. 

In our opinion the above account of previous developments serves to 
bring out clearly the fact that the principal earlier advances in analytic 
aesthetics can be conveniently and adequately interpreted in terms of the 
theory of aesthetic measure, at least in so far as they are concerned with the 
precise formal side rather than the elusive connotative side of the aesthetic 
expenence. 

* See H. A. Giles, History of Chinese Pictorial Art, London (1905). 
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1. 

can to 
extent that same may be substituted in its 
place, it is generally found that certain objects are preferred to others. 
Thus the of the class fall into an orderly arrangement with regard 
to 'desirability' in the given context. If some value is attrib
uted to this desirability, the objects become aesthetic objects to that 
degree, and the feeling of desirability is called aesthetic feeling. In this 
sense the types of aesthetic fields are almost as numerous as the generic 
names of objects having visual or auditory reference. 

l\1oreover our previous limitation of aesthetic perceptions to the audi
tory and visual domains was merely made for practical reasons and elimi
nated altogether too much; for instance, a system of laws may be beauti
ful, or a mathematical proof may be elegant, although no auditory or 
visual experience is directly involved in either case. It would seem indeed 
that all feeling of desirability which is more than mere appetite has some 
claim to be regarded as aesthetic feeling. 

The domain of art, although of similar vast extent, refers more espe
cially to those aesthetic fields in which the objects admit of being freely 
created by an artist. 

2. THE VARIABILITY OF 

Owing to 
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" ..... ,.,:." .... "1" appreciation set up. 

In this connection it is instructive to recall the physiological interpre
tation' at the outset. According to it an aesthetic field corresponds 
to a network of associative nerve fibres in the brain. From this point of 
view, 1t 1S the normal of associations has been es
tablished through considerable comparative aesthetic experience, that the 
network takes a characteristic form. 

Qualitative aesthetics may be defined to be that part of aesthetics 
which traces the general nature of the associative network by furnishing: 
a rough description of the aesthetic factors. 

On the other hand, quantitative aesthetics, based upon the theory of 
aesthetic measure, must limit itself to those cases where the associative 
network has attained a characteristic development, so that not only the 
factors may be isolated but their relative importance may be estimated. 
In this case the network is of a much more definite and formal type. 

4. THE QUALITATIVE ApPLICATION OF THE AESTHETIC FORMULA 

Despite the limitation to which the quantitative application of the 
aesthetic formula is thus subjected, it is still possible to conceive of it as 
qualitatively applicable in more general since the tlieory upon which 
it is based is an entirely one. 

In such qualitative application the ""tT.r:>t"'t"1'U·"" elements of order and 
the have to be ae'term1.ne(l. 
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from those no substantial 
by means of the 

This kind of use of 
aesthetic maxims: 

the 
so 

is, increase 0 without increase C). 

at once to certain well known 

unity in ) rnust be found in the several parts as well 
as is, the order complexity of parts enter into 
the order and complexity of the whole). 

From our standpoint such maxims are all contained implicitly in the 
aesthetic formula }d = OIC. 

5. DECORATIVE DESIGN 

vVe propose to indicate very briefly how such qualitative application of 
the aesthetic formula may be made in certain fields of art. Among these 
fields decorative design is the simplest, since the connotative elements of 
order are restricted to purely conventional floral or other representation. 

In decorative art there is always a first requirement that the design be 
fitting to the end in view. We may regard this utilitarian requirement as 
one involving negative elements of order. Aside from this primary general 
requirement, a decorative design in a plane surface may be treated as an 
ornamental pattern (rectilinear, curvilinear, or mixtilinear), that is, as a 
hierarchical aggregate of ordinary ornaments. The aesthetic measure of 
the complete design is to be conceived as a kind of average of the aesthetic 
measures of the constituent ornaments, as in the case of tilings (see Chap
ter III). 

With regard to the positive elements of order 0 in the constituent orna
ments, we are led to list those already considered: vertical symmetry; 
balance; rotational symmetry; relation to a rectangular network of lines 
or to other one- or two-dimensional ornaments; repetition; similarity; 
spiral form; circular form; floral form. Furthermore we may include even 
more elaborate types of « Repetition, Sequence, and Balance" as indicated 
by Ross. 

( 21 I ) 
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the same as those in are 
extensions rn~"r"""",,\T 

6. PAINTING, SCULPTURE, AND 

The art of painting is of particular interest. It involves not only the 
formal elements of order inherent in decorative design, but also 
based upon color; moreover, by means of representation, it can call upon 
numberless associations corresponding to connotative elements of 
Great painting has developed typically in the East and in the 'Vest, but 
these types are sufficiently alike so that their qualities are generally appre
ciated. 

The' complexity' of paintings is usually so considerable that they are 
analogous to ornamental patterns whose constituent ornaments must be 
appreciated one by one. However, it is decidedly interesting to remark 
in this connection how a fine composition is always arranged so as to be 
easily comprehensible. The factors involved in such a composition are so 
varied and subtle that only a partial analysis is possible. 

By way of illustration I give an obvious linear analysis of Correggio's 
'Danae' in Plate XXII opposite, which shows some of the most important 
divisions and directions of the canvas; and at my request Professor Pope 
has kindly indicated his analysis of Veronese's (Family of Darius Before 
Alexander' (shown in the same Plate): 

This painting by Veronese illustrates the simplicity in the general arrange
ment of principal masses within the rectangle of the enclosing enframement 
that is constantly found in the works of the Venetian masters of the slxteelnth 
century. A diagonal drawn from the upper right to the lower left corner 
the main figure part of the composition from the background 
The of color and what are on the darker tones come 
in the lower right-hand triangle, with lighter tones and contrasts 
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is broken up into the upper triangle, as in the dark of 
COlnpen~;atlmt! light is broken into the lower, as in the 

A similar 
servants at the break-

dramatic action, is 
in the simplest possible way. 

Evidently the aesthetic factors here specified by Pope are largely of the 
formal type which we have considered. 

In painting we may with approximate accuracy separate the elements 
of order into those of form and of color, and consider the two separately. 
In other words, we may consider a painting with respect to its composi
tion and its color effects. 

As far as the composition is concerned, these elements of order are of 
the following three types: (I) the formal elements of order inherent in 
two-dimensional design; (2.) the kindred formal elements of order inherent 
in the three-dimensional objects represented; (3) the connotative elements 
of order which arise from the represen tation. 

With reference to (I) it is to be noted that there should be a natural 
primary center of interest in the painting and also suitable secondary 
centers. Such a primary center of interest is often taken in the central 
vertical line of the painting or at least near to it. The elements (2.) are of 
course taken to be the same as in the three-dimensional objects repre
sen ted. Thus if a sphere be represented, the elements of order inherent in 
the sphere would naturally be considered to be present. Finally there are 
the connotative elements (3) which playa decisive part; a good painting 
requires a suitable subject just as much as a poem requires a poetical idea. 

The color spectrum, upon which the elements of order involving color 
necessarily depend, is not without interesting analogy to the gamut of 
musical tones. The simpler the palette is, the less will be the complexity, 
so that the palette should be as restricted as the subject permits. Evi
dently the appreciates the repetition of a color, a graded sequence of 
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multiple 
fundamen tal motive. 

WESTERN MUSIC 

As has been remarked, actual 'Vestern music can be as 
volving a composite of melodic, harmonic, and rhythmic of order. 
In this sense the possibili ty of a qualitative application of the basic formula 
is obvious. Of course in ordinary musical compositions there will enter 
more elaborate forms than those which we have considered, although prob
ably these have analogues in the simple cases which we have discussed. 
Connotative factors also enter, due in large part to the similarity of music 
and emotional utterance. 

8. EASTERN MUSIC 

In the East there has been developed a great variety of highly inter
esting types of music. Although in most cases the particular scale 
is not the 'Vestern scale, nevertheless it is usually near enough to the dia
tonic or pentatonic scale so that Eastern music can be translated 
nearly equivalent 'Vestern form. To be sure, the claim of a genuine 
tone scale is made in India and elsewhere; but it is hard to see how such 
quarter tones are to be than as flat or sharp of 
ordinary harmonics of a fundamental note. The frequent occurrence 
perfect fourths, mUSIC 

notes are 
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On'the other hand the use rhythm in music is perhaps more highly de-
veloped in the East than in the \Vest. As for melody, what is usually 
sired in Eastern music is a simple theme wi th the proper texture. It is 
to be that pure music is much common the East, where 
mUSIC IS In recitative, or 

Notwithstanding differences the diversity of scales employed, 
mUSIC in many of its forms, 

the reasons are • rhut-ht'Y\;c t-hp C-:lt'Y\P -:lC -:It'Y\£,\rI..,,. nc' hvpr1 
• .I..I.J. J L .1..1..1.1. .Lv \,...1J.\oo.f vtA.-..LJ..l."'" ""'''' ""'.I.,.LJ.VJ..I.5 l,..I.v, .J.J...n.. ..... "-4. 

scales are employed, usually containing certain diatonic points of refer
ence and simple harmonic in tervals; there is much use of repeti tion and of 
melodic sequence as in our own music; and, finally, there is often a kind 
of tonic note. It does not seem to me that the diverse types of Eastern 
music are likely to admit the application of the aesthetic formula in the 
same way as does the music of the \Vest. I should expect such an appli
cation to be feasible only in respect to certain simple elements of order, 
comparable with those of alliteration and assonance in poetry, upon which 
the characteristic quali ty of each type depends. 

9. EVOLUTION IN ART 

Art, taken in a wide sense, is expressive of the vast universe of intui
tive impressions which surrounds and sustains the central nucleus of con
ceptual knowledge. There is no indication whatsoever that the central 
nucleus will absorb the whole, as Hegel believed, nor that the growth of 
the whole will not continue indefinitely. 

In consequence, indefinite further evolution of art is certain. But this 
favorable evolution is at first sight only assured through the appearance 
of new values on the connotative side of art. Will not the formal side of 
art sink finally into relative insignificance? This is the side to which we 
have devoted attention as being the most characteristic. It seems to me 
that this pessimistic conclusion is not justified, and that the formal and 
connotative sides will continue to advance pari passu. In fact I believe 
that ideal aesthetic expression must always unite formal and connotative 
elements of order to an almost unbelievable degree. 

( 21 5 ) 
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10. ART 

Any 

judged more satisfactory than others, and will be improved, 
finally to works of art. Such experiments can not be wholly arbitrary 
must be well directed. 

Now it seems to me that the postulation of genius in any mystical sense 
is unnecessary. For, under the conditions specified, the experimentation 
will proceed automatically in an advantageous direction just because the 
aesthetic judgment will find mere repetition to be dull and will be attracted 
by interesting modifications. 

In this process the explicit analysis of aesthetic factors and the formula
tion of aesthetic theories, however rudimentary, are inevitable and are of 
fundamental importance to the creative artist. Indeed, as was observed 
at the outset, the act of aesthetic perception is made up of three phases: 
attentive perception; aesthetic enjoyment; and the explicit recognition 
of order or harmony in the object. Thus the analytic phase appears as 
an inevitable part of aesthetic experience. The more extensive this experi
ence is, the more definite becomes the analysis. 

It is evident that accurate and intelligent analysis will in general prove 
the best guide to creative experiment. Occasionally it may happen that 
an apparently crude analysis may suggest unexplored possibilities that 
have been completely overlooked. But, in general, when the theories of 
an artist overbalance his aesthetic judgment and experience, he is likely to 
produce what may be termed 'puzzle-art.' This kind of art h~s been ex
emplified in many experiments of recent decades. Any novel artistic 
which cannot be appreciated without advance knowledge of the 
underlying it may be into category of DU~ZZH~-ar 

* Lowes reaches a like conclusion in his notable 'l'he Road 10 .... "U>,,#_ •• Boston 
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In the inevitable analytic accompaniment of the creative process, the 
theory of aesthetic measure is capable performing a double service: it 

a simple, unified account of the aesthetic experience; and it provides 
means for the systematic analysis of typical aesthetic fields, yielding not 
only a aesthetic Involved but also an 
estimate their importance. 

The future art is unpredictable, and on that account all the more 
alluring. 'Vho can say what new kinds of associative networks possessing 
aesthetic significance are yet to be realized and elaborated? All these will 

lead to further expressIon. 
l\s always, the highest creative art will follow new paths unerringly 

because it is in command of the resources of the past. In this connection 
Croce's dictum that art is the (expression of impressions' may be para
phrased to the effect that the most vital art is the expression in definitive 
form of new and significant impressions. 
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